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Abstract 
The integrability of an m-component system of hydrodynamic type, Ut = v(u)ux, 
by the generalized hodograph method requires the diagonalizability of the m x m 
matrix v(u). The diagonalizability is known to be equivalent to the vanishing of 
the corresponding Haantjes tensor. This idea is applied to hydrodynamic chains -
infinite-component systems of hydrodynamic type for which the 00 x 00 matrix v(u) 
is 'sufficiently sparse'. For such 'sparse' systems the Haantjes tensor is well-defined, 
and the calculation of its components involves only a finite number of summations. 
The calculation of the Haantjes tensor is done by using Mathematica to perform 
symbolic calculations. Certain conservative and Hamiltonian hydrodynamic chains 
are classified by setting Haantjes tensor equal to zero and solving the resulting sys-
tem of equations. It is shown that the vanishing of the Haantjes tensor is a necessary 
condition for a hydrodynamic chain to possess an infinity of semi-Hamiltonian hy-
drodynamic reductions, thus providing an easy-to-verify necessary condition for the 
integrability of such sysyems. In the cases of the Hamiltonian hydrodynamic chains 
we were able to first construct one extra conservation law and later a generating 
function for conservation laws, thus establishing the integrability. 
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1 Introduction 
This thesis is a study in the area of integrable systems. It is devoted to a classification 
of integrable hydrodynamic chains of the type that orginally appeared in the context 
of fluid mechanics, in particular with reference to the Benney chain [3). Integrable 
systems have been actively investigated since the discovery of the Inverse Scattering 
Transform of the KdV equation [21). There have been significant developments for 
1 + 1 dispersive equations, see [2), and 1 + 1 dimensional dispersionless equations 
[9J. Classification of integrable systems has been an important theme of much of 
the recent research. 
In this thesis we are concerned with the integrability of special infinite component 
dispersionless systems known as hydrodynamic chains. Our approach towards clas-
sification of such systems is based on the use of the so-called Haantjes tensor [27J. 
Let us begin by defining the form of finite component hydrodynamic type systems 
Ut = v(u)ux (1) 
where u = (u\ u2, ... , un)t is an n-component column vector and v(u) is an n x n 
matrix. In what follows we consider the strictly hyperbolic case when the eigenval-
ues of the matrix v(u), also called the characteristic speeds of the system (1), are 
real and distinct. 
Some systems of the form (1) are diagonalizable, i.e. reducible to the Riemann 
invariant form, more details follow in Sect. 2. The diagonalizability of (1) is a 
necessary condition for integrability via the generalized hodograph method [61 J. 
There exists an efficient tensor criterion of the diagonalizability which does not 
require the computation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix v(u). This is 
------
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useful because calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be troublesome in 
practice. Let us first calculate the Nijenhuis tensor [27] of the matrix v( u) = V], 
(2) 
and introduce the Haantjes tensor [27] 
(3) 
For strictly hyperbolic systems, Le. when the eigenvalues are positive and distinct, 
the condition of diagonalizability is given by the following theorem: 
Theorem 1 [27] A hydrodynamic type system with mutually distinct characteris-
tic speeds is diagonalizable if and only if the corresponding Haantjes tensor (3) is 
identically zero. 
The focus of this work is hydrodynamic chains, these are infinite component systems 
of form (1). More formally a hydrodynamic chain is, 
Ut = V(u)ux 
where V(u) is a square matrix of infinite dimension, while u = (u l , u2 , ••• , )' is 
an infinite-component vector. If the infinite matrix V(u) is 'sufficiently sparse' then 
both tensors (2) and (3) make sense. The formal definition of 'sufficiently sparse' is 
Definition 1 [20] An infinite matrix V(u) is said to belong to the class C (chain 
class) if it satisfies the following two properties: 
(a) each row of V(u) contains finitely many nonzero elements; 
(b) each matrix element ofV(u) depends on finitely many variables u i . 
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All the chains considered throughout the paper are of the class C. Below is the 
Benney chain written in matrix form, the matrix is of class C, it has only two 
nonzero elements in every row apart from the first where there is only one. The sole 
element in the first row is constant while of the two elements on every other row 
one is constant and the other is only a function of one variable. The Benney chain 
has the form 
t 
010000 
AO 0 1 0 0 0 
+ 2Al 0 0 1 0 0 
3A2 0 0 0 1 0 
=0. 
x 
The Benney chain is a classical example of a hydrodynamic chain. This chain was 
derived in [3] and was shown to consist of an infinite number of conservation laws 
for the system of equations that describe fluid under the action of gravity. The 
derivation of the Benney chain is shown in Sect. 3.l. 
In Sect. 3 we propose that a hydrodynamic chain is said to be diagonalizable if all 
components of the corresponding Haantjes tensor (3) are zero. The work in Sect. 
3 goes on to show that the vanishing of the Haantjes tensor is a necessary (and in 
some cases - sufficient) condition for a hydrodynamic chain to possess an infinity 
of finite-component diagonalizable hydrodynamic reductions. The main advantage 
of our approach is that the classification does not require any extra objects such 
as commuting flows, Hamiltonian structures, Lax pairs, etc. The vanishing of the 
Haantjes tensor turns out to be an easy to calculate classification criterion. As an 
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example let us consider the chain 
where Cn = const. It can be verified that the vanishing of the Haantjes tensor implies 
the relation Cn+2 = 2Cn+l - cn . Since the form of this chain is relatively simple it 
is straightforward to calculate the Haanjtes tensor by hand though it is quicker to 
using symbolic computations. Throughout this thesis the Mathematica [43] package 
has been used, the three files contained in the Appendices can be downloaded from 
http://www-staff.Jboro.ac. uk/%7emakk/Marshall.html. The PDF file of this theis 
is also available online at the fore mentioned address. 
Definition 2 A hydrodynamic chain from the class C is said to be integrable if, 
for any m, it possesses infinitely many m-component semi-Hamiltonian reductions 
parametrised by m arbitrary functions of a single variable. 
The method of hydrodynamic reductions is illustrated in Sect. 3.4 by considering 
the Benney chain. 
In Sect. 3.4 the following theorem is proved: 
Theorem 2 The vanishing of the Haantjes tensor H is a necessary condition for 
the integrability of hydrodynamic chains from the class C. 
If the spectrum of the infinite matrix V is simple, that is, for any A there exists a 
unique eigenvector ~ such that V~ '= A~, the following stronger result is obtained: 
Theorem 3 In the simple spectrum case the vanishing of the Haantjes tensor H is 
necessary and sufficient for the existence of two-component reductions parametrized 
by two arbitrary functions of a single variable. 
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Theorem 3 provides an easy-to-verify necessary condition for testing the integrabil-
ity of hydrodynamic chains. For finite component systems of hydrodynamic type, it 
is known that any diagonalizable semi-Hamiltonian (38) system possesses infinitely 
many conservation laws and commuting flows of hydrodynamic type, and can be 
solved by the generalized hodograph method [61]. At this point it must be empha-
sized that the vanishing of the Haantjes tensor is not sufficient for the integrability in 
general: one can construct examples of diagonalizable chains which possess infinitely 
many diagonal reductions none of which are semi-Hamiltonian (38) (see the example 
in Sect. 3.4). To eliminate these cases let us recall that for finite-component systems 
(1) there exists a tensor object which is responsible for the semi-Hamiltonian prop-
erty [48]. This is a (1, 3)-tensor Pkij (see Appendix 1 for explicit formulas in terms 
of the matrix vD. Similarly to the Haantjes tensor H, the tensor P is well-defined 
for hydrodynamic chains that are of class C. Thus the following conjecture is made 
Conjecture 1 The vanishing of both tensors Hand P is necessary and sufficient 
for the integrability of hydrodynamic chains from the class C. 
The necessary part of this conjecture, the claim that the integrability implies that 
both Hand P vanish identically, is proved in Sect. 3.4. The sufficiency is a much 
more difficult property to show, and this is not yet established in general. We point 
out that the vanishing of H (in fact, the vanishing of the first few components of 
H), is already sufficiently restrictive and implies the integrability in many cases (e.g. 
for conservative chains, Hamiltonian chains, etc). 
In Sect. 4 the Haantjes tensor criterion is used to classify conservative chains. 
Initially we restrict the flux of the first equation to be only u2, this is known as the 
Egorov case. The chain is 
- -------
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The chain (4) was investigated in [47], where a class of new integrable examples 
was found, see also [6], based on the symmetry approach. These papers provide a 
classification of conservative chruns of the form (4). It turns out that the condi-
tions HJk = 0 are already sufficiently restrictive and give an over-determined system 
expressing all second order partial derivatives of h(ul, u2, u3 , u4 ) in terms of g, see 
(103). The consistency conditions of these equations lead to a system of equations 
expressing all third order partial derivatives of 9 in terms of its lower order deriva-
tives, see (104). Computer algebra was used to calculate the Haantjes tensor and to 
verify the involutivity by calculating the consistency conditions. It must be empha-
sized that the same system of equations for 9 was found in [47J using the symmetry 
approach, as well as in [17J based on the method of hydrodynamic reductions. So, 
for conservative chains (4) the condition of diagonalizabilityis equivalent to the 
integrability. The requirement of the vanishing of other components Hjk' i :::: 2, 
imposes no additional constraints on hand g: these conditions reconstruct the re-
maining equations of the chain (4). Furthermore, the conditions Hjk = 0 specify 
the right hand side of the mth equation u;" = ... , etc. 
Also contained in Sect. 4 is the classification of conservative chains where the flux 
of the first equation is feu!, u2), Le. chains of the type 
3 _ h( I 2 3 4) Ut - u ,u ,u ,U x) '" • (5) 
As in the Egorov case, the conditions Hj\ = 0 lead to expressions for all second 
order partial derivatives of h in terms of 9 and f. The consistency conditions of 
these equations result in a system of equations expressing all third order partial 
derivatives of 9 and f in terms of lower order derivatives. 
Sect. 5 and Sect. 6 are devoted to the classification of Hamiltonian chains which 
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are of the form 
( d d t) ah Ut= Bdx + dx B au' (6) 
where u = (u1, u2 , us, ... )t is an infinite-component column vector of the dependent 
variables, and B fx + d~Bt is known as the Hamiltonian operator. Chains of the form 
(6) are known as Hamiltonian chains, h is called the Hamiltonian density. We are 
going to look at the problem of the classification of the densities for two particular 
Hamiltonian operators: 
• Kupershmidt's bracket: Bij = (a(i - 1) + (3)UHj- 1, h = h(u1 , u2 ), see [34]; 
• Manin-Kupershmidt's bracket: Bij = (i -1)uHj- 2 , h = h(u\ u2 , u3 ), see [33]; 
so that the corresponding Hamiltonian system is integrable. The Kupershmidt's 
bracket will be dealt with in Sect. 5, while the work on the Manin-Kupershmidt's 
bracket will be in Sect. 6. 
According to the results of Tsarev [61], the vanishing of the Haantjes tensor is nec-
essary and sufficient for the integrability of finite-component Hamiltonian systems 
of hydrodynamic type by the generalized hodograph method. Thus, we formulate 
our main conjecture regarding Hamiltonian hydrodynamic chains: 
Conjecture 2 (20/ The vanishing of the Haantjes tensor is a necessary and suffi-
cient condition for the integrability of Hamiltonian hydrodynamic chains. In par-
ticular, it implies the existence of infinitely many Poisson commuting conse'f'Vation 
laws, and infinitely many hydrodynamic reductions. 
The necessity part of this conjecture follows from Theorem 2, which is proved in 
Sect 3.4, which gives the vanishing of the Haantjes tensor as a necessary condition 
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for the integrability of hydrodynamic chajns (not necessarily Hamiltonian). The suf-
ficiency is more difficult to establish. The conjecture is supported by all examples 
of integrable Hamiltonian chains known to us. Since components of the Haantjes 
tensor can be calculated using computer algebra, this approach provides an effective 
classification criterion. We are going to demonstrate that the conjecture is indeed 
true for Hamiltonian chains of the type (6) with Kupershmidt's bracket and Manin-
Kupershmidt's bracket, respectively. 
We also investigate the existence of higher order (than the hamiltonian, h) con-
servation laws for the two types of Hamiltonian systems in question; recall that 
the existence of infinitely many conservation laws is one of the main features of 
the integrability. We show that the requirement of the existence of one additional 
conservation law of the form, 
• p(U\U2,U3)t = q(U\U2,U3,U4)x for Hamiltonian systems with Kupershmidt's 
bracket; 
• p(U1,U2,U3,U4)t = q(ul,u2,U3,U\u5)x for Hamiltonian systems with Manin-
Kupershmidt's bracket; 
leads to the same relations as requiring HJk = 0 for the respective systems. Further-
more the system of equations obtained from setting H}k = 0, imply the existence 
of a generating function of conservation laws and, hence, an infinity of conservation' 
laws. This establishes the integrability of all examples constructed in Sect. 5 and 
Sect. 6. 
The main results of this thesis were published in [18), [20). 
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2 Hydrodynamic type systems in 1 + 1 dimensions 
An m-component system of hydrodynamic type has the form, 
(7) 
where v(u) is a mxm matrix and u is a column vector with components u\ u2 , u3 , ••• , 
urn. The integrability of these systems by the generalized hodograph method re-
quires that the matrix v(u) is diagonalizable, or in other words possesses Riemann 
invariants. This section contains information on hydrodynamic type systems in 1 + 1 
dimension. We are interested only in systems of hyperbolic type, this means all 
eigenvalues of matrix v in (7) must be real and distinct. 
2.1 Riemann invariants 
Consider (7), such a system possesses Riemann invariants if there exists a change of 
variables 
(8) 
so that (7) goes to 
(9) 
If (7) possesses Riemann invariants then it is said that the matrix v(u) is diagonal-
izable. 
To find Riemann invariants of a 2x2 system, proceed as follows: 
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1. Write the equations in the form (7) and find the eigenvalues of matrix v(u), 
det (v(u) - Ail) = O. 
2. Require the gradients of the Riemann invariants are left eigenvectors of matrix 
v corresponding to eigenvalues A \ .\2. 
3. Solve the resulting two pairs of PDE's to obtain the Riemann invariants 
RI R2 , , 
An example follows to further highlight the steps to calculate Riemann Invariants. 
Example Calculating Riemann invariants for the equations of gas dynamics 
Pt + uxP + upx = 0, (10) 
Write (10) in matrix form 
(11) 
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Comparing (11) to (9) we see that 
(::)- (:) 
In step one we find the eigenvalues of vJ, 
(12) 
In step two we find the Riemann invariants by requiring, 
p ) - 0 
u- Al -, 
the same is done for A2, R2, In the third step, multiply out and solving we see that 
We obtain R2 by the same method, ultimately, 
(13) 
So we have equation (9) for i = 1,2, thus 
(14) 
Note at this point that from (13) we have 
(15) 
----------------------------------------------------------- -
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Substitute (15) into (12) to obtain 
If (16) is substituted into (14) then we have 
(17) 
One can verify that (11) indeed goes to (17) under the change of variables 
Thus, RI and R2 are Riemann invariants of (10). 
Example [38J This is a much more involved example of determining the Riemann 
invariants for a given system. Equations of Chromatography are 
u~+ai(u)t=O, i=I,··· ,n. (18) 
Different models are obtained via the choice of ai(u), called isotherms of adsorption. 
In this example we are going to obtain the Riemann invariants for the Langmuir 
isotherm, thus, 
n 
6. = 1 + Lfsus. (19) 
8=1 
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First, we calculate the eigenvalues of matrix A where 
(20) 
It was shown in [38J that the characteristic equation, det(A - AI) = 0, has the form, 
so, 
(21 ) 
since, det(A - AI) = O. Thus, substituting into (19) we obtain, 
n n r2 8 
'" 8 '" ,u 1 + 6 rsu = 6 r _ b.A 
8=1 8=1 s 
(22) 
The eigenvalues, Ai, of A are the solutions of (22). 
We now show that Riemann invariants are given by Ri = Aib.. It is required (9) is 
satisifed modulo Ri = Ai b.. Take R = Ab. in (22), calculate Rx, Rt in terms of u{, 
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and then substitue to show Rx + ~ Rt = O. 
Substitue into (9) to obtain, 
nf2s n n fs 
'" sUt '" P '" sUt _ 
- L.. f _ R + L.. f pUt + R L.. f _ R - 0, 
8=1 S p=l 8=1 s 
(23) 
one can see that coefficients at u~ cancel out. Thus, Rx + ~ Rt = 0 modulo R = AA, 
as required. 
Now, we show the diagonal form of (20) is 
Using the result that Ri = AiA in (22) we have 
write as a polynomial 
n f2 s L sU = A, 
8=1 fs - R 
n n n 
A IT (f, - R) - fru1 IT (f, - R) - '" - f~un IT (fs - R) = O. 
8=1 
(24) 
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The coefficient of R" is (-1?~. The coefficient of RO is 
n ( n ) n ~grs- ~riui grs=o, 
so, the polynomial can be written in the from, 
It can also be written in the form (R - RI) ... (R - Rn) = 0, so by Viet's theorem, 
equating the free term gives 
(_l)n fI R8 = (_l)nTI,{., 
8==1 
thus, ~ = TI.1t" so we have (24) as required. 
Now it is claimed that the formulas that connect Riemann invariants Ri with vari-
abIes ui are, 
i 1 TIstq it.- - 1 U=- . r · TI L. 1 t s¥-i rs - (25) 
Indeed, this can be shown to be true as follows. From (24) we know that 
This implies that ~ = TI:~I ~. Next, take (21) and substitute (25) in to eliminate 
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uk , obtaining an expression for ll., in terms of r's and R's: 
So, (25) is consistent as it gives the correct expression for ll. when substituted into 
(21). Thus, it has been shown that the system (19) has Riemann invariants and ~he 
diagonal form is given in (24). 
2.2 Commutativity Condition 
For two systems to commute means that they are consistent with each other. Take 
, 
two systems of type (7), Ut = V(u)ux , U y = W(u)ux , for them to commute means 
Uty = Uyt· 
Theorem 4 Let us consider two systems of the form (9), 
(26) 
here t and y are the correspondin9 'times '. It is claimed that for these equations to 
be consistent then the following condition must be true, 
Ojtti 
(f1,i - f1i), i oF j. (27) 
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Proof For the equations to be consistent it is required that, 
(28) 
So, let us calculate the necessary condition for (28) to be satisfied. 
(30) 
From substituting (30) and (29) into (28) one obtains 
coefficients of R~x cancel, leaving 
Which gives (27). (27) shall be referred to as the commutativity condition [61J. Fur-
thermore, if (27) is satisified then the systems (26) are said to be commuting flows .• 
Example Let us calculate commuting flows for the system, 
Hydrodynamic type systems in 1+1 dimensions 
in the form, 
Substituting into (27) gives 
Look for /1\ /12 in the form, 
24 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
A, B, C, D, E, F are certain functions of RI, R2 to be determined, while f = f( RI), 9 = 
g(R2 ) are arbitrary functions. 
Thus the general solution is, /11 = (R2 -RI)f' + f - 9 and /12 = (R2 - Rl)g' + f - g, 
which can be verified by substituting into (33). 
2.3 Conservation Laws 
Consider a diagonal system of type (9). A conservation law is a relationship 
[f(R)]! = [g(R)]x (35) 
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which must hold identically by the virtue of (9). The quantities f(R) and g(R) are 
called the conserved density and the flux, respectively. By substituting (9) into (35) 
we see that 
so that od Ai = Oig for any i. For consistency we need 
From this condition we obtain 
Example Consider the system 
(36) 
here Al = R2, A2 = RI. The equation (36) for conserved densities takes the form 
(37) 
Its general solution is 
which can be verified by a straightfoward differentiation. Here p(Rl) and q(R2 ) are 
arbitrary functions of one variable. 
Remark The condition (35) is equivalent to the I-form fdx+gdt being closed. This 
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can be seen by applying the differential d to dF = fdx +gdt, 
Note, d2 F is identically zero, thus ft = 9x. 
2.4 Semi-Hamiltonian property 
The system (9) is said to be semi-Hamiltonian [61J if 
(38) 
for any i # j # k # i. Introducing aij = A~~~i one can rewrite the previous equation 
in the simpler form 
(39) 
From equation (39) it can be shown that 
(40) 
Proposition [61J. If (38) is satisfied then commuting flows depend on n arbitrary 
functions of one argument. 
Proof Consider commuting flows of (9), 
(41) 
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(42) 
OjOkjJ,i = (aikakj - aikaij + aijajk) (j1k - j1i) 
. k .. 
+aik(akj(j1J - j1 ) - aij((.1,J - (.1,')). (43) 
Now subtract (43) from (42) and collect coefficients of (.1,i, (.1,J, J1 k . It is straightfoward 
to determine that the coefficients of (.1,i, j1j, (.1,k are equal to O. We know all mixed 
partial derivatives from (41), we also now know that all the partial derivatives are 
consistent identically in (.1,i, (.1,1, j1k. Thus commuting flows depend on n arbitrary 
functions of one argument, the functions of integration. Indeed, (.1,1 can be defined 
arbitrarily on the Rl_ axis, since we know Ojj11 'cIj # 1, j12 can be defined arbitrarily 
on the R2-axis, etc. _ 
Proposition [61]. If (38) is satisfied then conserved densities depend on n arbitrary 
functions of one argument. 
Proof Consider 
(44) 
compute okojod and ojokod, substitute (44) to eliminate all terms of the form 
omonf. One obtains 
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Set these last two equations equal to each other and collect coefficients of fi' Ii, fk. 
The coefficients of fi immediately cancel to give 0, while the coefficients of fj, fk are 
o due to (40). So we know all mixed partial derivatives of all f, we also know that 
all these partial derivatives are consistent. Thus conserved densities depend on n 
arbitrary functions of one variable, indeed one can define f arbitrarily on any of the 
coordinate lines. _ 
2.5 Generalized hodograph method 
The generalized hodograph method allows the general solution of a system of the 
form (7) to be found. First we will demonstrate with a scalar example and then give 
a more general outline of the generalized hodograph method. Consider the scalar 
Hopf equation 
(46) 
It is known that the general solution of (46) is given by the implicit formula 
f-L(R) = x + Rt (47) 
where f(R) is an arbitaray function. Indeed, if we differentiate (47) by x and t 
respectively and solve for Rx and R t ; 
f-L'Rx = 1 + Rxt =;.. Rx = _1_, 
pi - t 
1 R f-L Rt = R + Rtt =;.. Rt = -,--' f-L - t (48) 
~-- ---------~ 
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By substituting (48) into (46) we obtain the identity. Thus, (47) is the general 
solution. 
Theorem 5 [61} The general solution of the diagonal system 
(49) 
is given by 
(50) 
where )..i(R) satisifes (38) and /.i(R) are characteristic speeds of commuting flows: 
i fj. 
Proof Differentiate (50) by x and t respectively, 
8jliR~ + 8if1}R~ = 8j)..iR~t + 8i)..iR~t, 
8j fLiRl + 8ifLiR; = 8j )..iRlt + 8i)..iR;t + )..i. 
By substituting (50) into (51) and rearranging one obtains 
Now substitute (53) into (52) to obtain 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
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Thus by substituing (54) into (49) we obtain the identity so (50) is the general so-
lution. General solution means that (50) has the same amount of freedom as the 
system (46) being solved. Considering the initial value problem, t = 0, of (49), all 
Ri can be defined arbitrarily at t = 0, thus we have the freedom of n arbitrary 
functions of one variable in the system being solved. In (51) all derivatives of the 
solution, ,i, are defined apart from the ith one, thus J-!i can be defined arbitrarily on 
the Ri - axis, thus there are n arbitrary functions of one variable. _ 
2.6 The Haantjes tensor 
The Haantjes tensor (3) is used to verify the diagonalizability of the system (7). 
Calculating the Haantjes tensor using computer algebra is relatively straightforward 
for a well defined matrix and thus is an efficient way to find out if the system is 
diagonalizable whereas calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, in some cases, 
is extremely difficult. As defined previously the Nijenhuis tensor and the Haantjes 
tensor are, 
where 8s = 8~" Both the Nijenhuis tensor and the Haantjes tensor are skew sym-
metric in lower indices, this means reversing the two lower indices changes the sign, 
Hjk = -Hkj' A direct corollary of this is HJj = 0 for j = 1··· n. 
Theorem 6 The matrix v(u) from (7) can be diagonalized if and only if HJk == O. 
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Proof To prove this we first derive the necessary condition for the Haanjtes tensor 
to be identically zero. Then we obtain the condition for v( u) to be diagonalizable 
and see that they are equivalent. Evaluated on pairs of vector fields X, Y, the 
Nijenhuis tensor and the Haantjes tensor can be written in the form, 
N(X, Y) - [vX, vY] + v2[X, Y] - v[X, vY] - v[vX, YJ, (55) 
H(X, Y) - N(vX, vY) + v2N(X, Y) - vN(X, vY) - vN(vX, Y). (56) 
where [Z, Y] = (Zi ~~; - yi ~~; ) ,~. Let Xi, Xj be eigenvectors of v, thus, 
(57) 
using this upon direct calculation one obtains, 
(58) 
Then using (58) calculating the Haantjes tensor and collecting terms at Xi, Xj' [Xi, X j], 
we obtain 
H(Xi, X j ) - (Ai)..J + v2 - V(Ai + Aj))2[Xi' X j] + (Ai Aj + v2 - V(Ai + Ai)) 
((Ai - AJ)A}Xi + (Ai - Aj)A;Xi ) 
- (AiAi + v2 - (Ai + Ai )V)2[Xi, Xj]' 
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The coefficients of Xi, Xj cancel identically due to the fact vXk = ),k X k. Next, let 
the expansions of commutators [Xi, X j] be L:~=l Ci~Xk' Thus, 
H(Xi, Xj) - (),i),j + v2 - (),i + ),j)V)2[Xi' Xj], 
(),i),j + v2 _ (),i + ),j)V)2Ci~Xk> 
= ((),i),j + v2 _ (),i + ),j)V)2) Ci~Xk' 
= ((),i),j + (),k)2 _ (),i + ),j)),k)2) CIjXk, 
_ (),k _ ),i)2(),k _ ),j)2Ci~Xk' 
Hence H(Xi, Xj) = 0 if and only if 
CIj = 0, i of j, i of k, k of j. (59) 
The matrix v is diagonalizable if and only if each distribution < Xi, Xj > is inte-
grable, Le [Xi, X j] E span(Xi, Xj), which is exactly (59). For an explanation let 
us consider 3D space. Take Xl(U\U2,U3),X2(U\U2,U3),X3(Ul,U2,U3) as eigenvec-
tors. We are looking for a change of variables of type (8). The Riemann invariant 
R3(U\ u2, u3) is defined by the equations: 
the compatibility condition gives X2XIR3_XIX2R3 = 0, which is precisely, [Xl, X 2]R3 = 
O. Similarly, the Riemann invariant R2(u\U2,U3) is defined by: 
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the compatibility condition gives [Xl> X3JR2 = 0 if Cf2 = O. Therefore v possesses 
Riemann Invariants. This idea can be extended to n dimensions. _ 
Example Consider the Benney-like system 
a 
v 
w 
v a 0 
+ 0 v 1 
q(a) 0 0 
a 
v =0. (60) 
w 
x 
Is (60) diagonalizable and under what restrictions on q(a)? To answer this ques-
tion we calculate all components of the Haanjtes tensor for the system (60). First 
calculate N)". Note that Nj" = -N{J" 
Nf2 = 0, N{3 = -1, Ni3 = 0, N~! = 0, 
Ni.3 = -1, Ni3 = 0, Ni! = 0, Ni2 = 0, Nl2 = -aq'(a). (61) 
Now we can calculate Hj". Note that H;" = -Hkj 
H~3 = 0, Ht3 = 0, Hf2 = -aq'(a), Hi3 = -aq'(a), Hi.3 = 0, 
H~! = -avq'(a), Hf2 = avV(a), Hl2 = aV(a), Hi! = avq'(a). 
Thus, Hj" == 0 if and only if q'(a) = O. So, q(a) must be a constant. Thus (60) is 
diagonalizable if q( a) is constant. 
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2.7 Reciprocal Transformations 
Let B(u)dx + A(u)dt and N(u)dx + M(u)dt be two conservation laws of the system 
(7), equivalently we can view them as I-form closed by virtue of (7). One can 
introduce new variables X and T defined by 
dX = Adx + Bdt, dT=Mdx+Ndt 
Lets apply the transformation to equation (7). First we need to calculate ux , Ut in 
terms of the new variables X, T: 
(62) 
substitue these into (7) and write in the same form we get, 
UT = w(u)ux, 
where w(u) = (Av - BI)(NI - MV)-l. These transformations originate from gas 
dynamics. 
Example Take the diagonal form of Chromatography equations (24). Introduce 
the new independent variable, X, T, by the formulae 
---------------------------------------------------- --
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and the new depen~ent variable R = ~~:!~. So, (24) becomes 
After simplification, 
Divide by TI,hR' + 0) to get 
(0 + ,Ri)R~ + (aRi +;3) IT :: R~ = o. 
, 
Dividing by (0 + ,Ri) gives 
R~ + kf IT :' ~ = o. 
S 8 
Multiply both sides by (~~;-1~2 to obtain 
R~ + Ri IT ~: ~ = o. 
, 
Proposition The semi-Hamiltonian property (38) is preserved under reciprocal 
transformations 
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Proof Applying the reciprocal transformation, 
dX = Adx + Bdt, 
dT= Mdx + Ndt 
to (9) we obtain 
Thus we need to show fJ,i satisfies (38) where, 
We will start by expanding C"~JL' ) k and using the fact that Bj = ,V Aj, Nj = ).,i Mj , 
( 
fJ,i, ) ~ .!.. fJ,i k = 
, (N - Ai M) (A}A + (Ai - Aj)Aj) - (AiA - B)(A}M + (Ai - Aj)Mj) 
(N - AJ M) , (N _ AiM)(Aj _ Ai) (AN _ MB) 
A} A}M (N - AiM)Aj - (AiA - B)Mj N ~ Aj M 
N-AiM N-AiM AN-MB N-A;M 
A} Nj - A}M - AiMj Nj _ AiMj 
N-AiM+ N-AiM N-AiM 
((N - AiM)Aj - (AiA - B)Mj) (N - AjM) 
(AN - MB)(N - AiM) 
A} + (In(N _ AiM), _ (AN)j - (BM)j 
N-A'M J AN-BM 
- (Aj~Ai+ln[:N~A~]Jk' 
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So, by symmetry we have 
as required. _ 
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3 Hydrodynamic Chains 
A hydrodynamic chain is of the form (7), 
Ut = V(u)ux 
where V(u) is a square matrix of infinite dimension, while u = (u1 , u2, ••• , )t is 
an infinite-component vector. We assume that V(u) belongs to class C as defined 
in Def. 1 in the Introduction. A well known example of a hydrodynamic chain is 
the Benney chain [3J. 
3.1 The Benney chain 
The Benney chain is, 
(63) 
- - --------' 
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or, in matrix form, 
AO 0 1 0 0 0 0 AO 
Al AO 0 1 0 0 0 Al 
A2 + 2Al 0 0 1 0 0 A2 =0. 
A3 3A2 0 0 0 1 0 A3 
t x 
Let us take a moment to look at how and where the (63) first appeared. This chain 
was derived in [3J and was shown to consist of an infinite number of conservation 
laws for the system of equations that describe long waves on shallow ideal fluid 
under the action of gravity. These equations are, 
U x +Vy = 0, 
Ut + UUx + vUy + ghx = 0, 
v = 0, y = 0, 
ht + uhx - v = 0, y = h. 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
Here h(x, t,) is the height of the water, u(x, y, t), v(x, y, t) are the horizontal and 
vertical velocities of the water, 9 is gravity. The conservation laws of mass, momen-
tum and energy are all straightforward to derive. Equation (67) can be rewritten 
as 
ht + ! ([ UdY) = 0; (68) 
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(64) is used to eliminate v. This is the mass conservation law. Integrate (65) w.r. t 
y from 0 to h to obtain the momentum conservation law: 
o (l h ) a (lh 9h2 ) at 0 udy + ox 0 u2dy + --:2 = 0; (69) 
(64), (65), (67) have each been used. Finally multiply (65) by u and integrate w.r.t 
y from 0 to h to obtain the energy conservation law: 
a (llh 9h2 ) 0 (Ilk lh) at 2" 0 u2dy + --:2 + ox 2" 0 u3dy + gh 0 udy = O. (70) 
Note that the identity 
has been used. Benney went on to show that there are an infinte number of such 
conservation laws as follows. Let us introduce the notation 
so Aa = h, Al = fah u(x, y, t)dy,.·. , etc, then by multiplying (65) by un- I and then 
integrating from y = 0 to Y = h. Using (64), (65), (66) we obtain an unclosed set of 
equations for the moments: 
oA" oAn+! A oAo_ 
ot + ox + n n-1 ox - 0, . n = 1,2, ... (71) 
These equations are not conservative and nor is it in any way clear that they can 
be brought into such a form. The existence of an infinity of conservation laws was 
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demonstrated in [3, 32]. In our discussion we follow [22] which extends these ideas. 
Instead of dealing directly with (71) introduce a generating function 
(72) 
which was shown in [22] to satisfy, by virtue of (63), the relation 
(73) 
Let us show that (72) does indeed satisfy (73) modulo (63). Using (73) and differ-
entiating we obtain, 
(74) 
u1 u1p UZ 2uzp uk kukp \ x x X x x x 
"x = Px + - - -2- +"2 - --3- + ... + k - k+1 + .... 
P P P P P P 
(75) 
(76) 
Substituting (74), (75), (76) into (73) , 
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where k = 1,2,3, ... , now collect t derivatives on the left hand side and x derivatives 
on the right hand side, 
after cancelation we are left with, 
k = 1,2,3" .. 
. upon equating powers of p we finally have, 
u; = u~+l + (k _l)Uk-lU~, k = 1,2,3"" 
which is precisely (63) as expected. This relation provides an infinity of conserved 
densities H,,(u) defined by the equation 
where one has to substitute the expression for peA) obtained from (72): p = A _ 
HI H' Ha E I" I HI - 1 H2 2 H3 3 (1)2 T - );2 - );3 -.... Xp lClt y, one gets = u , = u , = u + U ,etc: 
HI 
t - (H2)"" 
H2 
t -
(H3 _ HI) 
2 x, (77) 
H3 
t - (H4 _ H2 HI)x, 
H4 
t - (H5 - H3Hl - (~2)2) x' 
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3.2 Hydrodynamic chains and the Haantjes tensor 
Both the tensors (2) and (3) make perfect sense for infinite matrices which are of 
class C as stated in the introduction. For matrices from the class C all contractions 
in the expressions (2) and (3) reduce to finite summations so that each particular 
component HJk is a well-defined object which can be effectively computed. More-
over, for a fixed value of the upper index i there exist only finitely many non-zero 
components HJk' 
We propose the following 
Definition 3 (20] A hydrodynamic chain from the class C is said to be diagonaliz-
able if all components of the corresponding Haantjes tensor (3) are zero. 
Although we have stated the above definition it must be noted that the Riemann 
invariants of a hydrodynamic chain cannot be calculated because the chain is infinite. 
Example In this example we illustrate how the Nijenhuis tensor and the Haantjes 
tensor can be calculated for a general hydrodynamic chain of class C. First, calculate 
the Nijenhuis tensor as this is required to calculate the Haantjes tensor. Then 
calculate the Haanjtes tensor, in this example the upper index is fixed at 1, HJk' 
Consider the infinite system 
(78) 
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Or, in matrix form, 
u 1 v} 1 0 0 0 0 
u2 v2 1 v
2 
2 1 0 0 0 
u3 + v3 1 v3 2 v3 3 1 0 0 
u4 v4 1 v
4 
2 v
4 
3 v
4 
4 1 0 
t 
Note that vJ = vJ(u\ ... ui ). It is easily seen that 
. ( 1 ") vie u , ... , u~ 
1 
o 
k < i + 1 
k = i+ 1 
k>i+1. 
44 
u 1 
u2 
u3 =0. 
u4 
x 
(79) 
To calculate N]k the index i will be considered fixed, this implies that we need only 
consider j :S i + 1, k:S i + 1, 1:S p :S i + 1. Similarly when calculating H]k with 
i fixed, implies that we need only consider j :S i + 4, k:S i + 4, 1:S p, r :S i + 3. 
In general if v1 = 0 Vk > i + I, then to calculate Njk we only need to consider 
j :S i + I, k:S i + I, 1:S p :S i + I. To calculate H]k we only need to consider 
j :S i + 4/, k:S i + 4/, 1:S p, r :S i + 3/. 
Calculate Njk' i :S 3, j, k :S 5,1 :S p :S 4. The notation OJ = 8~ is used in the 
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following evaluation. 
j = 2, k = 1 
o else 
01 V~ + 02Vr - 03Vr 
(vl- V!)81vi - 01Vi - olvi + V182V! + 02Vr 
02V~ + 02V~ - 83vi 
-81vl- 02VJ + 03Vf 
-02V~ - 02V~ + o3vi 
o 
45 
j = 2, k = 1 
j = 3, k = 1 
j = 1, k = 2 
j = 3, k= 2 
j = 1, k = 3 
j = 2, k = 3 
else 
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Ol(V~ + vi) + (V~ - vD81V~ + V~81V~ + (V~ - v~)8zv~ 
-8z(vM) - 8zvt + V~83V~ - V~83V~ j =2, k=l 
(v~ - vD81V~ + 81vj + 82V~ - V~82V~ - V~83V~ - 83vt j = 3, k=l 
olvi + 83vf - 84vt j =4, k=l 
(vi - V~)81V~ - Vi01V5 - Ol(V~ + v~) + o2(vM) 
+82( v~ - vi) + Ozvt + Vr83V~ - v583Vf j = 1, k=2 
-olvl + 02V~ + (vl- V~)82V1 + 02Vj - v~o3vl- 83vi j = 3, k=2 
NJk - ozv! + 8zv~ - 84vi j =4, k=2 
(vi - vDchv~ - 81vj + v~8zv~ - 82vf + vf83V~ + 83vt j = 1, k=3 
o 3 + 28 3 8 3 38 3 8 4 38 3 8 4 lV3 Vz 2V3 - zV2 - V3 2V3 - 2V3 + Vz 3V3 + 3V2 j = 2, k=3 
o3(v4 + v~) - 84vj j = 4, k=3 
-81v! - 83vf + 84vt j = 1, k=4 
-82v1- 83V~ + 84vi j =2, k=4 
-83M + vD + 84vj j= 3, k=4 
0 otherwise 
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Now HJk can be calculated, 
vi81V~ - Vr(82V~ - 283V~ + 82vD + v~(282Vi­
(hv~ - 283Vr + 81v1) - V~82Vr + v182Vr+ 
~~~-~~-~~~+~~-~~ 
vi81(V~ - v~) + V~(81(V~ - v~) - 82vi + 83vD+ 
vi(282V~ - 83V~) + V~(82Vi - 83vD + 81 (vi + v~ - vj) 
-282Vr + 83v{ + Vr83V1 
V~( -282vi + 81V~ + 283Vr - 81V~) + Vr(82V~+ 
82vg - 283V~) + V~82Vr - vg82vr - vi82V~ + 81Vr - vi81V~+ 
V~81V~ - 82v{ + 81vi 
vi( -82V~ - 82V~ + 83V~) + V~(82V~ - 83V~) 
+V~83V~) + 81 (-vi - v~ + 2vD + 82(2vi - v~ - vj) 
+V~82V~ + 83(vi - vr) 
vi81(V~ - v~) + vi(83V~ - 282vJ) + V~(81(v1- vn + 82vi-
83vt) + v1(83Vr - 82vi) + 81(vj - vi - v~) + 282Vr 
-83vt - Vr 83V1 
47 
j = 1, k = 2 
j = 1, k = 3 
j = 1, k = 4 
j = 2, k = 1 
j = 2, k = 3 
j = 2, k = 4 
j = 3, k = 1 
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VH[)2(V~ + v~) - [)3V~) + vH -[)2V~ + [)3V~) - 2[)lVh 
[)l(vl + v~) + 03(Vr - V~) - V~[)2V~ + [)2(V~ - V~ - 2vi) 
3[) 3 
-V2 3V3 
o 
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j = 3, k = 2 
j = 3, k = 4 
j = 4, k = 1 
j = 4, k = 2 
j = 4, k = 3 
otherwise. 
It is a necessary condition that each component of H}k is identically zero for the 
matrix to be diagonalizable. 
Example In this example we show how to calculate every component of the Haantjes 
tensor for the Benney chain (63). As in the previous example the Nijenhuis tensor 
is first calculated. Since the system under consideration is infinite, it means that in 
theory the summation for Nijenhuis and Haantjes tensor may be infinite. However, 
the matrix is of the class C so the summation is in fact finite, as is now shown. It 
is clear that 
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all other v;;' = O. Now we calculate the Nijenhuis tensor, first consider N{k' 
Let us consider each term separately for a moment, the first term: 
k=l 
otherwise 
The second term: 
(i - l)(i - 2)AH k = 1 
i-I k = i 
o otherwise 
The third term: 
i=k=l 
otherwise 
The fourth term: 
i = k 
otherwise 
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Combining all the terms we have 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
A1,~ { 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 i = k, i =11 - 1 
0 otherwise 
Now we calculate the Nijenhuis tensor with j =11, by the skew symmetry property, 
Njk = - Nkj' it is clear that, 
1 j = 1, i = k, i =11 
1 k=l,i=j,ii-l 
o otherwise 
Next we must calculate the Haantjes tensor, first consider 
Work on each of the terms separately, the first term: 
k=2 
otherwise 
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The second term: 
iAi-l k = 1 
1 k=i+2 
o otherwise 
The third term: 
k=l 
otherwise 
The fourth term: 
(i - 1 )Ai - 2 k = 2 
1 
o 
Thus, Hik = 0, Vi, k. Now work on 
k=i+2 
otherwise 
Again work on each of the terms separately, the first term: 
(i-1)Ai-2 k=l 
N;"'~Vk = 1 k = i + 1, i # 1 
0 otherwise 
The second term: 
u'N ~ { -1 i = 1, k = 2 2r p k 
0 otherwise 
51 
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The third term: 
k=i+l 
otherwise 
The fourth term: 
k=l 
otherwise 
Thus, H;k = 0, Vi, k. Now work on 
j oF 1, 2. 
Again work on each of the terms separately, the first term: 
i=j-1, k=2 
otherwise 
The second term: 
i = j -1, k = 2 
otherwise 
The third term: 
i = j - 2, k = 1 
otherwise 
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The fourth term: 
i = j - 2, k = 1 
otherwise 
Thus, H;k = 0, I;j i, k, j 2: 3. We have previously shown that Hik = 0, H~k = 0. 
Thus, Hjk = 0, I;j i, j, k. 
3.3 Another chain considered by Benney 
An extension to (63) is considered in [4], 
(80) 
such a system only posesses an infinity of conservation laws if 
(81) 
Calculating the Haanjtes tensor of system (80) and setting each component equal 
to zero implies that 
(82) 
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This implies 
(83) 
where a, (3 are constants. It is clear that (81) just (83) with a = (3 = 1, thus 
requiring that the Haantjes tensor is zero has produced a slightly more general 
result than obtained in [4]. Under the change of variables An -> aO ••• an-ICn, the 
Benney chain, (63), is transformed to (80) modulo (83). 
3.4 Hydrodynamic reductions and diagonalizability 
To illustrate the method of hydrodynamic reductions we consider the Benney chain 
(63), 
etc. Following the approach of [24, 25] let us seek solutions in the form ui = 
ui(R\ ... , Rm) where the Riemann invariants RI, ... , Rm solve the diagonal system 
(9), 
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Substituting this ansatz into the Benney equations and equating to zero coefficients 
at R~ we arrive at the following relations: 
2 i DiU =), DiU, 
3 i)2 ) DiU = ((), - U DiU, 
DiU4 = ((),i)3 _ v,),i - 2u2)Diu, 
DiU5 = ((),i)4 _ U(),i)2 _ 2U2),i - 3u3)Diu, 
(84) 
(85) 
(86) 
(87) 
etc. Here U = ul, Di = DRi, i = 1, ... , m (no summation!) The consistency conditions 
of the first three relations (84)-(86) imply 
respectively. Solving these equations for Dj),i we arrive at the Gibbons-Tsarev sys-
tern 
(88) 
It is a truly remarkable fact that all other consistency conditions (e.g., of the relation 
(87), etc), are satisfied identically modulo (88). Moreover, the semi-Hamiltonian 
property (38) is also automatically satisfied. Thus, the system (88) governs m-
component reductions of the Benney chain. Up to reparametrizations Ri --> fi(Ri ) 
these reductions depend on m arbitrary functions of a single variable. Solutions 
arising within this approach are known as multiple waves, or nonlinear interactions 
of planar simple waves. 
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The main result of this section is the proof of Theorem 2 formulated in the intro-
duction: The vanishing of the Haantjes tensor H is a necessary condition for the 
integrability of hydrodynamic chains from the class C [20j. 
Two different proofs of this statement will be given. 
Proof This proof is computational. Writing down the equations of the chain in the 
form u;" = Vnmu~ and substituting the ansatz ui = ui(Rl, ... , Rm) we arrive at an 
infinite set of relations 
we point out that all summations here and below involve finitely many nonzero 
terms. Applying the operator Dj, j # i, we obtain 
(89) 
Interchanging the indices i and j and subtracting the results we arrive at the ex-
pression for EJ;Djuffi in the form 
Substituting this back into (89) we arrive at a simple relation 
where N is the Nijenhuis tensor of V. This can be rewritten in the invariant form 
D.dD. D.\jD. _N(DiU,Dju) J A ,U + ,A J. U - \ . \ . 
At - "J 
which implies the following four relations: 
(90) 
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( \i)28. \i8. \hj8. \j8. = VN(V8iu, 8 j u) A JA ,U + A A ,,, JU \. \. , 
At - AJ 
\hj8. \ia. (\j)28. d8. = VN(8iu, V8j u) A A JA ,U + A ,A J U \ . \ . , 
,l\t _ /\J 
\ hj8. da. \hj8. \j8. = N(V8iu, V8j u) 
"A J" ,U+AA ,,, JU \. \. . 
At - 1\1 
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(91) 
(92) 
(93) 
(94) 
The first relation can be obtained by applying the operator V2 to' (90) and using 
V8iu = ,\i8iu. Similarly by applying V,\i, V,\j, ,\iAj respectively, we can obtain 
(92),(93),(94). Thus combining all four relations (91), (92), (93), (94), 
Relation (95) can be rewritten in the form H(8iu, 8j u) = 0 where H is the Haantjes 
tensor, indeed, a coordinate-free form of the relation (3) is 
H(X, Y) = V2 N(X, Y) - V N(V X, Y) - V N(X, VY) + N(V X, VY) 
where X, Y are arbitrary vector fields. Keeping in mind that 
• 8i u and 8j u are eigenvectors of the matrix V corresponding to the eigenvalues 
,\i and ,\j. , 
• Ai and ,\j can take arbitrary values; 
we conclude that H(X, Y) = 0 for any two formal eigenvectors of the matrix V. 
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By formal eigenvectors we mean vectors X defined by AX = AX. So, for the Benney 
Assuming that eigenvectors of V span the space of dependent variables u (this is 
true for all examples discussed in this paper), we obtain H = O. In more detail, 
let X(A) = (e(A), etA), etA), ... y be a formal eigenvector of the matrix V corre-
sponding to the eigenvalue A. Let us assume that these eigenvectors span the space 
of dependent variables, that is, that there exist no non-trivial relations of the form 
C;~i(A) = 0 with finitely many nonzero A-independent coefficients Ci. In other words, 
~i(A) are linearly independent as polynomials in A. 
The condition H(X(A), X (j.1,)) = 0, written in components, takes the form 
HJk~j(A)~k(j.1) = 0; recall that, since the matrix V belongs to the class C, these sums 
contain finitely many terms for any fixed value of the upper index i. Taking into 
account the linear independence of ~j(A) and ~k(j.1), one readily arrives at H]k = o. 
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As an illustration, let V be the matrix corresponding to the Benney chain (63). 
VX 
-
>..X, 
0 1 0 0 0 0 Xl Xl 
ul 0 1 0 0 0 X2 X2 
u2 0 0 1 0 0 X3 - >.. X3 
u3 0 0 0 1 0 X4 X4 
Then setting Xl = 1 we obtain the equations 
Then, writing each Xi in terms of >.. 
Xl 1, 
X2 
= >.., 
X3 >..2 _ ul , 
X4 
= 
>..3 _ul>.. _ u2 , 
Thus we arrive at X(>..) = (1, >.., >..2-U\ >..3_ UI>"_2u2, ... )t, so that each ~i(>..) is a 
polynomial in >.. of the degree i - 1. These eigenvectors span the space of dependent 
variables since polynomials ~i(>..) are manifestly linearly independent. 
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Notice that we have proved a more general result, namely, that the existence of 
sufficiently many two-component reductions already implies the vanishing of the 
Haantjes tensor H. Indeed, nothing changes in the proof if we set i = 1, j = 2 
in the formula (90). As demonstrated in the Theorem 5 below, one can further 
strengthen the result by reversing the above proof under the additional assumption 
of the simplicity of the spectrum of the matrix V. This will require the relations 
which can be obtained by applying V to both sides of (90) and solving for {}).J{}jU 
and {}jAi{}iU, • 
Now, the second proof is given. 
Proof 2 Our first remark is that for the chains from the class C one needs to know 
only finitely many rows of the matrix V( u) to calculate each particular component 
of the Haantjes tensor. Let us fix the values of indices i, j, k and denote by e( i, j, k) 
the maximal number of rows needed to calculate H]k (counting from ~he first row). 
We need to show that H]k = O. Let us consider an m-component diagonal re-
duction ui(Rl, ... , R;"), i = 1,2, .... Choosing the first m variables u1, ... , urn as 
independent, we can represent the reduction explicitly as 
U m+1 = urn+l(u1, ... , urn), um+2 _ m+2( 1 Urn) -u U ,.0., ,00', 
etc. Substituting these expressions into the first m equations of the chain we ob-
tain an m-component system Srn for u\ ... , urn, while the remaining equations will 
be satisfied identically (by the definition of a reduction). Notice that the Haantjes 
tensor of the reduced system Sm is identically zero since the reduction is diagonal-
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izable. Let us now choose the number m sufficiently large so that the first C(i,j, k) 
equations of the chain do not contain variables um+1 , um+2 , • •• (one can always do 
so since any equation of the chain depends on finitely many u's, and m can be ar-
bitrarily large). Then the first C(i,j,k) equations of the reduced system Sm will 
be identical to the first C( i, j, k) equations of the original infinite chain. Hence, the 
corresponding components H]k for the reduced system and for the infinite chain will 
also coincide. This proves that all components of the Haantjes tensor of the chain 
must be zero. _ 
A straightforward modification of the second proof allows one to show that the ex-
istence of an infinity of semi-Hamiltonian reductions implies the vanishing of the 
tensor P. This establishes ~he necessity of the conjecture formulated in the Intro-
duction. 
We emphasize that the condition of diagonalizability alone is not sufficient for the 
integrability in general. This can be seen as follows. 
Example Let us consider the chain 
etc, which is obtained from the Benney chain (63) Ut = V(u)ux by the transfor-
mation V -> V + p(u1)E where E is an infinite identity matrix and p is a function 
of u1. One can verify that the corresponding Haantjes tensor is zero (which is not 
at all surprising since the addition of a multiple of the identity does not effect the 
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diagonalizability). A simple calculation shows that hydrodynamic reductions of this 
chain are governed by exactly the same equations as in the Benney case, the only 
difference is that now the Riemann invariants Ri solve the equations 
The semi-Hamiltonian property is satisfied if and only if pI! = O. Thus, we have con-
structed examples which possess infinitely many diagonal hydrodynamic reductions 
none of which are semi-Hamiltonian (if pI! oF 0). 
We now prove Theorem 3 from the Introduction: in the simple spectrum case the 
vanishing of the Haantjes tensor H is necessary and sufficient for the existence 
of two-component reductions parametrized by two arbitrary functions of a single 
argument. 
Proof The necessity part is contained in the first proof of the previous theorem. To 
establish the sufficiency one has to show that the vanishing of the Haantjes tensor 
implies the solvability of the equations 
(96) 
(97) 
and 
(98) 
a Ala u _ N(VB,u, B, U)-VN(8,u, B,U) 
2 I - (.>.' .>.2)2 , 
which govern two-component reductions. Our first observation is that the vanishing 
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of the Haantjes tensor implies that the vectors 
are the eigenvectors of V with the eigenvalues ,\2 and '\1, respectively. Let us show 
that N (V 81 U, 82 u) - V N (81 U, 82 u) is indeed the eigenvector of eigenvalue ,\2. 
VX - ,\X (100) 
V (N(V8j u, ~u) - VN(81u, ~u)) - ,\2 (N(V81u, 82U) - VN(81u, 82U)) 
VN(V81u, 82U) - V 2N(81u, 82U) ,\2N(V8j u, 82U) - ,\2N(8j u, 82U) 
VN(V81u, 82U) - V 2N(81u, 82U) - N(V81u, V82u) - VN(81u, V82u) 
(100) is satisfied modulo Haantjes tensor identically zero. The same process can 
be carried out for the other eigenvector in question. By the assumption of the 
simplicity of the spectrum, that is the eigenvectors are distinct, it is known that 
(99) is proportional to 82U and 8j u. Thus, equations (98) reduce to a pair of first 
order PDEs for ,\1 and ,\2, 
(101) 
here kl and k2 are the corresponding coefficients of proportionality. The relations 
(96) allow one to reconstruct all components u2, u3 , ••• of the infinite vector u in terms 
of its first component u1• Finally, the equations (97), which are the consistency 
conditions of (96), reduce to a single second order PDE for the first component u j 
of the infinite vector u, 
(102) 
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Thus, relations (96) - (98) reduce to a pair of first order equations (101) plus one 
second order PDE for ul. Up to reparametrizations RI -. j1(RI), R2 -. j2(R2), 
their general solution depends on two arbitrary functions of a single variable. _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ J 
I 
I 
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4 Conservative chains 
In this section we classify chains of form (5), 
h( 1 2 3 4) U ,U ,U ,U Xl 
All known integrable hydrodynamic chains can be written in conservative form, for 
example we showed that the Benney chain, (63), can be written in the conservative 
form (77). 
4.1 Egorov case 
The Egorov case is when f(u\u2 ) = u2 in (5) thus becoming (4). There are ten 
nonzero components of HYk and the requirement that they vanish leads to all second 
order partial derivatives of h(u\ u2, u3 , u4 ) in terms of first order partial derivatives 
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of hand g: 
h _ 2g1g12 - g2g11 + 2h1g13 . 11- , 
g3 
h _ g22g1 + gl1 + g13 h2 + g23 h1 12 - , 
g3 
h _ g2g22 + 2g12 + 2g23h2 22 - , 
g3 
66 
h13 = g13(h3 - g2) + g23g1 + g12g3 + g33h1 , (103) 
g3 
h _ + g13 + h3g23 + h2g33 23-g22 , 
g3 
h - 2· g33(g2 - 2h3) 33- g23- , 
g3 
h14 = h4
g13
, h24 = h4923 , h34 = h4933 , h44 = O. 
g3 g3 g3 
The consistency conditions for the equations (103) lead to expressions for all third 
order partial derivatives of the function g( u\ u2, u3) in terms of its lower order 
derivatives: 
2g~3 2g13g33 2g23g33 g333 = --, g133 = g233 = ~--
g3 g3 g3 
2gt3 2g13g23 2g53 g113 = --, g123 = g223 = --, 
g3 g3 g3 
g222 = 22 (92953 + g23 (g3g22 + 2gd - gdg2g22 + 2g12 )) , g3 
g122 = 22 (glg~3 + g13 (g3g22 + g13) - g33 (glg22 + g11)) , (104) 
g3 
2 
gm = "2 (g33 (g2g11 - 2g1gd - g13 (g2g13 - 2g3g12 ) - g23 (g3g11 - 2g1g13)) , . g3 
2 (( 2) 2 2 2 2( 2 ) 2 g111 ="2 gl + g2 g13 + glg23 + g3 g12 - g11g22 - g22g33g1 
g3 
+gI3g3(g11 + 2(glg22 - g2g12)) + 2gn(g2(g3g11 - glgl3) - glg3gd 
- g33((gl + gijgn - 2g1g2g12 )) . 
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This systems general solution depends on ten integration constants, indeed, the 
values of g and its partial derivatives up to the second order can be prescribed 
arbitrarily at any fixed point u~, U6, u~. The system (104) was first derived in [47J 
from the requirement that the chain (4) is embedded into a hierarchy of commuting 
hydrodynamic chains of Egorov's type. Exactly the same equations for 9 were 
obtained in [17J by applying the method of hydrodynamic reductions to the (2+1)-
dimensional PDE 
Utt = g(uxx,Uxt,UXY) (105) 
which is naturally associated with the chain (4); here the function 9 is the same 
as in (4), (104). Thus, for hydrodynamic chains of the type (4) the condition of 
diagonalizability is necessary and sufficient for the integrability. Let us summarize 
the work referred to in [17J. 
4.2 Method of hydrodynamic reductions 
First, introduce the notation Uxx = a, Uxt = b, uxy = c. Thus (105) becomes 
Utt = G(a, b, c). (106) 
Now we write the PDE (106) in quasilinear form, that is in the form, 
at = bx , 
ay = Cx, 
by - Ct, (107) 
bt - G(a, b, c)x. 
Look for hydrodynamic reductions in the form a = a(R!,··· , Rn), b = b(R!, ... , Rn), 
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C = c(R\ ... , Rn), where the Riemann invariants satisfy the equations (26). We ar-
rive at the following identities 
8ib - AiBia, 
Bic /-liBia, 
(Ai)2 
- Ga + Gb),/ + Gc/i. 
Now, differentiate (110) w.r.t j, to obtain, 
(108) 
(l09) 
(llO) 
rearrange (111) to make Aj the subject. Use (26) to eliminate fl~, and (UO) to 
eliminate fli. Thus (111) becomes 
A~ - Ai ~ Aj [GaaGe + (Ai + >J)GabGe + AiAjGbbGe + 
(Gac + AiGbc)((Aj )2 - >/Gb - Ga) 
. 2 . . Gce' 2 . ((A') - A'Gb - Ga)(Gac + AJGbc + Gc (()'J) - NGb - Ga»]. (112) 
The compatibility conditions of (108), (109), that is (b;Jj = (bj)i and (c;)j = (Cj)i 
respectively, imply that 
(113) 
The consistency conditions of (112), (A}h = (A1)j, are of the form 
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The coefficient X is some rational expression in >,i, >"j, >.. k, the coefficients depend 
on partial derivatives of G(a, b, c) up to the third order. To obtain the integrability 
conditions only three component reductions need be considered, thus set i = 1, j = 
2, k = 3. Requiring that X vanishes identically we obtain expressions for all third 
order partial derivatives of G(a, b, c). The compatibility conditions of equations 
(U3), that is, 8j ([A8ka) = 8k (8i 8j a), take the form 
(114) 
The coefficient Y is rational in >..i, >"j, ,\k. Upon equating Y to zero one obtains 
the same conditions as when we required X is identically zero. These conditions are 
equivalent to (104). 
Returning to the the Haantjes tensor, it can be shown that the vanishing of other 
components of the Haantjes tensor does not impose any additional constraints on the 
derivatives of g and h. Thus, writing the fourth equation of the chain (4) in the form 
ut = s( ul, u2 , u3 , u4, u5 )x and setting HJk = 0, one obtains the expressions for all 
second order partial derivatives of s in terms of hand g, which are analogous to (103). 
The consistency conditions are satisfied identically modulo (103), (104). Similarly, 
the condition HJk = 0 specifies the right hand side of the fifth equation of the chain, 
etc. Although we know no direct way to show that this recursive procedure works in 
general, there exists an alternative direct approach to the reconstruction of a chain 
from the function g(ul, u2 , u3 ). To illustrate this procedure we consider a simple 
example 9 = u3 - HUl )2 which automatically satisfies (104). The corresponding h, 
as specified by (103), is given by h = jJ + aul + (Ju2 + ,u3 + 6u4 - U l U 2 , which can 
be reduced to a canonical form h = u4 - U l U 2 by redefining u4 appropriately (this 
transformation freedom allows one to absorb arbitrary integration constants arising 
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at each step of the construction). Thus, the first three equations of the chain are 
(115) 
etc. Equations (115) are nothing but the first three equations in the conservative 
representation of the Benney chain (63). The recostruction of the remaining equa-
tions of the chain consists of three steps. 
(i) One introduces the corresponding PDE (105). To find the required PDE we 
proceed as follows, introduce the commuting chain: 
(116) 
substitute (116) into (115) to eliminate u;, thus obtaining two equations depending 
only on ul, u2, that depend on independent variables x, t, y, 
(117) 
Make the substitution u1 = vx , u2 = Vt, in (117), thus obtaining 
(118) 
make the substitution u = Vx to obtain the dispersionless KP equation, 
(119) 
It was demonstrated in [17] that the general PDE (105) is integrable by the method 
of hydrodynamic reductions if and only if the function 9 satisfies the relations (104). 
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(ii) One constructs a dispersionless Lax pair for the PDE (105), the procedure is as 
follows. Look for functions Rand Q such that, 
(120) 
(121) 
Differentiate both equations w.r.t x and then make the substitution 'l/Jx = P, thus 
we have 
Pt = Rx, 
Py = Qx 
(122) 
(123) 
the consistency conditions Pty = Pyt are satisfied identically modulo (105), or more 
specifically in our example (119). The existence of such Lax pairs was established 
in [47, 17] for any equation (105) provided 9 satisfies the compatibility conditions 
(104). In our example it takes the form 
(iii) One looks for P as an expansion in the auxiliary parameter '\, 
(124) 
the substitution of this ansatz into the first equation of the Lax pair implies an 
infinite hydrodynamic chain for the variables ui • The first three equations of this 
chain identically coincide with (115). The substitution into the second equation of 
the Lax pair produces a commuting chain (one has to set u1 = Uxx , u2 = Uxt). Both 
chains possess infinitely many hydrodynamic reductions since this is the case for 
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the generating equation (105). Thus, the Haantjes tensor will automatically vanish. 
Notice that (124) does not work in general, and a more complicated dependance of 
p on A is required. 
4.3 Integration of the Egorov case 
Now let us return to the work in question, solving the system (104). To explicitly 
calculate 9(Ut,U2,U3) we will follow [47]. The main observation is that the first six 
equations in (104) imply that the function 1/93 is linear, 1/93 = 00+ ,6u1 +!,u2 +.5u3 • 
If .5 # 0 then, up to a linear change of variables, one can assume that 1/ g3 = u3 . 
Similarly, if.5 = 0, !' # 0, one can set l/g3 = u2. If.5 = !' = 0, (3 # 0 one has 
1/93 = u1. The last possibility is 1/ g3 = 1. Thus, we have four cases to consider: 
3 
U 1 2) g=2+ P(U ,u , 
u 
here the function p( u1, u2 ) can be recovered after the substitution into the remaining 
four equations (104). In each of these cases the resulting equations for p(u\ u2 ) 
integrate explicitly, see [47], leading to four different forms: 
9 - u3 + ~(AU2 + 2Bu1j2 + Ce-Au1 (125) 4A ' 
9 u
3 ( 1 A) (2)2 B 2 B2 _Aju1 
u1 + u1 - 4(U1)2 U + (U1)2U - A(u1)2 - Ce , (126) 
9 -
u3 . 1 
u2 + 6'1](U1)(U2)2, (127) 
9 - In u3 -In 0' (ut, u2) - ~J 1](u1 )du1. (128) 
Here 1]( u1 ) is a solution to the Chazy equation [7], 
2 1]'" + 21]1]" - 31]' = 0, (129) 
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and a(ul, u2) is an elliptic sigma function in the variable u2 whose dependence on 
u l is governed by the Chazy equation (see Case IV below). Details of the derivation 
of canonical forms (125) - (128) can be summarized as follows. 
Case 1. Substituting the ansatz g = u3 + p(u\ u2 ) into (104) one arrives at the 
equations 
PU2 = Pl22 = P222 = o. 
The last three equations imply 
and the substitution into the first equation results in the linear ODE qlll + Aq" = 2B2. 
Up to a transformation of the form u3 -+ u3 + au2 + (Ju l + l' this leads to (125). 
Case 11. Substituting the ansatz g = u3 jul + p(ul , u2 ) into (104) one arrives at the 
equations 
2 2 2) 2 ( Pm = 2(P12 - PUP22) + (u l )2 (PI + P2 - u l Pu + 2PIP22 - 2p2PI2), 
2 4 
Pm = - (UI )2P2 - UIPI2, 
2 2 
Pm = (ul)2 - UIP22, P222 = o. 
The last three equations imply 
( lA ) 2 2 ( DB) 2 B2 I P= ul -4(ul)2 (u) + U1 +(U1)2 U - A(ul)2+q(u), 
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and the substitution into the first equation results in the linear ODE (U1 )3qfll + 
u1(6u1 - A)q" + (6u1 - 2A)q' = 0 whose basis of solutions consists of 1, Iju1 
and e-A / u1 • Up to a transformation of the form u3 --t u3 + au2 + (3u1 + 'Y this 
implies (126). It was observed in [47] that the cases I and n are reciprocally re-
lated: under the change from x, t to the new independent variables X, T defined as 
dX = u1dx+u2dt, T = t, and the introduction ofthe new dependent variables U1 = 
u\' U2 = - ~:, U3 = - ~~, etc, the chains from the case I transform to the chains 
from the case n, and vice versa. On the level of the corresponding equations this 
means that the change of variables Ul = ;1' U2 = - ~:, p = (~r _ P, G = (:~)2 - 9 
transforms the equations for P from the Case I to the equations for P from the Case 
n. Equivalently, (125) goes to (126). The details of such a change of variables will 
. be demonstrated in a more general context later on. 
Case HI. Substituting the ansatz 9 = u3 ju2 + p( u1, u2) into (104) one arrives at 
the equations 
2 2 (2 ) 4 Pm = (u2)2Pl + 2 P12 - Pl1P22 + u2 (PIP12 - P2Pl1), 
2 2 
P112 = U2Pl1, P122 = (U2)2P1, 
2 2 
P222 = (U2)2P2 - U2P22' 
The last three equations imply 
and the substitution into the first relation results in the Chazy equation (129) for 
'I). Elimination of the constants A, B, C leads to (127). 
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Case IV. Substituting the ansatz g= In u3 + p( u l , u2) into (104) one arrives at the 
equations 
P112 = 4PIPl2 - 2P2Pl1 , 
P222 = 4Pl2 + 2p2PZ2. 
The general solution of the fourth equation can be represented in the form 
here a solves the heat equation 4a1 = a22 and T) is a function of u l . It is convenient 
to introduce the new variable v(u\u2 ) by the formula v = -(lnah2' Taking into 
account the heat equation for a one has 
1 1 2 1( ) VI = -V22 - -V + - Ina 2V2. 4 2 2 
. Rewritten in terms of v, the third equation for P implies 
V22 = 6v2 - 4vT) - 4T)', (130) 
, == d I du I, the second equation is satisfied identically and the first takes the form 
2 3 2 , 8." 
V2 = 4v - 4v T) - 8v'TJ - '3'TJ . (131) 
This shows that V is a shift of the Weierstrass elliptic function in the variable u2 • 
Since v = -(In a)22' the function (J is the corresponding sigma function. Notice that 
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(130) can be obtained as a result of differentiation of (131) by u2• Thus, we have 
two equations for v: 
The condition of their consistency leads to the Chazy equation for 71. 
4.4 More general conservative chains 
In this section we examine chains of the form (5), 
1 _ f( 1 2) Ut - U ,U Xl 3 _ h( 1 2 3 4) Ut - U,U,U,U Xl'''' 
These chain are an extension of those considered in the previous section. The general 
chain has been altered by only the first flux, f = f( u\ u2 ), which is now a function 
of u\ u2, rather than just u2. The conditions HJk = 0 lead to expressions for all 
second order partial derivatives of h in terms of g and f. The consistency conditions 
of these equations result in a system expressing all third order partial derivatives 
·of g and f in terms of lower order derivatives. Appendix 2 shows the Mathematica 
file used to calculate the components of HJk. The condition HJk = 0 implies the 
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following formulae for second order partial derivatives of h: 
h14 = h4913 , h24 = h4923 , h34 = h4g33 , h44 = 0, 
g3 g3 g3 
h13 = _ 122g1 + g13(h3 - g2) + g23g1 + g12g3 + g33 hl , 
12 g3 
h - I + (fI - g2)122 + (h3 - fI)g23 + 12g13 + h2g33 23 - g22 - 12 f ' 2 g3 
h33 = 2g23 _ 122g3 _ g33(fI + g2 - 2ha), (132) 12 g3 
h22 = 122(f? - 211g2 + g~ + hgl) + (g2 - 11) (g22 - 2fI2) + 12(2g12 - 111) + 2g23h2 
~12 ~'
h _ h2g1(fI - g2) + g22g1 + hg11 + g13h2 + g23hl - 2gd12 12 - f ' g3 2 g3 
h11 = _ gi!22 + 2g1g12 + (fI - g2)g11 + 2h1g13 - gd11 . 
g312 g3 
By calculating the consistency conditions for the above equations we obtain the ex-
pressions for all third order partial derivatives of 9 and f. 
Equations for g: 
111(-g33g2g1 + g3(g23g1 + g2g13 - g3g12)) + Id11(g33g1 - g3g13) 
g111 = f 2 2g3 
+2R(gi3 - g33g11) +2fI((-g33g1 + g3g13)g12 + g23(glgI3 - g3g11) 
hg§ 
+2g2( -gr3 + g33g11)) + g~3gr + g22( -grg33 + 2g3g1g13 - g§gll) + gr3(g~ + 12g1) 
hg1 
+2g12(2933g2g1 - 2g2g3g13 + g1g12) + gll( -g33g~ - hg33g1 + hg3g13) 
hg1 
(133) 
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+2 -2g23 (glg3g12 + g2(glgl3 - g3g11))fdg33gr + g3( -2g1g13 + g3gll)) (134) 
f2g~ , 
(g33gr + g3(g3g11 - 2g1g13 ))f22 + Mfll(g33g1 - g3gd - 2g13 (g2g13 - 2g3g12 )) 
gll2 = f 2 2g3 
_2g33(291g12 - g2gll) + g23(g3gll - 2g1g13 ) + fl (g33gll - gr3) 
2 , g3 
(((fI - 2g2)g33 + 293923)fI + (g~ + hgdg33 + (g3g22 - 2g2g23 - hgI3)g3)h2 
g222 = f 2 2g3 
+2 - fl(fI2g33 + g~3 - g33g22) + fI2(g33g2 - g3g23) + 93g23g22 + g2(g~3 - g22g33) 
g~ 
+ h(g33(fll - 4~12) + 4g23gd . 
g3 
Equations for f: 
(135) 
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We have verified that the system (134), (135) is in involution. We claim that the 
functions f and 9 contain all the necessary information about conservative chains 
(5). In particular, equations (132) allow one to reconstruct the function h and, hence, 
the right hand side of the third equation of the chain. Similarly, the requirement 
HJk = 0 reconstructs the fourth equation (i.e., provides an involutive second order 
system for the right. hand side of the fourth equation), etc. Although we have verified 
directly that our procedure is non-obstructed up to order 5, we could not establish 
this property in general. 
4.5 Integration of the general conservative chains 
Notice that the first six equations in (134) are exactly the same as when (104) was 
being investigated. Thus, there are four essentially different subcases to consider: 
9 = u3 +p(U\U2), 9 _ u3/u!+p(u\u2), 9 _ U3/U2 +p(ul,u2), g-
In u3 + p(u!, u2). 
Case I: 9 = u3 + p(u1, u2). Substituting this ansatz into (134), (135) one arrives at 
two cases to consider, 
Subcase h: 
The substitution of these expressions into the remaining equations for P111 and f111 
leads to a system of coupled ODEs for s(u!) and q(u1): 
2(( q')2 - qq") - q's" + 2q" s' g'" = ~'-'-'-""":""--'--~-"":-!"'-
s 
s" s' + 2s' q' - gs" - q" S 
s'" = ~-"":-:...:!.-~-.....::..":' 
s 
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Setting q = -s', the second equation will be satisfied identically while the first 
implies a fourth order ODE 
s"" s + 3( S")2 - 4s's'" = 0 
whose general solution is an elliptic sigma-function: s = 0"(u1), here (lnO")" = 
-p, (p')2 = 4p3 - c (notice that g2 = 0, g3 = c). Thus, as a particular case we have 
Subcase h: 
a, b, A, B=const. The substitution of these expressions into the remaining equations 
for P111 and 1111 leads to linear ODEs for s(u!) and q(u1): One needs to consider 
two different cases: a = 0, b = 1 and a = 1, b = O. If a = 0, b = 1 then, up to 
unessential integration constants, we have 
The case a = 1, b = 0 leads to 
Case 11: 9 = u3 /u1+p( u\ u2). Substituting this ansatz into (134), (135) one arrives 
at the following set of relations. 
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equations for p: 
equations for 1: 
111 ( 12) fI2 ( I) 122 1) 1111 = -f fI2 - P22 -"1 + -1 I 2P2 - 2fI + PI2U - -f I (2pI + P11U , 
2 U 2U 2U 
1 - 111122 _ 2fI2 1 - fId22 _ 122 f _ f?2 112 - f I ' 122 - f 1 ' 222 - f . 2 U 2 U 2 
The cases I and H are reciprocally related (we thank Maxim Pavlov for point-
ing out this equivalence): under the change from x, t to the new independent 
variables X, T defined as dX = uldx + ldt, T = t, and the introduction of 
the new dependent variables Ul = ~" U2 = - ~~, U3 = - ~~ , etc, the chains 
from the case I transform to the chains from the case Il, and vice versa. At 
the level of the corresponding equations this means that the change of variables 
2 L 2 . ul = -\, U2 = - u
" 
F = - 1, P = U , l - P transforms the equations for p, f u u u u 
from the Case I to the equations for P, F from the Case H. Lets now demonstrate 
that the change of variables described previously does indeed link the cases I and 
H. Introduce the new independent variables X, T, described by 
T t. (136) 
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where f is from the first equation of (5). Also, introduce the new dependent vari-
ables, 
using (136) u~, ui become, 
(137) 
i dT i dX 
uTili +ux dx 
= u~+fu~. (138) 
Let us consider the first two equations of the chain (5), 
make the change of variables described by (136) by substituting (137), (138) and 
proceed to show that u; = f( ul, u2 )x becomes Ui- = F(Ul, U2)x, 
rewrite in terms of X, T by substituting (137), (138), 
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collect T derivatives on the left hand side, X derivatives on the right, cancel u1 
when it is contained as a common factor in both the numerator and denominator. 
Collect terms on the right hand side so it starts to resemble a total derivative, 
multiply the whole equation by a factor (u;)' so that the left hand side becomes a 
total derivative, 
using the fact that Uj, = (:~2' VI; == (~~2 and V? = - (~: t we have, 
eliminate u1 using the fact that U1 = ~1' 
now, it is clear to see that the right hand side is a total derivative 
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which can be written, 
Similaraly, let us show the second equation in Case I, u; = (u3 + p( U r, u2 ) )x' can be 
expressed in the form Ul = (g: t + P(Ur, U2 , U3)x. 
Starting with 
rewrite in terms of X, T by substituting (137), (138), 
2 1 
collect T derivatives on the left hand side, X derivatives on the right. Subtract u U~T 
from each side of the equation and multiply the equation by a factor ';'1' this makes 
the left hand side a total derivative, 
now work on the right hand side, start to arrange terms so that it looks like a total 
derivative, this is slight more complicated that the first equation due to the Uj. term, 
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eliminate V,j. using the first equation in the form V,j. = - (IV1 h , 
it can now be seen that the left hand side is indeed a total derivative, 
which takes the form, 
2 (V3) (1 2)' Vx = VI x +P V ,V x 
where P(V1, V2) = P - I~~. Thus it has been shown that cases I and II are 
reciprocally related. So, this case need not be discussed any further here. 
Case Ill: g = u3 ju2 + p(ul, u2). Substituting this ansatz into (134), (135) one 
arrives at the following set of relations for 1 and p. 
Equations for p: 
Equations for I: 
III ( ) 2) 112 ( 2( )) i22Pll iJll = -f 2 (2 iJ- P2 - P22U + -f 2 u III + 2P12 + 2P1 - -f-' 
2U ~ 2 
I 122111 + III I 122112 f fi2 h2 112 = -1- -2 ' 122 = -f-' 222 = -f - -2 . 
2 U 2 2 U 
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The last three equations for 1 and the last three equations for p lead to the two 
essentially different possibilities: 
Subcase IlI l : 
k=const. Thesubstitution of these expressions into the remaining equations for P111 
and 1111 leads to the coupled system of ODEs for s(u l ) and q(u l ): 
q'" = k ~ 2 (2(k + 2)(ql)2 _ 2(k + 1)qq" - q' s" + 2q" Si), 
SIll = k ~ 2 (S"S' - k(k + 1)s"q + 2kslq') - (k - 1)q". 
Notice that under the substitution s = k = 1 the equation for q reduces to the 
Chazy equation (129) for q(u l ) = ~1)(Ul). 
Subcase IlI2 : 
a, b=const. The substitution of these expressions into the remaining equations for 
P111 and Jlll leads to the coupled system of ODEs for s(u l ) and q(u1 ): 
'" 8( ql)2 - 4qq" - 2q' s" + 4q" Si 
q = au1 + b ' 
"( I .) 2 I 
'" _ 2s s - q + aq " 
s - 1 b +q. 
au + 
Case IV: 9 = In U3+p(U1, u2). Substituting this ansatz into (134), (135) one obtains 
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equations for p: 
pd2p1 - 2Pll) + Pll (P2 (2p2 - 4fr) + 2(fl + h2 + hp1)) 
PIll = 12 
P12(2p12 - fll + 4P1(f1 - P2)) - PI (2PI!12 + (h - P2)fl1) 
+ 12 ' 
f22(Pll - pi) ( ) ( ) P112 = 12 + PI 4p12 - fll + 2Pll h - P2 , 
P122 = ;: (PI (h - P2) + P12) + 2P1 (P22 - f12) + 2hpll, 
P222 = ;22 (P22 + f1(2p2 - f1) - p~) + 2(P22 - f12)(P2 - h) - h2P1 + h(4p12 - fll); 
equations for f: 
f111 ffll (ff + p~ + hp1 - P22 - 2hp2 + h2) + /f12 (PI (f1 - P2) + P12) + 
2· 2 
h2( 2 ) h PI -Pll , 
f112 hdll ( - T + fll h - P2) + 2h2P)' 
1: + 2fd12 + f22(P2 - fI). 
Although this system is in involution and reduces to the corresponding previously 
discussed where f = u2 , we were not able to integrate it in general. Let us just 
mention that the last three relations for f imply the equation fllh2- f'f2 = a(u1)fJ, 
this is an equation of Monge-Ampere form, 
e [fxxfyy - f;y] + 'ljJfxx + 7Jfxy + (Jfyy + e = o. 
Where e(x,y,f,jx,jy) = 1, 'IjJ = 7J = e = 0 and (J = a(u1). This suggests a 
separable ansatz f = s( u1 )r( u2). A simple analysis leads to the two possibilities: 
(i) f = S(U1)(u2)k, P = 1~kS'(U1)(U2)k+1 -lnu2 , where s satisfies the equation 
ss" - k~l (S')2 = O. Without any loss of generality one can take s = (u1 )l-k. 
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(H) f = s(u1 )eU2 , p = _s'(u1)eu2 , where s satisfies the equation ss" - (s')2 = O. Up 
to a linear transformation of u1 one has s = eu1 • 
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5 Kupershmidt's brackets 
We consider Hamiltonian systems of the form 
Ut= B-+-B -( d d t) ah dx dx au (139) 
where h = h(ul,uZ), u = (u\UZ,u3 , ... y is an infinite-component column vector of 
the dependent variables, and the matrix B of the Hamiltonian operator B :k + d~ Bt 
is defined as Bij = (a(i -1) + P)UHj - l . Explicitly, Bij is, 
B= 
(a + p)uz (a + f3)u 3 (a + p)u4 
(2a + {3)u3 (2a + {3)u4 (2a + {3)u5 
Written in component form, (139) is 
ui - (2f3u1hll + (a + 2{3)uZhIZ + {3h l )) u; + (2f3u1hIZ + (a + 2{3)uzh22+ 
(a + jJ)hz) u;, 
ut - ((a + 2{3)uZhu + (2a + 2{3)u3hIZ ) u! + ((a + 2{3)uZhIZ+ 
(2a + 2f3)u3hzz + {3hd u; + ((a + {3)hz) u;. 
'u; ((2a + 2f3)u3hll + (3a + 2f3)u4h12) u! + ((2a + 2f3)u3hI2+ 
(3a + 2{3)u4hzz) u; + (f3hl ) u; + ((a + {3)hz) u!, 
(140) 
where a and f3 are arbitrary constants. We impose the restraint that the components 
HJk of the Haantjes tensor are equal to zero. There are only finitely many non-
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zero components, in fact there are just enough non-zero coefficients to provide the 
expressions for all third order partial derivatives of h(u1, u2) in terms of lower order 
derivatives, 
= 
(200 + 3(3) h~2 
(a+(3)h2 ' 
(200 + 3(3)h22hI2 
(a + (3)h2 
(a + 2(3)hi2 + (a + (3)h22hll 
(a + (3)h2 (141) 
-00(00 + 2(3)u2hr2 + (a + (3)((200 + 3(3)h2 + 3(00 + 2(3)u2h22)hllhI2 
(a + (3)h26. 
2(3(00 + 3(3)u1hi2hu + 2a{3u1h22hil 
+ (a + (3)h26 ; 
here 6 = (a + (3)h2 + (a + 2(3)u2h22 + 2{3u1h12. We have verified the consistency of 
this system. There are two 'trivial' cases which are to be excluded from the further 
analysis: 
(i) 00+(3 = O. In this case the Haantjes tensor vanishes identically for any Hamilto-
nian density h( u1, u2), indeed, the first two equations for u1, u2 form an independent 
subsystem, while the remaining equations become strictly lower-triangular. 
(ii) 6. = (a + (3)h2 + (a + 2(3)u2h22 + 2{3u1h12 = O. In this case the first equation 
of the chain decouples from the rest, taking the form ut = ),(u1)u; where ),(u1) is a 
function of u1• The Haantjes tensor is also identically zero. 
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5.1 Integration of the system of integrability conditions 
A complete list of integrable Hamiltonian densities is obtained in [18J by solving 
equations (141) for h(UI ,U2). In the general case (fJ =I 0, a+2fJ =I 0) we have three 
essentially different examples, 
Note that in all three examples a, b, c are arbitrary constants. 
In the case fJ = 0 we have two subcases h22 = 0 and h22 =I O. First if h22 =I 0 then 
we have 
(142) 
If h22 = 0, then we obtain, 
(143) 
or, 
(144) 
Finally, the case a + 2fJ = 0 again has two subcases, h22 = 0 and h22 =I O. Beginning 
with h22 =I 0, the densities obtained are, 
(145) 
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The case h22 = 0 leads to one of the following, 
(146) 
or 
(147) 
The more restricted case h22 = h12 = 0, again leads to (5.1). 
In Sect. 5.2 it is proved that all remaining components of the Haantjes tensor of the 
corresponding Hamiltonian chains vanish identically by virtue of (141). In Sect. 5.3 
we demonstrate that the requirement of the existence of an additional conservation 
law of the form p(u\ u2 , u3 )t = q(u\ u2 , u3, u4 )x leads to the same relations (141). 
As shown in Sect. 5.4, equations (141) imply the existence of a generating function 
of conservation laws and, hence, the infinity of conservation laws. This establishes 
the integrability of all examples constructed in this Section. 
Remark 1. Since u1 is the density of the momentum, that is when h(ul, u2 ) = u1, 
the hydrodynamic chain (140) becomes 
1 _ f3 1 
Ut - uX' 
the addition of terms linear in u1 to the Hamiltonian density h effects neither the 
integrability of the chain, nor the vanishing of the Haantjes tensor because the 
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addition of the identity martrix to a diagonalizable matrix does not affect the diag-
onalizability. Thus, the classification below is carried out up to transformations of 
the form 
h -- ah + bu1 + c (148) 
where a, b, c are arbitrary constants. 
5.2 The vanishing of the Haantjes tensor 
In this section we demonstrate that the relations (141), which were obtained from 
the requirement of the vanishing of the first few components HJk of the Haantjes 
tensor, are already sufficiently restrictive and imply the vanishing of all other com-
ponents. The proof utilizes an important property of Hamiltonian chains (139), 
namely, the existence of finite-component reductions for any (not necessarily inte-
grable) Hamiltonian density h [52]. Following [52], let us parametrize ui in terms of 
finitely many 'moments' va, a = 1, ... , n, as follows: 
uk = 1 ~(va)2+~(k-l) 
2+!1(k-1)L.J ' f3 1 
k = 1,2,3, .... (we consider the generic case when all expressions in the denominators 
are non-vanishing, see [52 J for a discussion of the exceptional cases). Thus, 
n 
2 1 L( a)2+'" U =-- V p 
2 +!1 ' f3 1 
(149) 
etc. One can verify that under this substitution the infinite chain (139), 
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reduces to an n-component 'symmetric' conservative system for va , 
(150) 
a = 1, .'" n, see [53]. Here h(ul , u2} is an arbitrary Hamiltonian density, not necessar-
ily satisfying the integrability conditions (141), and uI, u2 are given by (149). Notice 
that the system (150) is Hamiltonian: vf = (3(8h/8va)x. We have the following 
Theorem 7 [IS) For a Hamiltonian density h(uI, u2) satisfying the integrability 
conditions (141), the Haantjes tensor of any finite-component reduction (150) is 
identically zero. 
Proof The proof follows from the explicit formulas for the Nijenhuis tensor, 
Ni3 = ,6vlVV((V2)~ - (V3)~) [2,6V(hllhi2 - hilh22 ) + ,6(2 + ;)(au2 - 2,6( Vl)~ ul ) 
(hllh22hl2 - h{2) + (a + (3)(2(1 + ~)U3 - (3(2 + ~)2(VI)~U2)(hllh~2 - hf2h22) 
+(a + (6)h2([(a + 2(3)hllhl2 + (V lv2v3) ~ h~2) + ((VlV2) ~ + (V lV3) ~ + (V2V3) ~)hl2h22+ 
((a + (3)((Vl)~ + (V2)~ + (v3)~) - (2a + (3)((vl)~)hllh22 + ((3((Vl)~ + (v2)~ + (V3)~) 
+(2a + (3)(vl)~)hf2)]] , 
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and 
Nl2 = ,62(VI)V((VI)~ - (V2)~) [(2 + ~)(au2 - 2,6(VI)~UI)(hl1h22hI2 - hf2)+ 
2,62UI (hllhi2 - hfIh22 ) + ((2 + ~)(a - 2,6)(VI)~U2 - 2(a + ,6)(1 + ;)u3)(hi2h22-
h~2hll)1 - ,6(a + ,6)h2V2 [(VIV2)~ (2(a + ,8)(1+ ~)U3 + (a + 2,8)( (v2) ~ - (VI )~) 
(vIr~)h~2 + C-a(vl)~( -(2 + ~)U2 - 2(V2)~ul + 2((VI)~ _ (V2)~)(VI?)+ 
(3((2 + a)((vl)~ + (V2)~)U2 + 2(VV)~Ul + 2(1 + ~)U3 + (vl)2+~(2(V2)~ _ 3(VI)~)+ (3 (3 
(V2)~(Vl?))hi2 + 2(3uIhil + (2((Q + (3)(VI)~ + (3(v2)~)UI + (3(2 + ~)(((V2)~_ 
(v l )S)(V1)2 + u2))hnhI2 + (2(1 + ~)((a + ,8)(VI)S + ,6(V2)~)U3 + (2 + ~)(VI)~ 
(2(V2)~(Q+,6)U3 +(3(2(V2)2~. - (VI)"; - (VlV2)~)(VI?))hI2h22] - (Q+(3?h2v2 
[((a - (3) (VI )~ + (3(v2)~)hll + ((a + ,6)( v2)7J - ,6(v l ) ~)(VIV2)~ h22 + (2a( VIV2)~ + 
(3((V2)2; _ (vl)2;))h12]' 
which were obtained using the integrability conditions (141). Notice that, since (150) 
is invariant under permutations of v's, it is sufficient to specify Ni3 and Nl2 only. 
Note that that these expressions do not explicitly depend on the size n of the reduc-
tion (150): this dependence is contained in the variables U I ,U2 ,u3• The vanishing of 
the Haantjes tensor (3) is now a straightforward algebraic calculation. Thus, for the 
Hamiltonian densities h(u\ u2) which satisfy the integrability conditions (141), the 
corresponding hydrodynamic chains possess diagonalizable n-component reductions 
(150) for any value of n. According to the results of [20], this implies that the full 
Haantjes tensor of the Hamiltonian chain vanishes identically. _ 
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5.3 Conservation laws 
For any Hamiltonian density h( ul, u2 ) the system (139) necessarily possesses two 
conservation laws, namely, 
and 
which correspond to the conservation of the momentum and the Hamiltonian, re-
spectively. Let us require that there exists an 'extra' conservation law of the form 
( 1 2 3) (1 2 3 4) PU,U,U t=qu,u,u,U x' (151) 
Theorem 8 The integrability conditions (141) are necessary and sufficient for the 
existence of an additional conservation law of the form (151). 
Proof The proof is computational: substituting in for uL ut, u~, ut into the left 
hand side of (151), we collect coefficients at u;, ... , u~ and equate them to zero. This 
results in a system of first order partial differential equations for the flux q, note 
that q is linear in u4 , 
f3h 1Pl + 2f3U1plhll' 
q2 - (300 + 2(3)u4 h22P3 + (a + (3)(2u3 (h 12P3 + h22P2) + h2Pl) + (au2p2 + 2f3(U 1pl + 
U2P2))h12 + u2(a + 2(3)P1h22 + f3h 1P2, 
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q3 - j3h1P3 + (0: + (3)h2P2, 
q4 - (0: + (3)h2P3' 
Calculating the consistency conditions for the flux, qij = qji, we obtain all second 
order partial derivatives of the density P, 
Pn -
2(20: + (3)((0: + (3)u3hi2 + (3u lhil + (0: + 2(3)u2hI2 hn )p3 + (0: + (3)2pzhzhn 
(0: + ,6)2h~ 
P12 - (0: + ~)2h§ ((0: + f3)2h2hI2P2 + (20: + (3)((0: + f3)(2u3h I2 + h2h22) + 2(3hn h I2+ 
(0: + 2(3)(hi2 + hnh22))P3) , 
P22 - (0: + ~)2h2 ((20: + (3)((0: + (3)(2u3p3h~2 + 2h12h2P3) + 2((0: + 2(J)u2hz2+ 
(Ju1hIZ)P3hd + (0: + f3)Zh22h2P2) , 
PI3 
(20: + (3)hI2P3 
- (0:+ (J)h2 , 
P23 
(20: + (J)h22P3 
- (0: + (J)h2 , 
P33 - O. 
These equations imply that P is linear in u3, and q is linear in u4• Upon imposing 
the consistency condition (Pij h = (Pik)j we get a system of third order partial dif-
ferential equations for the density h(ul, u2 ), which is identical to (141). This finishes 
the proof. _ 
Next, it will be demonstrated in Sect. 5.4 that equations (141) imply the existence 
of a generating function for conservation laws. Thus, we can claim that the exis-
tence of one additional conservation law is already very restrictive and implies the 
existence of an infinity of conservation laws, thus confirming the integrability. 
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5.4 Generating functions for conservation laws of Hamilto-
nian chains corresponding to Kupershmidt's bracket 
In this section we present a theorem for the existence of generating functions of 
conservation laws for hydrodynamic type systems of the form (139). 
Theorem 9 The integrability conditions (141) are necessary and sufficient for the 
existence of a generating function for conservation laws of the Hamiltonian systems 
of the type (139). 
Proof The structure of reductions (150) suggests that a generating function for 
conservation laws should be sought in the form of 
(152) 
so that the following Gibbons-type relation holds: 
this relation is required to be satisfied identically modulo (139). We will demonstrate 
the existence of a generating function of this form for any Hamiltonian density 
satisfying the integrability conditions (141). Suppose the relation (153) is already 
established. Then, setting A = const, one has At = Ax = 0, so that the relation 
(153) takes the form 
This provides an infinite sequence of conserved densities after one expands p as a 
series in ..\ by virtue of (152). The method of generating functions is standard, and 
can be traced back to [3, 22, 32, 33, 63], see also [52] for recent developments. A 
detailed analysis of the relation (153) reveals that the dependence of"\ on u2 , u3 , u4 , 
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etc, is fixed uniquely, 
00 
A = L q1-2~-k uk + s( u\ q), (154) 
k~2 
while the function s(u1, q), which specifies the dependence of A on ul, satisfies the 
equations 
-1-2i!F 1 -1-2i!G 
S1 = q ", Sq = -q ". 
a 
(155) 
Here F and G are the following rational expressions in q depending on the Hamil-
tonian density h: 
F - (h" +qh12)«a+t3)qh,-(a+2iJ)u'h12)+(a+2iJ)u'hn (h12+qh22) 
- (a+iJ)h,lq'h22+2qh12+hn]+(2iJqu'-(a+2t3)u')lhl,-hnh22] , 
G _ (a+t3)'qh,+ 2iJ( a+2t3)u 'u' (h;, -h 11 h22)+( a+iJ)h, I (a+2t3)qu' h22 - 2iJu 1 h1 d 
- (a+iJ)h, Iq' h22 + 2qh 12 +h, d +(2iJqu1- (a+2iJ)u') [hi, -h11 h22J 
With the ansatz (154), all terms in (153) containing Pt>Px, u~, u;;, ... , cancel identi-
cally, while the requirement of cancellation of the coefficients at u; and u; results 
in (155). The functions F and G satisfy the relations 
G1 = aFq - (a + 2(3)q-1F, H = G2 = 0, (156) 
which are the consistency conditions of the equations (155). These relations are sat-
isfied identically modulo the integrability conditions (141). Conversely, the relations 
(156) imply the integrability conditions (141). Note that, although the variable u2 
is seemingly present in the expressions for F and G, the right hand sides of (155) 
do not depend on u2• This lack of dependance on u2 can be seen from the fact that 
F2 = G 2 = O. For each of the cases arising in the classification in Sect. 5.1, the 
equations (155) for s( u1, q) can be solved explicitly. Thus, the generating function 
A can be reconstructed in closed form. This is mainly due to a simple dependence 
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of the derivative Sq on q: integrating it with respect to q we obtain a closed form 
expression which, in most of the cases, automatically solves the equation for 81. • 
We consider the forms (5.1)-(147) individually below. 
5.4.1 Generating functions in the general case 
Here we consider densities (5.1)-(5.1). For the Hamiltonian density (5.1) the func-
tion s( u\ q) is given by 
1 (32 ql-2f3la [ 1 2-"- ((3q(u1 - C)-o.lf3) 
S(U ,q) = 4abe2(a2 _ 4(32) a(e - U) P F 2be(a + 2(3) 
here F(t) = 2Fl (1- 2(3/a, 1, 2 - 2(3/a, t) is the hypergeometric function of Gauss. 
In the case (5.1) one has 
here F is the same hypergeometric function as above. Finally, the case of (5.1) leads 
to 
S(u\ q) = (U1 + a + (3 q) q-2f31". 2e(a - 2(3) 
5.4.2 Generating functions in the case (3 = 0 
(157) 
Let us now show the generating functions for the case (3 = 0, densities (142)-(144). 
Here the relation (153) takes the form 
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where 
00 
>. = Lql-k uk + s(ul,q), q = eP• 
k=2 
The function s(u\ q) satisfies the equations 
s - h,(hl1 +qh,,)+u'(hl1 h,,-hI') 
1 - u2(huh22 hr2)+h2(hll +2qh12+q2h22) ' 
which are consistent and define s(u\ q) explicitly: for the Hamiltonian density (142) 
one has 
1 (q+ 1') s( ul, q) = y'cArctanh y'c! ; 
recall that f" = ef. The density (143) leads to 
I 1 I 1 1 
s( U , q) = 2u + 2e log(2eeCU + q). 
The density (144) gives 
s(u\ q) = u l + q/2e; 
notice that this expression can be obtained from (157) by setting (3 = o. 
5.4.3 Generating functions in the case Cl< + 2(3 = 0 
Let's look at densities when Cl< + 2(3 = 0, (145)-(147). Here the relation (153) takes 
the form (set (3 = 1, Cl< = -2): 
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where 
00 
A = L q2-k uk + s(u\ q), 
k=2 
The function s( u1 , q) satisfies the equations 
-2 q=p . 
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which are consistent and define s( u 1, q) explicitly: for the Hamiltonian density (145) 
one has 
s(u\ q) = 
bA t h (~) bAret h (2Q(I+b2_C2(Ul)2;2_Cb(b_CUl)2_Cb+2c2Ul) 
rc an VI+b' + an cvJ+b (J+(b-cu1 )2) 
2v'f+b2 4v'1 + b2 
The density (146) leads to 
1 b 
s(u\ q) = _q(u1 + C)2 + - [1 -log(q(u1 - c)2 + 2cb)]. 
4c 2 
In the case of (147) one has 
Finally, the case of h22 = hl2 = 0 gives 
this follows from (157) when (3 = 1, Cl< = -2. 
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6 Manin-Kupershmidt's bracket 
In this section we shall be classifying chains of the form 
( d d t) uh Ut= Bdx+dx B UU' 
here h = h(U\U2,U3), while Bij = (i -1)ui+j - 2 or, in matrix form, 
0 0 0 0 0·· . 
u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 ... 
2u2 2u3 2u4 2u5 2u6 ... 
Bij = 3u3 3u4 3u5 3u6 3u7 ... 
In component form (158) is, 
ut (Um h2m + nUn+lh1(n+l)) u~ + (2um+lh2m + nun+1h2(n+l) + h2) u; 
+ (3um+2h2m + nUn+lh3(n+l) + 2h3) u~, 
(158) 
(159) 
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ut - (Umh3m + nun+2h1(n+1)) u~ + (2um+1h3m + nun+2h2(n+1)) u~ 
+ (3um+2h3m + nun+2h3(n+1) + h2) u~ + 2h3U;', 
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ut (nun+3h1(n+1)) u~ + (nun+3h2(n+1)) u~ + (nun+3h3(n+1)) u~ + h2U;' + 2h3U~, 
where m is a summation index over 1,2,3 and n is a summation index over 1, 2. Also 
note that terms of the form hp(q) in (159) should be read as a!2!;uq • The Benney 
chain (63) corresponds to h = (u3 + (U1)2)/2, see [33]. We have found a broad 
family of new integrable Hamiltonian densities [20], thus extending the results of 
[34]. Further integrable examples can be constructed by looking at Hamiltonian 
densities in the form h = u3 + p(u\ u2 ), and imposing the constraint H}k = O. This 
implies the relations 
which, up to a natural equivalence h -> ooh + au1 + bu2 + c, lead to the Hamiltonian 
densities 
(160) 
where the constants a, (3, ,,/, 0 satisfy a single relation (32-400"/+ 120 = O. These densi-
ties were first introduced in [34]. Appendix 3 contains the Mathematica programme 
that was used to calculate HJk with h = u3 + oo(u1)2 + (3u 1u2 + ,,/(U2)2 + 0(U1)3. 
One can prove that all other components H;k' i ~ 2, of the Haantjes tensor are 
identically zero. The aim of this section is to characterize all densities of the form 
h(u\ u2, u3) such that the Haantjes tensor of the Hamiltonian chain (158) is zero. 
The conditions HJk = 0 provides ten linearly independent relations which allows 
expressions for all of the ten third order partial derivatives of h to be found in terms 
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of lower order derivatives, the simplest six of them being 
h _ 5h23h33 
233 - 2h3 ' 
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(161) 
the remaining expressions for hm, h112 , h122' h222 are not written out explicitly due to 
their complexity (we have used Mathematica to manipulate with these expressions). 
It was verified by using Mathematica that the system for h is in involution. It was 
demonstrated in [26] that the relations (161) imply the vanishing of all remaining 
components of the Haantjes tensor, that is, 
HJk = 0 ==> H;k = 0 for any i :2: 2. 
In fact, we have the following stronger result. 
Theorem 1~ (20) The relations (1(1) imply the existence of a generating function 
which gives rise to an infinity of conservation laws. To be more precise, we claim 
that for any n there exist n linearly independent conserved densities which are func-
tions of the first n coordinates u i • All higher conservation laws are polynomial in 
456 U ,u ,u , .... 
The proof of this statement is given in Sect. 6.3. 
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6.1 Integration of the system of integrability conditions 
The first three equations in (161) imply that h33 = sh~/2, S = const. Thus, there 
are two cases to consider, s = 0 and s i' o. Let us start with the case s = o. 
Case I: s = O. In this case h is linear in u3 and the equations (161) imply 
3 
U (1 2 h = ( 1 b 2)2 + P u , u ). c+au + u 
This ansatz can be simplified by utilizing the transformations [36], 
-4 1 4 
U = .Vu , ... , (162) 
etc, A=const, and 
etc, s=const. Both transformations preserve the Poisson bracket specified by (158). 
The transformations do not alter the chain. Hence, they can be used to simplify the 
Hamiltonian. Suppose, for instance, that b i' O. Then, up to the second canonical 
transformation, one can assume the ansatz h = u3 j (c + U 2)2 + p( u1 , u2). If b = 0 
then h = u3j(C+U1)2 +p(U1,U2). Thus, there are two subcases: 
Sub case 11: b = O. Then h = u3 j(c + U 1)2 + p(ul,u2 ). The substitution of this 
ansatz into the four remaining equations for h gives: 
I 
I 
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16(u2)2 + (e + ul)3(8(U2)2p22 + 4(3e + UI)UIPI2) + 2(e + u1)4(5e + UI)p11 + 
PI11 = 
e(e + u l )5(2 + ul(e + u l )2P22) 
(e + ul )( e2pi2 - e( e - 3ul )P22P11) 
e(2 + ul(e + UI)2p22) 
2 + e(e + u l )2P22 
e(e+ul)3 P222 = O. 
The last three equations lead to p( ul , u2 ) = I~~~~;f') (U2 )2 + !~1 + q( u1) where a 
and f3 are arbitrary constants. The substitution into the first equation gives a linear 
ODE for q, 
Without any loss of generality one has 
where the constants m, n satisfy a single relation 2(1- e2a)n - 6eam + ~e2j32 = O. 
Finally, we have Hamiltonian densities 
3/( 1)2 l+ae(c+ul )( 2)2 f3u2 m n 
h = u e + u + ( 1)2 U + --I + ( 1)2 + I ' 
c e+u e+u e+u e+u 
Sub case 12: b f. O. Then h = u3/(e + U2)2 + p(ul, u2). The substitution of this 
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ansatz into the four remaining equations for h implies that, 
(ul )3(C + U2)Plll - 2c(ul )2Pll - 2cul (c - U2)P12 - (5c - 3u2)(c - U2)2P22 
P222 = (C-U2)3(C+U2) , 
(u l )2(c+ U2)Plll - 2CUlpll - 2(2c2 - 3cu2 + (U2)2)PI2 
P122 = (c _ u2)2(c + u2) , 
ul(c + U2 )P111 + (u2 - 3C)Pll 
P112 = (c - u2)(c + u2 ) 
along with one more relation for Pm which we do not write out due to its complexity . 
. " , . ulu2-au2_Q.f.+(c_u2)3g(?J) . 
. The first three relatIOns imply p(u\ u2) = (c;U2)2 where g(7]) IS an 
arbitrary function of a single variable 7] = c~~2. The result of the substitution of 
this ansatz into the remaining equation for Pm factors into a product of two terms, 
leading to the cases (i) and (ii) below: 
(i) The function 9 satisfies a first order ODE 
the solution of this equation is g( 1)) = /17]3 + fc - Ifc2 - !6!'n. This results in the 
Hamiltonian densities of the form 
(ii) The function 9 solves a third order ODE 
Remarkably, this complicated equation trivializes after being differentiated by 7] 
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once, taking the form 
Since the possibility when the coefficient at g"" equals zero was considered above in 
the case (i), we conclude that 9 must be a cubic polynomial, 
where the constants satisfy a single relation 120 - 8cv+ 16c2 (v2 - 3')'11) - 4')'a+ 1 = 0 
which can be obtained by substituting back into the original ODE. This leads to 
Hamiltonian' densities of the form 
Notice that the particular case c = 0 results (up to obvious equivalence transforma-
tions and relabeling of constants) in Hamiltonian densities of the form 
(164) 
where a, (J, ')', 0 satisfy a single relation (J2 - 4a')' + 120 = O. 
Remark. The apparent similarity of the cases (160) and (164) is not accidental and 
highlights a reciprocal invariance of the class of Hamiltonian chains (158). Recall 
that the conservation of momentum reads 
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Let us change from x, t to the new independent variables X, T where 
It is known that reciprocal transformations of this type preserve Poisson brackets of 
the form (158), see e.g. [12J (it is crucial that u2 is the momentum of the correspond-
ing Poisson bracket). One can verify directly that performing the above change of 
independent variables and introducing 
(165) 
one arrives at the system which takes the original form (158) in the variables 
X, T, un, H. Thus, the above reciprocal transformation is canonical. One can verify 
directly that the change of variables (165) indeed identifies (160) and (164). 
Case 11: s oF O. In this case the elementary integration gives 
and the substitution into the last three equations (161) implies that q is linear. Up 
to the equivalence h -+ ah + au1 + bu2 + c we thus have 
(166) 
the substitution of this ansatz into the remaining equations for h implies a compli-
cated system of third order PDEs for p(uI, u2). A useful observation is that this 
system is invariant under a 3-parameter group of point symmetries which is gener-
ated by the. two canonical transformations (162), (163) and the reciprocal transfor-
mation (165). We want to find a change of variables which simplifies the system 
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(161) so it is easier to work with. To find this change of variables we first find the 
three infinitesimal generators of (162), (163) and (165), we then look for a change 
of variables to simplify the infinitesimal generators, it is change of variables we use 
on (161). Let us calculate the infinitesimal generators of these symmetries, starting 
with the canonical transformation (162). From (162) we have 
'" , 
making the substitution A = er so that the change of variables is a group over addi-
tion not multiplication. For the form of (166) to be preserved in the new variables 
fi then we must have 
h = (u3+p(ul,u2WI3 
= (er u3 + p( ul, u2) )1/3 
thus we have p = e-rp. We now have all the necessary information for the infinites-
imal generator 
aul a au2 a ap a 
- ar Ir=o aul + ar Ir=o au2 + ar Ir=o ap 
Ulaul - pap, (167) 
where aK = &'i. 
Now carry out the same procedure for the second canonical transformation. From 
(163) we have 
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Applying this change of variables to (166) and insisting that the form is preserved 
then p must transform as 
now we can calculate the infinitesimal generator 
aul a au2 a ap a 
or Ir=o aul + or Ir=o au2 + or Ir=o ap 
u lau2 - 2u2op • (168) 
The method of how to calculate the infinitesimal generator of the reciprocal transfor-
mation (165) is different. We proceed as follows, substitute the change of variables 
(165) into (167), (168), this should provide us with the third infinitesimal generator 
up to a linear combination of (167) and (168). Making the change of variables 
Xl = UlaUl - pap 
- UlaUl - pap. (169) 
(170) 
The change of variables on X 2 has provided the third generator. Thus, we have the 
three required infinitesimal generators, which are, 
(171) 
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it is straightforward to calculate the commutativity.relations, for example calculating 
[Xl, X 2] - Xl X2 - X2Xl 
[UIOul - pop][Ulou2 - 2u20p] - [Ulou2 - 2U20p][Uloul - pap] 
the same can be done for [Xl, X 3] and [Xl, X 3] to obtain the relations 
These symmetries suggest a change of variables which considerably simplifies the 
equations for p. The idea is to choose new coordinates such that the sy.mmetry 
generators assume the simplest possible form. Introducing ~ = --'" 'YI = u:, s = u ./ U 
PU;~,<~2)2, we write the equations (171) in the new variables. We show how the 
operators transform and then substitute into (171), 
a a O~ a art 8 8s 
= --- + --- + ---8u l o~ 8u l 8rt 8ul 8s 8u l 
1 a u2 8 (3P 4( U2)2) 8 
= -------- --+-- -(UI)28~ (UI )28rt (u l )4 (UI )5 aS' 
8 8 8~ a 01/ 8 8s (172) 
ou2 - --- + --- + ---o~ 8u2 8rt 8u2 8s 8u2 
1 8 2u2 8 
(UI)-28~ + (U I )48s' 
a 8 8~ a art 88s 
8p --+--+--o~op 01/0P os8p 
1 8 
- (UI )3 os' 
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Substituting (172) into (171)1 we obtain 
(173) 
the same change of variables on the other two equations in (171) results in 
Setting S = s(~, 7]) we have p = s(~, 7]) (U1)3 - (:2'. In terms of s(~, 7]) the equations 
for p assume a remarkable symmetric form 
(174) 
(175) 
(176) 
(177) 
(178) 
(179) 
in the process of derivation of these equations we have assumed that se, Sry and 
sees; - SryryS~ are nonzero: these expressions appear as denominators in the interme-
diate calculations. Particular cases when some of these expressions vanish will be 
discussed below. 
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To solve the equations (174) - (179) we proceed as follows. Differentiating (176), 
(177) and using (174), (175) we obtain four relations among the fourth order partial 
derivatives of s, 
s<s~~~~ + s~s<~~~ = 0, s<s<~~~ + s~(s«~~ - 4) = 0, 
se(se<ryry - 4) + SrySe«ry = 0, S<8m~ + s~s«« = 0, 
which can be parametrized as 
r = -sd s~. The further analysis leads to the two possibilities. 
Sub case Ill: q = O. In this case s(~, 7]) is a polynomial of the form 
The substitution into the remaining equations for s implies the following relations 
among the coefficients: 
13 = bc - 9ad, ft = QC - 3w)" v = bi - 3Qd, 12£ + 132 + 4Q')' = 4(bv + Cft). 
Notice that the corresponding p(u\u2) = 8(-~, ::)(u1)3 - (~t will be a cubic 
polynomial in u1 , u2• A particular example from this class with the Hamiltonian 
density h = (u3 + 7)1/3 was discussed in [34]. It corresponds to the case where 
a = -7 and all other coefficients of S (~, 7]) are zero. 
Subcase II2 : q # O. Then the consistency conditions of (180) imply the relations 
q, = (qr )ry, re = rr ry' Taking into account that r = -sd s~ we have sees; - Sry~Sl = o. 
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This case is discussed below. 
There are two more possibilities one needs to consider to complete the classification 
(notice that the equations (174) - (179) can no longer be used since they were 
derived under the assumption that certain expressions do not vanish). 
Sub case II3: se = 0 or s1) = O. A simple analysis leads to Hamiltonian densities of 
the form 
0: =const. 
Subcase II4: sees; - S~1)S~ = O. Setting r = -~ one obtains 
. Calculating partial derivatives of s with the help of the above relations and sub-
stituting them into the conditions HJk = 0 we obtain r 1)1) = 0; without any loss of 
generality one can set r = -~. This implies ~s< - rJs~ = 0, therefore, s = s(z), z = 
~rJ = _U2/(U1)2. For s(z) we obtain the ODE 
8z2 SillS' + 8zs" s' - 4z2 (S")2 - (S')2 - 12s = 0 
which linearizes after being differentiated by z once. Its general solution is given by 
the formula 
where the constants 0:, j3", 0 satisfy a single quadratic relation 120: + j32 - 3,0 = o. 
This results in Hamiltonian densities of the form 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------- I 
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6.2 Conservation laws for Manin-Kupershmidt's bracket 
The result of this Section is to show that Hamiltonian chains of the type (158) 
possess a conservation law of higher order than the Hamiltonian density, h. All 
Hamiltonian chain (158) possess three conservation laws of the form 
and 
which correspond to the Casimir (or Annihilator), Momentum and the Hamiltonian 
respectively. Let us require the existence of an extra 'higher' conservation law of 
the form 
(181) 
whose density P depends on the first four coordinates u\ u2 , u3, u4 . We have 
obtained the following 
Theorem 11 [20} The relations {161} are necessary and sufficient for the existence 
of an extra conservation law of the form {181}. 
Proof Let us assume that there exists a conservation law of the form 
P( 1 2 3 4) Q( 1 2 3 4 5) U ,u ,u ,U t = u, u ,u ,u ,u X' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Using (158) and collecting coefficients at u~ we obtain the expressions for Qi 
2 3 
Ql 5u5 P4h13 + L(4u4P 5- i h 1,(i+1) + u 1 P 3- i h 1,i) + L(3u3 P 5- j h 1,j + 2u2 P 4- j h 1,j) + 
i=1 j=l 
2 3 
Q2 5u3 P 4h 23 + L( 4u4 P5-ih2,(i+1) + u1 P 3- i h 2,i) + L(3u3 P 5- j h2,j + 2u2 P 4- j h 2,j) + 
i=l . j=l 
P2h2 + 2P1h3 , 
2 3 
Q3 - 5u5 P4h33 + L(4u4 P 5- i h 3,(i+1) + u 1 P 3- i h3,i) + L(3u3 P 5- j h3,j + 2u2 P 4- j h 3j ) + 
i=l j=l 
The consistency conditions Qij = Qji imply the following expressions for second 
order partial derivatives of P, 
Pu -
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P22 
6u4 P4h~3 + 9u3 P4h22h23 + 3u2 P4(h~2 + 2h23 hI2 ) + 3u I P4hI2h22 
- 2h2 + 
3 
2h3(3P4h I2 + P3 h22) 
2h2 3 
P23 
12u4P4h23h33 + 9u3 P4(h~3 + h22h33) + 6U2P4(hdh22 + h I3 ) + h33hd 
- 4h2 + 
3 
3uI P4(h 13h22 + h23h I2) + 2h3(3P4hI3 + 2P3h23 + 3P4h22 ) 
4h2 3 
P24 
3P4h23 
- 2h3 
, 
?s3 
6u4P4h~3 + 3P4(3u3h33h23 + u2(h~3 + 2h33hd + u Ih23hI3) + 2h3(3P4h23 + P3h33) 
- 2h2 3 
P34 
3P4h33 
- 2h3 
, 
P44 - O. 
By ensuring the consistency of this system we obtain the set ofrelations (161). We 
believe that the same process applied to any higher order conservation law 
will results in the same relations (161). The Mathematica program that was used 
to collect coefficients and calculate the consistency conditions for this proof is con-
tained in Appendix 4. • 
6.3 Generating functions for conservation laws of Hamilto-
nian chains with Manin-Kupershmirlt's bracket 
In this section we demonstrate that any Hamiltonian chain (158) whose density 
h = h(ur, u2 , u3 ) satisfies the system (161), possesses a generating function which 
provides an infinity of conservation laws. In Sect. 3.1 we showed how to obtain 
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the generating function for conservation laws for the Benney chain, we now out-
line the process in general. Given an arbitrary Hamiltonian density h(u\ u2 , u3 ), a 
generating function is sought in the form 
00 k 
( 1 2 ",U A = 'Ij; p,u ,u) + ~ k"; 
k=l p 
(182) 
notice that the dependence on higher moments u3 , u4 , u5 , etc, is exactly the same 
as in (72). As demonstrated in [51], the generating function (182) has to satisfy the 
Gibbons-type relation 
(183) 
which reduces to (73) for the Benney Hamiltonian, h = (u3 + (u1 )2) /2. Substituting 
(182) into (183) and using (158), one obtains the following relations among the first 
(184) 
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These relations uniquely specify the partial derivatives 'if;}, 'if;2, 'if;p: 
'if;1= 
- ~ [4p2h3(ph3h33 + h23(2h3 + ulhl3) - h33(ulhl2 + u2hd) 
p(2h3(3u3(h33 h22 - h~3) + 2h3(h22 + h13 ) + ul (hI3(2h22 + h13 ) - 2hl2 h23 - h11h33» 
+(UI)2(hI2(hI2 + h33 - hl3hd + hdhllh23 - h12h13 ) + h22(hf3 - h11h33») 
h3(6u3(hI3 h23 - h12h33) - 2h3hl2 + u l (h11 h23 - hI2h13» + 2U2UI(hdh12h33 -
h13h23 ) + h23(h11h23 - h12h13 ) + hzz(hf2 - h11h33»] , 
'if;2 = 
- ~ [4ph~h33P2 + 4h3 (h23 (h3 + u2h23 + ulhl3) - h33(u2h22 + ulhI2»P+ 
(U I)2(hdhI2h33 - h13h23 ) + h23(hllh23 - h12h13) + h22(h~3 - hllh33» + 
2h3(h 13 (2h3 + 2u2h23 + ul (h l3 + h22» - h12(2u2h33 + u1h23) - ulhnh33)] , 
'if;p = 
- ~ [4h;h33Ul p2 + 4h3P(2h3(U2h33 + u lh23) + U2Ul(h~3 - h22h33) - (U1)2(hI3h23 
-hI2h33» + 2h3(2h3(3u3h33 + 4u2h23 + ul (2h13 + h22 ) + (ul)3(hdh12h33 - h13h23) + 
h23(h23hll - h12h13 ) + h22(hf3 - h11h33») + 4(U2)2(h~3 - h22h33) + 4U1U2(hI3 h23 -
h12h33) - 3UIU3(h~3 - h22h33) + (U I)2(hI3(2h22 + h13 ) - 2h23hl2 - h11h33»]' 
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Here 
6= 
4p4h~h33 + 4p3h2(2h3h23 + u2(h~3 --.: h22h33) + ul(hl3h23 - hI2h33)) + ((UI )2p2 + 
2U2U1p) (2h3(hI3(hI3 + 2h22 ) - 2h12h23 - hnh33) + (hI2(hI2h33 - h13h23 ) + h23(h11h23 
-hI2hI3 ) + h22 (hi3 - h11h33))) + 2h3P2(3u3(h22h33 - h~3) + 2h3(2h13 + h 22 )) + 4h3P 
(3u3(hI3h23 - h12h33) - 2h3h12 ) + 2h11 (h3(2h3 + u 1h22 + 4u2h23 ) + 2(U2)2(h~3-
h22h33)) - 3u3((hi3 - h11h33) (2h3 + u1h22) + u1h23(h12h33 - h13h23 ) + u 1h23(hnh23 
-hI2hI3)). 
Mathematica was used to verify the consistency of these equations modulo the sys-
tem (161). This proves Theorem 10: indeed, an infinite sequence of conservation 
laws results from the equation 
where one has to substitute the expansion for p in terms of A obtained from (182). 
The calculation of 7/;(p, ul , u2 ) can be summarized as follows: 
- one first integrates the equation for 7/;p, which appears to be rational in p, with 
respect to p. This defines 7/; up to a function of u\ u2 • 
- one fixes this function by a substitution into the equations for 7/;1,7/;2, 
This procedure leads to the following explicit formulae for generating functions 
for the Hamiltonian densities obtained in Sect. 6.1. 
Linear case. This is the simplest generalization of the Benney Hamiltonian with 
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the density 
where the constants satisfy the condition 132 - 4a'Y + 125 = O. Even in this case the 
function 'I/J is quite nontrivial, 
'I/J P, u , u = , arctan , . ( 1 2) 2 [(3 + 2'YP ] (4a'Y- 132)2 (1 +'Yu1)(4a'Y- 132)2 
The generating function is obtained by substituting this expression into (182). 
Below we show some of the 7j; functions obtained for some of the subcases from Sect 
6.1. 
Subcase 11, In this case the Hamiltonian density takes the form 
where the constants satisfy the single relation, 2(1- c2a)n - 6cam + ~C2 132 = O. The 
corresponding function 'I/J IS given by 
d h-1 [2(C2a - 1)u2 + c(2(c2a - 1)p - j3c) - cj3U1 ] 
----;-, tan , . (3m)2 2(3cm)2(1 + caul) 
Sub case 12(i). For the Hamiltonian density 
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the function 'Ij; is given by 
Subc';'se Ih: For the Hamiltonian density 
the function 'Ij; is given by 
Other examples obtained in Sect. 6.1 lead to more complicated expressions for 'Ij;. 
I 
I 
I 
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7 Conclusions and further work 
In this chapter we outline possibilities to extend the work presented in this thesis. 
First, we summarize the ideas of this thesis. 
We have given a simple and easy-to-verify necessary condition for the integrability 
of hydrodynamic chains based on the vanishing of the Haantjes tensor; it must be 
emphasized that the chain must be of class C. The utilization of Mathematica was 
crucial in our ability to calculate the Haantjes tensor. We remember that vanishing 
of the Haantjes tensor is not sufficient for the integrability in general, although zero 
Haantjes tensor is already sufficiently restrictive and implies the integrability in the 
cases of conservative chains and Hamiltonian chains. For finite-component systems 
of hydrodynamic type, the following is a known result: any diagonalizable semi-
Hamiltonian system possesses infinitely many conservation laws and commuting 
flows of hydrodynamic type, and can be solved by the generalized hodograph method 
[61]. The work of this thesis has been to extend this idea to infinite-component 
systems of hydrodynamic type, known as hydrodynamic chains. We have classified 
conservative chains of the form, 
1 f( 1 2) 2 (1 2 3) 3 h( 1 2 3 4) Ut = U, U Xl Ut = g u ,u ,U Xl Ut = U, U ,u ,U Xl 
first with f(uI, u2 ) = u! finding cases (125), (126), (127), (128) thus agreeing with 
[47]. Then with f(u!, u2 ) again finding four subcases for consideration. 
We showed that for the two Hamiltonian systems (139), (158) that the conditions 
imposed by zero Haantjes tensor, (141) and (161)respectively, not only leads to one 
additional conservation law of higher order than the Hamiltonian density, but in 
fact leads to a generating function which provides an infinity of conservation laws. 
During the time spent working towards this thesis I have had two joint publications, 
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[18], [20]. 
There exists a whole variety of approaches to the classification of integrabile Hamil-
tonian hydrodynamic chains, based on seemingly different requirements, namely: 
- the vanishing of the Haantjes tensor; 
- the existence of infinitely many n-component hydrodynamic reductions for any n; 
- the existence of one 'extra' conservation law; 
- the existence of a generating function for conservation laws. 
Each example known to us support the evidence that these approaches are equiv-
alent, by equivalent we mean they lead to the same integrability conditions and 
thus the same classification results. The approach using the Haantjes tensor in our 
experience has been relatively trouble free when using Mathematica, leading to the 
required integrability conditions in a straightforward way. 
Questions that have arisen during this work and are possible areas of further inves-
tigation include: 
- Recurrent reconstruction of Conservative chains. In Sect. 4 it was found that 
the requirement H}'k = 0 reconstructs the density of the (m + 2)'h equation of (4). 
This has been verified directly up to order 5, no obstructions were encountered. A 
future investigation could be to verify that this iterative procedure will continue to 
work and not fail at some later stage. Another area for future work is to attempt 
to establish a way to reconstruct the right hand side of any equation in (4) without 
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doing it iteratively; 
- Integrating the remaining examples in the case of the general conservative chain. 
In Cases III and IV of Sect. 4.5 we were unable to complete the integration of the 
systems of equations, thus we could not explicitly show the form of the chains. 
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Appendix 1: the invariant formulation of the semi-
Hamiltonian property 
For m-component systems (1) there exists a tensor object which is responsible for 
the semi-Hamiltonian property. First of all one computes (1, 3)-tensors M and K, 
and 
here b = v2 , that is, b} = v~dj. Using M and K one defines a (1,3)-tensor Q as 
Ultimately, one introduces a tensor P, 
(185) 
Theorem 12 [48j A diagonalizable system (1) is semi-Hamiltonian if and only if 
the tensor P vanishes identically. 
These objects can be calculated using computer algebra. Notice that they are well-
defined for hydrodynamic chains from the class C: all tensor operations will involve 
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finite summations only. Invariant coordinate-free definitions of the above tensors 
can be found in [48]. 
It was pointed out in [56] that any strictly hyperbolic conservative system 
u;=i(u)x, i=l, ... ,m (186) 
with the zero Haantjes tensor is necessarily semi-Hamiltonian. The shortest proof 
of this statement known to us can be summarized as follows. Let us first rewrite 
(186) in the Riemann invariants, Rio = >..i(R)R~, where >..i =F >..j due to the strict 
hyperbolicity. The conserved densities u(R) satisfy an over-determined system of 
second order linear PDEs [61], 
(187) 
The consistency conditions 8k (8i8j u) = 8j (8i8ku), i =F j =F k, lead to linear relations 
among the first order derivatives of u of the form L: m8nu = 0 where cnare certain 
functions of >"'s. It is well-known that the vanishing of all coefficients Cn, that 
is, the involutivity of the linear system (187), is equivalent to the semi-Hamiltonian 
property (38). In this case we have infinitely many conserved densities parametrized 
by m arbitrary functions of a single variable. It turns out that the requirement of 
the existence of m functionally independent solutions of the linear system (187) is 
already sufficient to conclude that all coefficients m must be zero. Indeed, if a 
relation of the form L: cn8nu = 0 is satisfied by m functionally independent u's, the 
vector Cn will be a zero eigenvector of the corresponding Jacobian matrix which is 
non-degenerate. Thus, Cn = 0 and we have shown that 
(m conservation laws) + (Riemann invariants) =} (00 of conservation laws). 
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It would be of interest to obtain a direct tensor proof of the above result by showing 
that the vanishing of the Haantjes tensor H for a conservative system (186) implies 
the vanishing of the tensor P. Such a proof would then generalize to hydrodynamic 
chains, for which we have yet no rigorous definition of Riemann invariants. 
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Appendix 2: Mathematica file for calculating the 
Hanntjes tensor of a conservative type system 
(*Mathematiea Programme for calculating 
the Haantjes tensor for a general conservative chain*) 
(*Define the functions of the chain*) 
Format[f[ul, u2]] := f 
Format[g[ul, u2, u3]] :=g 
Format[h[ul, u2, u3, u4]] :=h 
Format[s[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS]] : = s 
(*Defining the matrix*) 
Format [Vll [ul, u2]] : = VII, 
Format [V12 [u1, u2]] : = V12; 
Format[V21[u1, u2, u3] ] : = V21; 
Format [V22 [ul, u2, u3]] := V22, 
Format [V23 [ul, u2, u3]] := V23, 
Format[V3l[ul, u2, u3, u4]] : = V31; 
Format [V32 [u1, u2, u3, u4]] := V32; 
Format[V33[ul, u2, u3, u4]] := V33; 
Format [V34 [u1, u2, u3, u4]] := V34; 
Format [V41 [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS]] •• V4l; 
Format [V42 [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS]] •• V42, 
Format[V43[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS]] := V43; 
Format [V44 [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS]] := V44; 
Format [V4S [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS] ] := V4S; 
Format[VSl[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6]] := VSl; 
Format [VS2 [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6]] := VS2; 
Format [VS3 (ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6] ] := VS3; 
Format [VS4 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6]] •• VS4; 
Format [VSS [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6]] •• VSS; 
Format[VS6[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6]] := VS6; 
Format [V61 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7]] := V61; 
Format [V62 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7]] := V62; 
Format [V63 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7]] := V63; 
Format [V64 [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7lJ := V64; 
Format [V65 [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7]] := V6S; 
Format [V66 [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7]] := V66; 
Format [V67 [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7lJ : = V67; 
Format[V71[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8]] := V71; 
Format [V7 2 [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8]] := V72; 
Format[V73[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8]] := V73; 
Format [V7 4 [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8]] := V74; 
Format [V7S [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8]] := V7S; 
Format [V76 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8l] := V76, 
Format [V77 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8]] := V77; 
Format [V78 [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8]] := V78; 
derivatives (*Defining the output. form for the 
of the funetiof the chain and the elements of the matrix*) 
6[ f] 
Format [Derivative[i_, j_l [f] [a_, b_l] := ---....:..-...,. 
6u1"i 6u2""j 
Format [Derivative[i_, L, k 
-' 
l_] [h] [a_, b_, c 
-, d -] ] .= 
6 [h] 
6u1""i 6u2""j 6u3""k6u4""1 
Format[Derivative[i_, j-, k 
-' 
l 
-, m_] [s] [a_, b -, c 
-' 
d 
-' 
e_] ] := 
2 ! conservative chain for thesi5.~b 
6[ s] 
6u1"'i 6u2"'j 6u3"'k6u4"'16uS"'m 
Format[Derivative[!_, j_I k_I I_I m_I n_l [VS1] [a_, b_, 0_, d_, e_ , f_l] := 
6 (VS1] 
6u1"'i 6u2"'j 6u3"'k6u4"'16uS"'m6u6"'n 
Format [Der!vative[i_, j_, k_, 1_, m_I n_l[vS2] [6_, b_ I 0_, d_ I e_ , f_ll := 
6 (VS2] 
---------------------------------; 6ul"'! 6u2"'j 6u3"'k6u4"'16uS"'m6u6"'n 
Format [Derivative [i_, j_, k_, 1_1 m_I 0_1 [VS4] [a~I b_, 0_ 1 d_, e_ I f_l] := 
6[ VS4] 
6ul'" i 6u2 "'j 6u3 "'k 6u4 "'1 6uS "'m 6u6"'0 ; 
Format[Derivative[i_, j_, k_, 1_1 m_, n_l [V5S1 [a_, b_ I 0_, d_, e_ I f_J 1 := 
6 ( VSS] 
6ul"i 6u2"j 6u3 .. k6u4"16uS .... m6u6 .... n 
Format [Derivative [i_I j_, k_I I_I IIl_, 0_1 [V561 (a_, b_ I C_, d_, e_, f_l1 := 
6 (V56] 
6u1"'i 6u2"'j 6u3"'k 6u4"'16uS"'m6u6"'n; 
Format[Derivative[i_, j_I k_I I_, Ill_I n_l [V57] [a_, b_ I 0_, d_ I e_ , f_l 1 := 
6(VS7] 
--------------~--~-------------; 6ul"'i 6u2"'j 6u3"k 6u4"'16uS"'m6u6"'n 
Format {Derivative [i_I j_, k_. I_I m_I n_, p_l [V61] [a_I b_ I c_' d_, e_, f_, 9_] 1 := 
6[ V61] 
6ul""i 6u2"'j 6U3'"'k6U''''16uS"''m6u6'''n6u7'"'p; 
Format[Derivative[i_, j_, k_I 1_, m_I n_, p_l [V62] [a_I b_, 0_, d_ I a_I f_, 9_1] := 
6(V62] . 
6ul"i 6u2"'j 6u3 ... k6u4 .... 16uS .. m6u6 ... n6u7"p 
Format[Derivative[i_, j_, k_I 1_1 IIl_, n_I p_] [V63] [a_I b_, c_' d_ I e_, f_I 9_] 1 := 
6 (V63] 
6u1""i 6u2"j 6t.:t3"'k6U4"16uS"'m6u6"n6u7'"'p; 
Format [Derivative[i_, j_, k_, I_I m_I n_, p_l [V64] [8_, b_, C_ I d_, a_, f_, 9_]] := 
6 (V64] 
6u1"'i 6u2"j 6U3"k6U4"16uS"m6U6"'n6u7"'p' 
Format (Derivative(i_I j_. k_1 I_I m_I D_, p_] [V6S] [a_, b_ I c_, d_ 1 e_, f_, 9_] J ;= 
6 (V65] 
----------------~--~----------------; 6u1'" i 6u2 "j 6u3 '"'k 6u4"'1 6uS"'m 6u6"'n 6u7"'p 
Format [Derivativa [i_, j_, k_, I_I m_, n_I p_l [V761 [a_I b_I c_, d_ I e_ I f_I 9_] 1 ;a 
6 [V66] 
--------------------------------------; 6u1" i 6u2 '" j 6u3'" k 6u4" 16u5 "'m 6u6'" n 6u7"'p 
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Format [Derivative[i_I j_I k_I 1_1 m_I n_I p_l [V671 [a_, b_, c_' d_, e_, f_, q_] 1 ~= 
6 [V67] 
------------~~~~------------, 6ul Ai 6u2Aj 6u3 Ak6u4"16u5 Am6u6"n6u7 Ap 
Format [Derivative[i_, j_I k_I 1_1 m_I n_, P_l [V68] [a_, b_I c_' d_, e_, f_, q_]] l= 
6 [V68] ------------~~~~------------, 6ul Ai 6u2"'j 6u3 Ak6u4"'16uS Am6u6 A n6u7 Ap 
Pormat[Derivative[i_, j_, k_I 1_1 m_I D_, p_l [V71] [a_, b_, c_, d_ I e_, f_, g_, ~1] ;= 
6 [V71] 
--------------------~--~------------------, 6ul A i 6u2 A j 6u3 Ak 6u4 A 1 6uS Am 6u6 "n 6u7 Ap6u8" q 
Format [Derivative[i_I j_I k_I I_I m_I D_, p_l [V74] [a_, b_, c_ I d_, e_, f_, g_, ~)] := 
6[ V74] 
6ul A i 6u2 A j 6u3" k 6u4" 16uS "m 6u6 "n 6u7 "'pc5u8 Aq; 
FormatrOerivative[i_I j_1 k_, 1_, m_I D_, p_] [V75] [a_, b_, c_, d_ I e_ I f_I 9_/~]] ._ 
6[V7S] ------------------~~~~------------------, 6ul '" i 6u2'" j 6u3 "k 6u4" 1 6uS Am 6u6 An 6u7 "p6uS "q 
FOrIrlat[Derivative[i_, j_, k_1 I_I m_, n_, p_] [V76] [a_, b_, c_, d_, e_, f_, g_, q_]] := 
6 [V76] --------------------~--~-----------------, 6ul A i 6u2 "j tlu3 A k 6u4" 16uS Am 6u6 A n 6u7 "p6u8 Aq 
$HistoryLength = 3 
3 
4 I conservative chaIn for thesls,nb 
(* Matrix V '*) 
(**********************) 
V = {{Vll [u1, u2], V12[ul, u2], 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O}, 
{V21[ul, u2, u3], V22[ul, u2, u3], V23[u1, u2, u3J, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, O}, 
{V31[ul, u2, u3, u4], V32[ul, u2, u3,u4], 
V33[ul, u2, u3, u4], V34[u1, u2, u3, u4], 0, 0, 0, O,O}, 
{V41[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS], V42[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS], V43[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS], 
V44[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS], V45[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS], 0, 0, O,O}, 
{VS1[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6], V52[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6], 
VS3[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6], VS4[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6], 
VSS[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6], V56[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6], 0, O,O}, 
{V61[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7], V62[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7], V63[ul, u2, u3, 
u4, uS, u6, u7], V64[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, 1,16, u7], V6S [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7], 
V66[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7], V67[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7], O,O}, 
{V7l(u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8], V72[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8], 
V73[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8], V74[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8], 
V75[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6" u7, u8], V76[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8], 
V77[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8], V78[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8], O}}; 
Vll[ul, u2J =D[f[ul, u2], u1]; 
V12[ul, u2] =D[f[ul, u2], u2]; 
V2l[ul, u2, u3] =D[g[ul, u2, u3], u111 
V22 [u1, u2, u3] = D[g[ul, u2, u3], u2]; 
V23[u1, u2, u3] =D[g[ul, u2, u3], u3]; 
V31[ul, u2, u3, u4] =D[h[ul, u2, u3, u4], ul]; 
V32[ul, u2, u3, u4] =D[h[ul, u2, u3, u4], u2]; 
V33[ul, u2, u3, u4] = D[h[ul,·u2, u3, u4], u3]; 
V34[u1, u2, u3, u4] = D[h[u1, u2, u3, u4], u4]; 
V4l [u1, u2, u3, u4, u5] =D[s[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS], ul]; 
V42 [u1, u2, u3, u4, u5] =D[s[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS], u2]; 
V43[u1, u2, u3, u4, u5] =D[s[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS], u3]; 
v44 [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS] =D[s[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS], u4]; 
V4S[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS] = D[s[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS], uS] I 
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MatrixForm[V] 
6[f1 6[f) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6ul 6U""2 
6[91 6{gJ 6[gJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 6ul 6U""2 6uT 
6[h] 6[h] 6[h) 6[h] 0 0 0 0 0 6ul 6U""2 6uT 6u4 
6[8] 6[s] 6[8] 6[s] 6[sJ 0 0 0 0 6ul 6ii2 6uT 6u4 6ii5 
V51 V52 V53 V54 V55 V56 0 0 0 
V61 V62 V63 V64 V65 V66 V67 0 0 
V71 V72 V73 V74 V75 V76 V77 V78 0 
(*Setting up u[i] so it can be used in the summation to calulate the two tensors*) 
u[l] = ul; 
u[2] = u2; 
u[3] = u3; 
u[4] = u4; 
u[S] = uS; 
u[6] ~ u6; 
u[7] '= u7; 
(* Nijenhuis tensor of the matrix V *) 
(*********************************************~****************************************\ 
*****************) 
.. , 
Ne[i_, j_, k_J :=COll.ect[SimPlify[I:(V[[t, j]] D[V[[i, k]], u[t]]-
, .. 
V[[t, kll D[V[[i, j]], u[tll _ 
V[[i, tll (D[V[[t, k]], u[jll - D[V[[t, jll, U[kll»], Ul], 
DO[Print[StringForm["i= .... , j= .... , k= .... , Ne= 
{i, 1, 4}, {j, 1, i+3}, {k, 1, i+3}] 
.... " i, j, k, Ne[i, j, k]]], 
(* Haantjes tensor of the matrix V *) 
(************************************************************************) 
i1-2 i+3 
H[i_, j_, k_] z= SimPlify[L:2: (Ne[i, t, w] V[[t, j]] V[[w, k]] _ 
t .. l w=l 
Ne[t, j, w] V[ ri, tl] V[ lw, kll _ 
Ne[t, w, k] V[[i, tl] V[[w, j]] + 
Ne[t, j, k] V[[i, w]] V[[w, t]])]; 
(*Output of the Haantjes Tensor*) 
Do[Print[StringForm["i= .... " j= .... , k= .... , T= 
{i, 1, l}, {j, 1, i+4}, {k, 1, i+4}] 
(**) 
i, j, k, H[i, j, k]]], 
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Appendix 3: Mathematica file for calculating the 
Hanntjes tensor of a Hamiltonian system with the 
Manin-Kupershmidt bracket 
(*Mathematica programme for calculating the Haantjes tensor for a hamiltonian chain*) 
(*Define H ,the Hamiltonian density, as a function of three variables*) 
Format[H[ul, u2, u3]] :=H 
Format[p[ul, u2]] := P 
Format [Derivative[i_, j-, k_] [H] [a_, 
8[ H] 
b _, c_l ] •• , 6ul"'i 6u2"'j 6u3"'k 
Format [Derivative[i_, L] [P] [a_, b_] ] 8[ P] ,. 
Bul"i 6u2"j 
(*Defining the matrix*) 
Format [VU [ul, u2, u3]] ;= VU; 
Format[Vl2[ul, u2, u3]] := Vl2; 
Format [V13 [ul, u2, u3]] ::1 V12; 
Format [V2l [ul, u2, u3]] := V21; 
Format [V22 [ul, u2, u3]] ; = V22; 
Format[V23[ul, u2, u3]] := V23; 
Format[V31[ul, u2, u3,u4]] := V3l; 
Format [V32 [ul, u2, u3,u4]] := V32; 
Format [V33 [ul, u2, u3, u4] 1 := V33; 
Format [V34 [ul, u2, u3, u4]] := V34; 
Format[V41[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS1] : = V41; 
Format [V42 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS]] : = V42; 
Format [V43 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS]] : = V43; 
Format[V44[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS]] := V44; 
Format [V4S [ul, u2, u3, u4,us]] : = V4S; 
Format[VS1[ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6]] := VSl; 
Format[VS2[ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6]] := VS2; 
Format [V53 [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6]] := VS3; 
Format [VS4 [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6]] := VS4; 
Format [VSS [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6]] := VSS; 
Format[VS6[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6]] := V56; 
Format [V61 [ul, U2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7]] := V61; 
Format (V62 (ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7]] := V62; 
Format [V63 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7]] := V63; 
Format [V64 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7]] := V64; 
Format [V6S [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7]] := V6S; 
Format[V66[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7]] := V66; 
Format [V67 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7]1 ,. V67; 
Format [V71 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB]] ::::1 V71; 
Format [V72 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB]] := V72; 
Format [V73 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS]] := V73; 
Formatlv74[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u1, uS]] := V74; 
Format [V7S [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS]] := V7S; 
Format[V76[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS]] := V76; 
Format [V77 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS]] .. V77, 
Format[V7S[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB]] := V7S; 
Format [VBI [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB, u9]] := VBI; 
Format [VB2 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB, u9]] := VS2; 
Format [VS3 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9]] := VS3; 
Format [VS4 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7,uS,u9]] := VS4; 
Format [VSS [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9]] := VBS; 
Format [VS6 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9]] := VB6; 
Format [VS7 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9]] ,. VS7, 
Format [VBS [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9]] := VBS; 
Format[VB9[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9]] := VS9; 
Format [V91 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9, ulO] J := V91; 
2 I HamiltonIan Systems Classification. for thesis. nb 
Format [V92 [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8, u9, u10J J .= V92, 
Format [V93 [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8, u9, u10JJ := V93, 
Format[V94[ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8, u9, u10JJ := V94, 
Format [V95 [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8, u9, u10]] 
.= V9S; 
Format[V96[ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8, u9, u10]] 
.= V96; 
Format [V97 [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8, u9, ulO]] ;= V97i 
Format[V9B[ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8, u9, ulO]] •• V98; 
Format[V99[ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8, u9, uIO]] := V99; 
Format[V9l0[ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8, u9, u10]] := V9l0, 
Format [VlOl [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8, u9, ulO, uU]] := VlOl; 
Format [Vl02 [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, uB, u9, ulO, uU]] := VlO2; 
Format [Vl03 [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, uB, u9, ulO, ull]] := VI03; 
Format[VlO4[ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, uB, u9, ulO, ull]] := VI04; 
Format [VlOS [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, uB, u9, ulO, ull]] := VI05; 
Format[VlO6[ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, uS, u9, ulO, ull]] := VlO6; 
Format [Vl07 [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, uS, u9, ulO, ull]] := VI07; 
Format [VlOS [uI, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, uS, u9, uIO, UII]] := VIOS; 
Format [VI09 [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, uS, u9, ulO, ull]] := VI09; 
Format [VIOIO [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, uS, u9, uIO, ull]] := VIOlO; 
Format [VIOII [ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, uS, u9, ulO, ull]] := VIOll; 
$HistoryLength = 3 
3 
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(* Matrix V) *) 
(**********************) 
V = {{VU[ul, u2, uJ], V12[ul, u2, uJ], VlJ[ul, u2, uJ], 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0,0, O}, 
{V2l[ul, u2, uJ], V22[ul, u2, u3], V23[ul, u2, uJ], 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0,0,0, O}, 
{V3l [ul, u2, u3, u4], VJ2 [ul, u2, uJ, u4], 
V3J[ul, u2, uJ, u4], VJ4[u1, u2, uJ, u4], 0, 0, 0,0,0,0,0, O}, 
{V41[ul, u2, uJ, u4, uSJ, V42[ul, u2, uJ, u4, uSJ, V4J[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS], 
V44[ul, u2, uJ, u4, uS], V4S[ul, u2, uJ, u4, uS], 0, 0,0,0,0,0, O}, 
{VSl[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6], VS2[ul, u2, uJ, u4, uS, u6], 
VSJ[ul, u2, uJ, u4, uS, u6], VS4[ul, u2, uJ, u4~ uS, u6], 
VSS[ul, u2, uJ, u4, uS, u6], VS6[u1, u2, uJ, u4, uS, u6], 0,0,0,0,0, O}, 
{V6l[ul, u2, uJ, u4, uS, u6, u7], V62[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7], 
V63[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7], V64[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7], 
V6S[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7], V66[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7J, 
V67 [ul, u2, uJ, u4, uS, u6, u7], 0, 0, 0, 0, O}, 
{V71[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8], 
V72(ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uSJ, V73(ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8], 
V74[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS], V7S[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS], 
V76[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS], V77[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS], 
V7S[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8], 0, 0, 0, O}, 
{VSl[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8, u9], VS2[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8, u9]" 
VS3 [ul, u2, u3" u4, uS, u6, u7, u8, u9], VS4[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8, u9], 
VSS[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9], V86[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9], 
V87 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9J, V8Sru!, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB, u9], 
VB9 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8, u9], 0, 0, O}, 
{V9l [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8, u9, ulO], 
V92[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB, u9, ulO], V93[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, 
u6, u7, uS, u9, u10], V94[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9, u10], 
V9S[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB, u9, u10], V96[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, 
u6, u7, u8, u9, ulO], V97 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9, u10], 
V98[ul, u2, u3, u4, US, u6, u7, uS, u9, ulO], V99[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, 
u7, uS, u9, ulO], V9l0[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8, u9, ulO], 0, O}, 
{VlOl[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8, u9, u10, u1l], 
Vl02[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, 1,16, u7, uB, u9, ulO, ull], 
); 
VI03(ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7~ uB, u9, ulO, u11J, VI04(ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, 
u6, u7, uS, U9, ulO, ul1], VI05[ul,' u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8, u9, ulO, ul1], 
Vl06[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8, u9, ulO, ull], Vl07(ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, 
u6, u7, u8, u9, ulO, ul1], VlOa[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB, u9, ulO, ul1], 
VI09[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, U7, u8, u9, ulO, ul1], VIOIOrul, u2, u3, u4, uS, 
u6, u7, uS, u9, ulO, u11], VI01l[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9, u10, u11], O} 
u(l] = ul; 
u[2] = u2, 
u[3] = u3, 
u[4] = u4; 
u[51 = uS; 
u[6] u6; 
u[7] = u7; 
u[S] uB; 
u[9] = u9; 
u [lOJ = ulO, 
u[ll] = u11, 
41 Hamiltonian Systems Classification. for thesls.nb 
(*defined h to be linear in u3*) 
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p=P[ul, u2] 
p 
h = (u3 + p) A (1/3), 
VH[ul, u2, u3] =D[h, u2] +ul*D[h, ul, u2] +2*u2*0[h, ul, u3]1 
VI2[ul, u2, u3] =uI*O[h, u2, u2] +2*u2*D[h, u2, u3] +2*0[h, u3]; 
VI3[ul, u2, u3] =uI.O[h, u2, u3] +2.u2*D[h, u3, u3]1 
V21 [ul, u2, u3] = 
ul.0[&, ul, ul] +u2*0[h, u2, ul] +u3*0(h, u3, uI] +u2*0(h, ul, u2] +2*u3*0(h, ul, u3]; 
V22[ul, u2, u3] =ul*O[h, ul, u2J +u2*0[h, u2, u2] +u3*D[h, u3, u2] + 
O[h, u2] +u2*0[h, u2, u2] +2*u3*D[h, u3, u2], 
V23[ul, u2, u3] =ul.D[h, ul, u3] +u2.0[h, u2, u3] +u3*0[h, u3, u3] + 
u2*0[h, u2, u3] +2*u3*0[h, u3, u3] +2*D[h, u3], 
V31[ul, u2, u3, u4] =2* (u2*0(h, ul, ul] +u3*D[h, u2, ul] +u4*0[h, u3, ul]) + 
2*u4*D[h, uI, u3] +u3*D[h, ul, u2]; 
V32[ul, u2, u3, u4] =2* (u2*0(h, ul, u2] +u3*0[h, u2, u2] +u4*D[h, u3, u2]) + 
2*u4*D[h, u2, u3] +u3*0[h, u2, u2]; 
V33[ul, u2, u3, u4] =2. (u2.D[h, ul, u3] +u3*0[h, u2, u3] +u4*D[h, u3, u3]) + 
2*u4*0[b, 'U3, u3] ,*,u3*D[h, u3, u2] ,*,O[h, u2]; 
V34[ul, u2, u3, u4] = 2*D[h, u3], 
VU[ul, u2, u3, u4, US] = 3* (u3*D[h, ul, ul] +u4*D[h, u2, uI] ,*,u5*0[h, u3, ul]) + 
2*u5.0[h, ul, u3] +u4*0[h, ul, u2], 
V42[ul, u2, u3, u4, US] = 3* (u3*0[h, ul, u2] +u4*0(b, u2, u2J +u5*0[h, u3, u2]) + 
2*u5*0[h, u2, u3] +u4*0[h, u2, u2]; 
V43[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS] = 3* (u3.0[h, ul, u3] +u4*0[h, u2, u3] +u5*D[h, u3, u3]) + 
2*u5*0[h, u3, u3] +u4*0[h, u3, u2]; 
V44 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS] = O(h, u2]; 
V45[ul, u2, u3, u4, US] = 2*0[h, u3]; 
V51[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6] = 4* (u4*0[h, uI, ul] +u5*0[h, u2, ul] +u6.0[h, u3, ul]) + 
2*u6*0[h, ul, u3] +u5*0[h, ul, u2]; 
V52[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6] = 4. (u4*0[h, ul, u2] +u5*O[h, u2, u2J +u6*0[h, u3, u2]) + 
2*u6*0[h, u2, u3] +u5.0[h, u2, u2]; 
V53[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6] = 4. (u4*0[h, ul, u3] +u5*O[h, u2, u3] +u6*0[h, u3, u3]) + 
2*u6*0[h, u3, u3] +u5*D[h, u3, u2]; 
V54 [uI, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6] = 0; 
V55[uI, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6] =O[h, u2J; 
V56[uI, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6] = 2*0[h, u3]; 
V6I[uI, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7] = 5* (u5*0[h, uI, uI] +u6*0[h, u2, ul] +u7 .O[h, u3, ul]) + 
2*u7*0[h, uI, u3] +u6*0[h, ul, u2]; 
V62[uI, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7] =5* (u5*0[h, ul, u2] +u6*0[h, u2, u2] +u7*D(h, u3, u2]) + 
2*u7*0[h, u2, u3] +u6*0[h, u2, u2], 
V63[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7] =5* (u5.0[h, ul, u3] +u6*0[h, u2, u3] +u7*D[h, u3, u3]) + 
2*u7*0[h, u3, u3] +u6*0[h, u3, u2]; 
V64 [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7] = 0; 
V65[uI, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7] = 0, 
V66 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7] = D[h, u2]; 
V67[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7] = 2*0[h, u3]; 
V7l(uI, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u81 = 6* (u6*0[h, ul, ulJ +u7*0(h, u2, ul] +u8*0[h, u3, ul]) + 
2*u8*D[h, ul, u3] +u7*0[h, 'Ul, u2]; 
V72 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8] = 6 * (u6 * D rh, uI, u2] + u7 * D rh, u2, u2] + u8 * D [h, u3, u2]) + 
2*u8*0[h, u2, u3] +u7*D[h, u2, u2]; 
V73 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8] = 6 * (u6 * D rh, uI, u3] + u7 * D rh, u2, u3] + u8 * D [h, u3, u3]) + 
2*u8*0[h, u3, u3] +u7*0[h, u3, u2]; 
V74[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8] = 0, 
V75 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8] = 0; 
V76[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8] = 0; 
V77[uI, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8] =O[h, u2]; 
V78(ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8] = 2*0[h, u3J; 
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7* (u7*D[h, ul, ul] +uS*D[h, u2, ul] +u9*D[h, u3, ul]) + 
2*u9*D[h, ul, u3] +uS*D[h, ul, u2]; 
VS2 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9] = 
7* (u7*D[h, ul, u2] +uS*D[h, u2, u2] +u9*D[h, u3, u2]) + 
2*u9*D[h, u2 , u3] +uS*D[h, u2, u2l; 
VB3 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB, u9] = 
7* (u7*D[h, ul, u3J +uS*D[h, u2, u3] +u9*D[h, u3, u3]) + 
2*u9*D[h, u3, u3] +uS*D[h, u3, u2J; 
VS4[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9] =0; 
VSS [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB, u9J = 0; 
VS6 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9] = 0, 
V87 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, u8, u9] = 0, 
VSS[uI, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB, u9] =D[h, u2]; 
VB9[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9] =2*D[h, u3]; 
V91[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9, ulO] 1:1 
S* (uB*D[h, ul, ul] +u9*D[h, u2, ul] +uIO*D[h, u3, ul]) + 
2*uID*D[h, ul, u3] +u9*D[h, ul, u2], 
V92 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB, u9, ulD] Cl 
S* (uS*D[h, ul, u2J +u9*D[h, u2, u2] +uIO*D[h, u3, u2]) + 
2*ulD*D[h, u2, u3] +u9*D[h, u2, u2l; 
V93[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB, u9, ulD] 1:1 
B* (uS*D[h, ul, u3] +u9*D[h, u2, u3] +ulD*D[h, u3, u3]) + 
2*uIO*D[h, u3, u3] +u9*D[h, u3, u2l; 
V94 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9, ulO] = 0, 
V95[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9, ulO] = 0; 
V96[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9, ulD] = 0, 
V97 [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9, ulD] = 0; 
V9B[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uS, u9, ulG] = 0; 
V99 [ul, u2 , u3, u4, uS, u6, u7 I uS, u9, ulD] = D[h, u2]; 
V9ID[ul, u2, u3, u4, uS, u6, u7, uB, u9, ulD] .. 2*D[h, u3]J 
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(*We wish to obtain all third order derivatives of H(ul,u2,u3)*) 
(* Nijenhuis tensor of the matrix V*) 
(**************************************************************************************\ 
*****************) 
1" 
Ne[i_, L, k_] .=SimpHfy[2:(V[[t, j]] D[V[[i, k]], u[t]] -
h' 
V[[t, k]] D[V[[i, j]], u[t]] -
V[[i, t]] (D[V[[t, k]], u[j]] - D[V[[t, j]], U[kll»]. 
(* Haantjes tensor of the matrix V *) 
(************************************************************************) 
1+61+6 
T[i_, L, k_] '=2:2:(Ne[i,t, w]V[[t, j]]V[[w, k]]-
t~l w=l 
Ne[t, j, w] V[[i, t]] V[[w, k]] -
Ne[t, w, k] V[ [i, t]] V[ [w, j]] + 
Ne[t, j, k]V[[i, w]]V[[w, t]]) 
(*Output of the Haantjes Tensor*) 
DO[Print[StringForm["i= .... , j= .... , k= .... , T= .... ", i, j, k, Simplify[T[i, j, k]]J], 
{i, 1, 1}, {j, 1, i+8}, {k, 1, i+8}] 
(*S1mplifying terms where lower indices are the same, 
these should be idnetically zero *) 
K11 = T[l, 1, 1]; 
Simplify[K11] 
o 
K22 = T[2, 2, 2]; 
Simplify[K22] 
o 
(*Finding condition for every component of Haanjtes to be zero*) 
Se1 III Solve[T[l, 1, 2] == 0, 8] 
si Hamiltonian Systems ClassIfIcation. for thesls.nb 
6 = Part[part[Part[Se1, 1], 11,21 
(*Reca!cu!ating Haantjes with the above condition imposed*) 
DO[Print[StringForm["i= .... , j= .... , k= .... , T= 
{i, 1, 1}, {j, 1, i+8}, {k, 1, i+8}] 
i, j, k, Simplify[T[i, j, k]]]], 
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Appendix 4: Mathematica file for calculating the 
conditions imposed by the existence of an extra 
conservation law of a Hamiltonian system with the 
Manin-Kupershmidt bracket 
(*Mathematica Programme for calculating the conditions imposed on a 
particular chain when insisting that there exists one extra conservation law*) 
(*Define the output form for functions of the chain*) 
Format[H[u1, u2, u3]] :=H 
Format[p[u1, u2, u3, u4]] := P 
Format[Q[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS]] := Q 
Format[U1[x, t]] :=U1 
Format[U2[x, t]] :=U2 
Format[U3[x, t]] :=U3 
Format [U4 [x, t]] : = U4 
Format [US [x, t]] :=U5 
Format[U6[x, t]] I=U6 
Format [Derivative[i_, 6[ HJ j_, k_l [H] [a_, b_, c_l J : = 
Format [Derivative[i_, 
6U1"'i 6U2"'j 6U3"'k 
j_, k_, 1_, m_l [Q] [a_, b_, c_, d_, e_J] := 
6[2J ~6=U~l~·~i~6=U=2~·~j~6=U~3~·7k-:6U~4~·71~6=u~s~·~m' 
Format [Derivative[i_, j_l [U1] [a_, b_] 1 := 6[ UlJ 
6x"'i 6x"'j 
6[ U2J 
6x"'i 6x"'j 
6[ U3J 
Format[Derivative[i_, j_] [U3] [a_, b_]] := -:-~~:-:-:-
6x"'i 6x"'j 
6[ U4J 
:= 
6x"'i 6x "'j 
6[ USJ 
.= 6x"'i 6x "'j 
6[ U6J 
h = H[u1, u2, ul] J 
p=P[u1, u2, u3, u4]J 
q=Q[u1, u2, u3, u4, uS], 
u1 = U1 [x, tJ J 
u2 = U2 [x, t], 
u3 = U3 [x, tl; 
u4 = U4 [x, t] 1 
uS = US [x, t] J 
u6 = U6 [x, t], 
:= 
6x"'i 
(*Defining the Chain in question. Expressing 
6x "'j 
t derivative of u's interms of x derivatives of u's*) 
Derivative[O, 1] [U1] [x, t] .. Simp1ify[D[u1 *D[h, u2] + 2 *u2 *D[h, ul], xJ]; 
Derivative[O, 1] [U2] [x, t] = u1 * D[D[h, u1], x] + 
u2*D[D[h, u2], x] +u3*D[D[h, u3], x] +D[u2*D[h, u2] +2*u3*D[h, u3], x]; 
Derivative[O, 1] [U3] [x, t] = 2 *u2 *D[D[h, ul], x] + 
2*u3*D[D[h, u2], x] +2*u4*D[D[h, u3], x] +D[ul*D[h, u2] +2*u4*D[h, u3], x]; 
Derivative(O, 1] [U4] [x, t] .. l*ul*D[D[h, u1], x] + 
3*u4*D[D[h, u2], x] +l*uS*D[D[h, ul], x] +D[u4*D[h, u2] +2*uS*D[h, u3], x]; 
2 I Extra conservation law .nb 
Derivative[O, 1] [U5] [x, t] = 4*u4*D[D[h, u1], x] + 
4*u5.D[D[h, u2], x] +4*u6.D[D[h, u3], x] +D[u5*D[h, u2] +2*u6*D[h, u3], X]1 
(*Ins!st on conservation law and equate coefficeints of u~i_x to zero 
to obtain an involutive system of the first order derivaitves of 2*) 
D[p, t] 
[
2 6[US) 6[H) + 6[U4) 6[H) +SUS [6[U3) 6[H) + 6[U2) ~+ 6[Ul) 6[H) ) + 
ox 6U3 ox 6U2 ox 6U32 ox 6U26U3 ox 6U16U3 
4U4 [6[U3) 6[H) + 6[U2) 6[H) + 6[Ul) ~) + 
6x 6U2 6U3 6x oU2 2 ox OU1 OU2 
3U3 [6[U3) 6[H) + 6[U2) ~+ 6[Ul) ~J) 6[P) + 
ox oU10U3 ox oU10U2 ox oU1 2 OU4 
(
2 6[U4) 6[H) + 6[U3) 6[H) +4U4 (6[U3) 6[H) + 6[U2) ~ + 6[Ul) 6[H) ) + 
6x 6U3 ox 6U2 ox oU32 ox OU2 OU3 ox 6U1 c5U3 
3U3 [6[U3) 6[H) + 6[U2) 6[H) + 6[Ul) ~) + 
ox oU2 OU3 ox oU22 ox OU1 OU2 
2U2 [6[U3) 6[H) '+ 6[U2) ~+ 6[Ul) 6[H))) 6[P) + 
ox OU1 OU3 ox OU1 6U2 oX 6U1 2 OU3 
(
2 6[U3) 6[H) + 6[U2) 6[H) + 3U3 (6[U3) 6[H) + 6[U2) ~ + 6[Ul) 6[H) ) + 
6x OU3 6x OU2 6x oU3 2 ox 6U20U3 ox 6U10U3 
2U2 (6[U3) 6[H)' + 6[U2) 6[H) + 6[Ul) ~J + 
6x OU2 OU3 ox oU22 ox OU1 OU2 
Ul [6[U3) 6[H) + 6[U2) ~ + 6[Ul) 6[H))) 6[P) + 
6x 6U16U3 6x oU16U2 ox OU12 6U2 
(
6[Ul) 6[H) 6[U3) 6[H) 6[U2) [ 6[H) 6[H) 6[H)) 
-- -- + Ul -- --- + -- 2 -- + 2 U2 + U1 -- + 
6x 6U2 6x 6U20U3 6x 6U3 6U20U3 6U2 2 
2U2 [6[U3) 6[H) + 6[Ul) ~) +Ul 6[Ul) 6[H) ) 6[P) 
ox oU32 6x 6U16U3 ox 6U16U2 6U1 
D [q, x] 
6[US) 6[Q) 6[U4) 6[Q) 6[U3) 6[Q) 6[U2) 6[Q) 6[Ul) 6[Q) 
----+----+----+----+----
ox oU5 ox OU4 6x 6U3 oX 6U2 6x oU1 
(*Eqn1 =0 for an extra conservation law to exist*) 
Extra conservation law. nb 13 
Eqnl = Si,mplify[D[p, t] -D[q, xl] 
(
2 6[U51 6[HI + 6[U41 6[HI +5U5 (6[U31 6[HI + 6[U2] 6[HI + 6[U11 6[HI ) + 
6x 6U3 6x 6U2 6x 6U3 2 ox 6U26U3 ox 6U16U3 
4U4 (6[U3 1 6[HI + 6[U21 6[HI + 6[U11 ~) + 
6x OU20U3 6x 6U2 2 ox oU16U2 
3U3 (6[U3 1 6[HI + 6[U21 ~ + 6[U11 6[HI)) 6[PI + 
ox oUl 6U3 ox 6Ul 6U2 ox OU1 2 6U4 
(
2 6[U41 6[HI + 6[U31 6[HI +4U4 (6[U31 6[HI + 6[U21 6[HI + 6[U11 ~) + 
6x 6U3 6x 6U2 6x 6U3' 6x 6U26U3 6x 6U1603 
3U3 (6[U3 1 6[HI + 6[U21 6[HI + 6[U11 ~) + 
6x oU2 OU3 ox 6U22 ox 6U1 6U2 
2U2 (6[U3 1 ~ + 6[U21 6[HI + 6[U11 6[HI)) 6[PI + 
6x OU10U3 6x oU16U2 ox OU1 2 oU3 
(
6[U3 1 (6[HI 6[HI 6[HI 6[HI) 
-- 2 -- + 3 U3 -- + 2 U2 + Ul --- + 
ox oU3 OU32 OU20U3 oUloU3 
6[U21 (6[HI 6[HI 6[HI 6[HI) 
-- --+3U3 +2U2 --+Ul + 
6x OU2 OU2 6U3 OU2 2 oUl OU2 
6[U11 (6[HI 6[HI 6[HI)) 6[PI 
-- 3U3 ---+2U2 ---+U1-- --+ 
ox oUl 6U3 6Ul 6U2 6U1 2 oU2 
[
6[U1 1 6[HI 6[U31 6[HI 6[U21 [ 6[HI 6[HI 6[HI) 
-- -- + U1 -- + -- 2 -- + 2 U2 + U1 -- + 
c5x oU2 ox OU26U3 6x 6U3 6U20U3 6U2 2 
2U2 (6[U3 1 6[HI + 6[U11 6[HI ) +Ul 6[U11 6[HI )6[PI_ 
oX oU3 2 ox 6UloU3 6x OU16U2 6U1 
6[U51 6[QI 6[U41 6[QI 6[U31 6[QI 6[U21 6[QI 6[U11 6[QI 
6x 6U5 ox c5U4 ox 6U3 ox 6U2 ox oUl 
(*Looking at each coefficient of uAi_x so 
the conditions that need to be imposed can be seen*) 
Simplify(Coefficient[Eqnl, D (ul, x]]],. 
Simplify[Coefficient[Eqnl, D[u2, x]]]; 
Simplify[Coefficient[Eqnl, D[u3, x]]]; 
Simplify[Coefficient[Eqnl, D[u4, x]]]; 
Simplify[Coefficient[Eqnl, D [uS, x]]] ; 
Simplify[Coefficient[Eqnl, D[u6, x]]]; 
(*Equating the coefficient of uAi_x to zero and solving to find 
the first order derivatives of q, starting with the most simple *) 
41 Extra conservation law .nb 
Solve[Simplify[Coefficient[Eqn1, D[uS, x]]] == 0, D[q, uS]] 
Derivative[O, 0, 0, 0, 1] [2] [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS] = 
Part [Part [Part[Solve [Simplif y [Coefficient [Eqn1, D[uS, x]]] =0, D[q, uS]), 11, 1], 2]; 
Solve[Simplify[Coefficient[Eqn1, D[u4, xl]] == 0, D[q, u4]] 
Derivative[O, 0, 0, 1, 0] [2] [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS] = 
Part [Part [part[Solve[Simplif y [Coefficient (Eqn1, D[u4, x]]] =0, 0['1, u4]], 1], 1], 2]; 
Solve[Simplify[Coefficient[Eqn1, D[u3, x]]] ==0, D[q, u3]] 
Derivative[O, 0, 1, 0, 0] [2] [ul, u2, u3 , u4, uS] = 
Part[Part[Part[Solve[Simplify[Coefficient[Eqn1, Dru3, x]]] =0, D[q, u3]], I], 1], 2]; 
Solve[Simplify[Coefficient[Eqn1, D[u2, x]]] == 0, D[q, u2]] 
Derivative[O, 1, 0, 0, 0] [2] [ul, u2, u3, u4, uS] = 
Part[Part[Part[Solve[Simplify[Coefficient[Eqn1, Dru2, x]]] == 0, D[q, u2]], 1],1],2]; 
Solve[Simplify[Coefficient[Eqn1, D[ul, x]]] = 0, D[q, ul]] 
Derivative[1, 0, 0, 0, 0] [2] [u1, u2, u3, u4, uS] = 
part[Part[Part[Solve[Simplify[Coefficient[Eqn1, Drul, x]]] =0, D[q, ul]], 1], 1], 2]; 
(*We obtain the complete system of 2nd order 
derivatives of p by insisting the flux q is consistent, *) 
ql = Simplify[D[q, ulll, 
q2 111 Sim.plify[D[q, u2]]) 
q3 = Simplify[D[q, u3]]; 
q4 = Simplify[O[q, u4]]; 
q5 = Simplify[o[q, uS]]; 
(*Ensuring consistency of the first order derivatives of q, 
we obtain the 2nd order derivaitves of p*) 
Simplify[0[q1, u2] -0[q2, ul]] 
Simplify[D[ql, u3] - D[q3, ul]] 
Simplify[D[ql, u4l - D[q4, ulll 
Extra conservation law. nb 15 
Simplify[D[gl, uS] ... D[g5, ul]] 
Simplify[D[q2, u3] - D[q3, u2]] 
Simplify[D[q2, u4] ... D[g4, u2]J 
Simplify[D[g2, uS] - D[gS, u2]] 
Simplify[D[q3, u4J - Dlq4, u3J J 
Simplify[D[g3, uS] ... D[gS, u3]] 
Simplify[O[q4, uS] - D[qS, u4]] 
(*Sove these 10 consistency equations to find p_(ij)*) 
Simplify[D[q4, uS] - O[qS, u4]] 1 
Solve[Simplify[D[q4, uS] -D[qS, u4]]:: 0, D{p, u4, u4]lJ 
Oerivative[O, 0, 0, 2] [P] [u1, u2, u3, u4] = 
Part [part [Part [Solve [Simplify [0 [q4, uS] - D [qS, u4]] :: 0, D[p, u4, u4]], 1], 1], 2] 
o 
Simplify[D[q3, u5]-D[q5, u3]], 
Solve[Simplify[D[q3, uS] -D[qS, u3]] =0, D[p, u3, u4]]; 
Derivative[O, 0, 1, 1J [PJ [u1, u2, u3, u4] = 
Part [part [Part [Solve [Simplify [D{q3, uS] -D[qS, u3]] :: 0, D[p, u3, u4]], 1], 1],2] 
2~ 
'03 
Simplify[D[q2, uS] -D[q5, u2]]; 
Solve[Sim.plify[D[q2, uS] - D[q5, u2]] == 0, D[p, u2, u4]]; 
Derivative[O, 1, 0, IJ [P1 [u1, U2, u3, u4J = 
Part[part[Part[solve[Simplify[D[q2, uS] -D[g5, u2]] :: 0, D[p, u2, u4]], 1], 1],2] 
3..!£!L ~ 
01126113 6\14 
2~ ,U, 
SimplifylD[gl, uS] - D[q5, ul]] 1 
Solve[simplifY[D[ql, uS] -D[q5, ul]}:: 0, DIp, ul, u4]]; 
61 Extra conserV(~tion law .nb 
Derivative[l, 0, 0, 1) [P] [u1, u2, u3, u4] = 
Part[Part[Part[Solve[Simplify[D[qI, uS] -D[qS, uI]] = 0, D[p, u1, u4]], 1], 1], 2] 
3~~ 
t;Ult;u3 .sU4 
Simplify[D[q3, u4] -D[q4, u3]]; 
Solve[Simplify[D[q3, u4] - D[q4, u3]] = 0, D[p, u3, u3]], 
Derivat.ive[O, 0, 2, 0] [P] [u1, u2, u3, u4] = 
Simplify [Part [Part [part [Solve[Simplify[D [q3, u4] -D[q4, u3]] == 0, D[p, u3, u3]J, IJ, I], 2]] 
1 ( (aIHI)' alPI 6U4 -- --+ 
2 (66~31 ) 2 6U32 6U4 
3 3 U3 -- + U1 + U2 + 2 -_ _ __ + [ 
61R] 61R] 61R] 61R] [( 6IR])' aiR] alB] )) alP] 
6U32 OU26U3 OU20U3 6U16U3 6U20U3 oU32 6U16U3 OU4 
2 aiR] (3 alH] 61P] + aiR] alP])) 
6U3 6U26U3 6U4 6U32 6U3 
Simplify[D[ql, u4] -D[q4, uI]]; 
Solve[Simplify[D[ql, u4] - D[q4, uI] J = 0, D(p, uI, u3]]; 
Derivative[l, 0, 1, 0] [P] CuI, u2, u3, u4] = 
Simpllfy[Part.[Part[Part[Solve[Simpl!fy[D[qI, u4] -D[q4, ul]] == 0, D[p, ul, u3]], 1], 1], 2]] 
1 
4 (~"il' 
[
aiR] alB] alP] ( alH] )' alP] aiR] aiR] alP] alH] aiR] 
12 U4 -- -- + 6 U2 --- -- + 6 -- -- + 6 U2 _-=--'---- _-=--"-
OU32 6U16U3 OU4 6U10U3 oU4 OU3 6U16U2 6U4 oU26U3 ou16u2 
alP] alHI alH] alP] (aIH] aiR] alH] aiR] ) alP] 
W4 + 3 U1 OU16U3 oU16U2 OU4 + 9 U3 oU26U3 oU16U3 + 6U32 oU16U2 oU4 + 
6U2 -- -- --+3U1--- -- --+4 -- . 
aiR] 61H] alP] alH] alH] olP] olR] _O_IR_]-,- alP]] 
6U32 6U12 6U4 6U26U3 oU1 2 6U4 6U3 oU16U3 6U3 
Simplify[D[q2, u4]-D[q4, u2]]; 
Solve[Simplify[D[q2, u4] -D[q4, u2J] =0, D[p, u2, u3]]; 
Extra conservation law .nb 17 
Derivative[D, 1, 1, 0] [PJ [u1, u2, u3, u4] = 
Simplify[Part[Part[Part.[Solve[Simpllfy[D[q2, u4] -D[q4, u2]] =: 0, D[p, u2, u3)], 1], 1], 2]) 
1 ( 0[8] 0[8] O[P] 0[8] 0[8] O[P] 
12U4-- --- --+6 ---- --+ 
4 (~)2 6U3 2 6U26U3 6U4 6U3 6U2 2 6U4 
603 
0[8] o[R] O[P] (( 0[8] )' o[B] 0[8]) o[P] 
6 U2 -- -- + 9 U3 --- + -- -- -- + 
6U26U3 6U2 2 6U4 6U26U3 6U32 6U2 2 6U4 
O[B] o[B] O[P] O[B] O[B] O[P] o[B] 0[8] o[P] 
6-- --+6U2--- -----+3U1-------+ 
6u3 6U16U3 6U4 6U26u3 6U16U3 6U4 6U22 6U16U3 6U4 
0[8] 0[8] O[P] o[B] O[B] O[P] o[B] O[B] O[P]) 
6U2-- --+3U1 -----+4-- __ 
6U32 oU16U2 OU4 6U26U3 6U16U2 6U4 6u3 oU26U3 6U3 
SiJnplify[D[ql, u2] - D[q2, u1]]; 
Solve[Simplify[D[ql, u2]-D[q2, ul]] == 0, D[p, ul, ul]]; 
si Extra conservation law .nb 
Derivative[2, 0, 0, 0] [P] [ul, u2, u3, u4] = 
Simplify[Part[Part[part[Solve[Simplify[D[ql, u2] -D[q2, ul]] = 0, D[p, ul, ul]], 1], 1],2]] 
1 [27 U3' _6_[H_]_ ( __ 6_[H_] _6_[H_]_ + _6-=-[H..:]_ 6[H] ) 6[P] 
4 (~)' (2 ~+2U2 ~+U1~) 6U26U3 6U226U16U3 6U20U36U16U2 6U4 
OU3 OU3 OU2 OU3 OU22 
[ [
6[H] ( 6[H] )' ( 6[a] )' 6[H])6[P] 3U3 6u2 -- - -- --_ 
6U2 2 6U16U3 6U26U3 6U12 6U4 
3Ul_6-=-[H..:]_ [(~)' _ 6[H] 6[H])a[p] +2 6[H] (2 ~ (6[H] a[P] _ a[H] 6[P]) + 
6U26U3 6U16U2 6U22 6U12 6U4 6U3 oU16U3 6U22 6U3 6U3 6U22 
a[H] ( 6[H] a[P] 6[H] a[P] a[H] 6[P] ))) 
6U20U3 -3 6U12 6U4 - 2 6t1l6U2 6U3 + 2 6U3 6U16U2 + 
2 [-6U2' [( 6[H] )' a[H] _ 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] + a[H] [( 6[H] )' _ a[H] 6[H])) 
6U16U3 6u16u2 6U26U3 6U16U3 6U12 6U26U3 6U16U2 6U2 2 6U12 
6[P] +2 [3U4 [2 a[H] ( 6[H] )' +U1 (6[H] ( 6[H] )' _ (~)' a[H])) 6[P] + 
6U4 6U3 6U16U3 6U2 2 6U16U3 6U26U3 6U12 6U4 
(
6[H])' a[H] (2 6[P] +U1 a[p])) + 
6u3 6U12 6U3 6U22 
U2(_12U4~(_a[H] a[H] +~ alH] )6[P]_ 
6U2 6U3 6U22 6U1 6U3 6U2 OU3 OU1 6U2 OU4 
3U1 6[H] (( 6[H] )' _ 6[H] 6[H]) a[P] + 6[H] [-6 (~)' 6[P] _ 
oU10U3 oU10U2 OU22 6U12 OU4 OU3 OU10U2 OU4 
6[H] 6[H] a[P] a[H] ( a[H] a[P] 6[H] a[P] a[H] 6[P])) 
4 601aU3 6U1aU2 6U3 + 2 8U1' 3 8U2' 604 + 3 6U18U3 aU4 + 2 8U28U3 6U3 + 
(
6[H])' (6[H] 6[P] (6[H] 6[H]) 6[P] )))) 
4 OU3 oU10U2 OU22 + - oU22 + 6U1 OU3 oU16U2 
Simplify[D[q2, u3] -D[q3, u2]]; 
Solve[Simplify[D[q2, u3] -D[q3, u2]] =0, D[p, uI, u2]]; 
Extra conservation law .nb 19 
Derivative[1, 1, 0, 0] [P] [ul, u2, u3, u4] = 
Simplify[Part[Part[Part[So1ve[Simplify[D[q2, u3] -D[q3, u2]] =0, D[p, ul, u2]], 1], 1], 2]] 
1 
4 (~)2 (2U2 ~+U1~) 5UJ t)U32 , t)U2 t)UJ 
( 
26[H[ 6[H] 6[H] 6[P] 6[H] (6[H])2 6[P] 2 6[H] (6[H])2 6[P] 
54 U3 -- -- -- + 12 U2 -- -- -- + 12 U2 --- -- -- + 
6U32 6U26U3 6U22 6U4 6U3 6U22 6U4 6U26U3 6U22 6U4 
(
6[H])2 6[H] 6[P] 6[H] ( 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 
6 U1 U2 -- -- + 12 U4 2 -- --- + 3 U3 -- --- + 
6U22 6U16U3 6U4 6U26U3 6U3 6U26U3 6U32 6U26u3 
[ 
6[H])2 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H]) 6[P] 
2 U2 + 2 U2 -- --- + 2 U1 --- -- + 
6U26U3 6U32 6U16U3 6U26U3 6U16U3 6U4 
[
6[H])2 6[H] 6[P] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[P] 2 [ 6[H] )2 6[H] 6[P] 
24 -- -- + 48 u2 -- -- + 24 U2 --- --- -- + 
6U3 6U16U2 6U4 6U3 6U26U3 6U16U2 6U4 6U26U3 6U16U2 6U4 
6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[P] 26[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[P] 
12 U1 -- -- -- + 12 U2 -- -- -- + 
6U3 6U22 6U16U2 6U4 6U32 6U22 6U16U2 6U4 
6 [H] 6 [H] 6 [H] 6 [PI 6 [H] 6 [H] 6 [H] 6 [PI 
18U1 U2 -- --- --+12U1-- --+ 
6U26U3 6U22 6U16U2 6U4 6U3 6U16U3 6U16U2 6U4 
26[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[P] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[P] 
12 U2 -- -- + 18 U1 U2 --- --- --- -- + 
6U32 6U16U3 6U16U2 6U4 6U26U3 6U16u3 6U16U2 6U4 
26[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[P] 6[H] [ 6[H] )26[P] 
6 U1 -- -- + 6 U1 U2 -- -- + 
6U22 6U16U3 6U16U2 6U4 6U32 6U16U2 6U4 
3U12 ~ [~)2 6[P] + 12 U2 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[P] + 6 U1 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[P] + 
6U26U3 6U16U2 6U4 6U3 6U32 6U12 6U4 6U3 6U26U3 6U12 6U4 
26[H] 6[H] 61H] 61P] [ 6[H] )2 6[H] 6[P] 6[H] 61H] 61H] 6[P] 
12U2 -- --- -- --+6U1U2 --- ----+6U1U2-- -- -- --+ 
6U32 6U26U3 6U12 6U4 6u26U3 6U12 6U4 6U32 6U22 6U12 6U4 
3U12~ 6[H] 61H] 61P] +8[6[H])2 6 [H] 6[P] +8U26[H] ~ 6[H] 61P] + 
6U26U3 6U22 6U12 6U4 6U3 6U2 2 6U3 6U3 6U26U3 6U22 6U3 
6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 61P] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[P] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[P] 
4U1-- -- --- --+8U2 -- -- --+4U1-- --- ---
6U3 6U2 2 6U16U3 6U3 6U3 6U32 6U16U2 6U3 6U3 6U26U3 6U16U2 6U3 
8 [6'[H])' 61P] -8U2 [6IH])2 ~ 6[P] -4U1 [6[H])2 ~ 61P] + 
6U3 6U22 6U3 6U2 6U~ 6U22 6U3 6U16U3 6U22 
( ( ( [ 
61H] )2 6 [H] 6[H] 6[H] (6 I H] 6 IH]) 6[H] 6[H] 6[H]) 
3 U3 3 2 U2 2 -- + -- -- -- + + 3 -- --- + 
6U26U3 6U22 6U32 6U22 6U22 6U16U3 6U32 6U26U3 6U16U2 
( 
6[H] 6[H] 6[H] [6[H])2 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 61H] )) 6[P] 6[H] 
U1 3 6U26U3 6U22 6U16U3 + 6U26U3 6U16U2 + 2 6U32 6U22 6U16U2 6U4 + 4 6U3 
(
3 6[H] 6[H] 6[P] + 61H] (3 ~ 6[P] + 61H] 6[P])) -4 [6[H])2 6[H] 6IP])) 
6U26U3 6U22 6U4 6U32 6U16u2 6U4 6U22 6U3 6U3 6U32 6U22 
Simplify[D[qI, u3] - D[q3, ul]]; 
Solve[Simplify[D[qI, u3] - D[q3, ul]] = 0, D[p, u2, u2]]; 
10 I Extra conservation law .nb 
Derivative[O, 2, 0, 0] [P] [u1, u2, u3, u4] = 
Simplify[Part[Part[Part[Solve[Simplify[D[q1, u3J -D[q3, u1]] =0, D[p, u2, u2]], 1], 1J, 2]J 
'( (6[H[)' 6[P] 6[H] 6[H] 6[P] [6[H] J' 6[P] 
-----:; 6 U4 -- + 9 U3 --- -- -- + 3 U2 __ __ + 
2 (~)2 OU20U3 6U4 6U26U3 6U2 2 6U4 6U22 6U4 
60' 
1 
6[H] 6[H] 6[P] 6[H] 6[8] 
6 -- ::=-= -- + 6 U2 - __ 
oU3 OU1 6U2 OU4 6U2 6U3 oUl 6U2 
p11 = Simp1ify[D[p, u1, u1J J; 
p12 .. Simplify[D[p, u1, u2]]; 
p13 = Simplify[D[p, u1, u3]]; 
p14 = Simplify[D[p, u1, u4]]; 
p22 = Simplify[D[p, u2, u2]]; 
p23 = Simplify[D[p, u2, u3] J; 
p24 = Simplify[D[p, u2, u4]]; 
p33 = Simp1ify[D[p, u3, u3]]; 
p34 =Simplify(D[p, u3, u4]], 
p44 = Simplify[D[p, u4, u4]]; 
_6_[P_] + 3 Ul _6_[H_] -:-6_[8:-]-,- 6 [PI + 2 6 [H] 6 [H] 6 [PI 1 
6U4 6U2 2 6U16U2 6U4 6U3 6U2 2 6U3 
(*Ensure consistency of the flux, p_{ijk}=p_{ikj}, 
thus obtaining a system of equations defining all 3rd order derivatives of h*) 
Extra conservation law ,nb 111 
Simplify[D[pll, u2] - D[p12, ul]] 
1 
8 (~)' 
'"' 
( 
61RI 61RI 61RI [ 61RI )' 61R] 61R] [ 61R] )' 61R] 3 -2U2----- +2U2 --- +2-- --_ +6U2---
6U22 6U16U3 6U16U2 6UloU3 oUloU2 OU3 6u10u2 oU26U3 
[ 
61H] )' +Ul 61R] [~)' -4U2 61R] 61R] 61R] -2 61R] 61R] 61R] _ 
OU1 OU2 OU1 OU3 OU1 6U2 6U3 OU1 OU2 6U1 6U22 6U3 OU2 2 6U12 
61R] 61R] 61R] 61H] 61R] 61R] 61H] 61H] 61R] 
4U2 -- ---10 -- ---2U2 - __ -=~= 
6U26U3 6U2 2 OU1 2 6U3 oU16U3 6u12 6U20U3 6U16U3 oU12 
61R] 61R] 61H] 61H] 61H] 61H] 61H] 61R] 61H] 3 Ul -- --- -- + 2 U1 --- - __ 4 U2 _____ --,-,:-
6U2 2 oUloU3 6U1 2 6U26U3 6U16u2 6U12 6U3 6Ul 6U2 6U3 oU12 
2 Ul -- -- + 4 U2 -- --- + 8 U4 __ 61H] 61R] 61H] 61H] 61H] 61H] (6 1H] 
,OU3 6U16U22 OU12 6U3 6U16U2 6U12 6U3 6U32 
61H] 
( 
61H] 61R] 61R] 61R] 1 61R] ( 61R] 
6U16U3 6Ul'6U2 - 6U26U3 6U12 + OU3 6U16U3 6U1 OU2 6U3 + 6U2 OU3 
61H] 
61R] 1 1 
6U12 oU3 + 
61R] 61R] 61R] 61R] 61R] 61R] 4 U2 -- -- - 4 U2 -- - ___ --,-_ 
6U3 6U22 6U12 6U2 6U3 6U16U3 6U126U2 
3U3(2(_6 IH] [~)'+6IR] (~ 61R] +~ 61 H] l]+ 
6U32 6U16U2 6U3 6U16U2 6U1 6U2 6U3 6U16U3 6U16U22 
[ 
61R] )' 61R] 61R] ([ 6IR])' 61R] 61R] 61R] 61R] ] 
2 oU26U3 6U12 + 6U22 6U16U3 + 2 6U32 6U12 - 2 OU3 6U12 6U3 -
61R] ( 61R] 61H) 6[H) a[H) )) 3 ---+2 -_ + 
6U26U3 6U16U3 6U16U2 0l,J3 6U12 6U2 
4 [6[H])' 61R] +4U2 61 R] ~ 61R] ~2Ul 61H] 61R] 6IR]] 
oU3 6U13 6U3 6U26U3 6U1 3 6U3 6U22 6U13 
61P] 
6U4 
12 I Extra conservation law.nb 
Simplify[D (pU, u3] - D [pl3, ul]] 
_
---=1__ [ (6 [HJ ) 3 6 [HJ 6 [HJ 6 [H[ 3 2U2 --- -4 -- --- ---+ 
8 (~) 3 6U1 6U3 6U3 6U1 6U3 601 6U2 
'"3 
6[B[ 6[B[ 6[HJ ( 6[B[ )' 6[B[ 6[HJ ( 6[BJ )' 
2 U2 -'---'-- + U1 --- + 2 U2 --
6U26U3 6U16U3 6U16U2 6U16U3 6016U2 6U32 6U16U2 
4U2 6[H[ 6[BJ 6[H[ -6 6[HJ ~ 6[HJ -4U2 ( 6[HJ )' 6[BJ _ 
6U3 6U16U2 6U1 6U2 6U3 6U3 6U26U3 6U1 2 6U26U3 6U12 
6 [BJ 6 iHJ 6 [HJ 6 [HJ 6 [BJ 6 [BJ 6 [BJ 6 [BJ 6 [BJ 
2U2 -- --- ---3U1--- --- ---4U2 -- --+ 
6U32 6U16u3 6U1 2 6U26U3 6U16U3 6U12 6U3 6U16U32 6U12 
6[BJ 6[BJ 6[BJ 6[BJ 6[HJ 6[BJ 6[BJ 6[HJ 6[HJ 
2 U1 -- -- - 2 U1 -- -- - 2 U1 -- ----'---'-- --'----'--
6U32 601 6U2 6U12 6u3 6U1 6U2 6U3 6U12 6U3 6U1 6U2 6U12 6U3 
[
6[BJ 6[HJ 6[BJ (6[BJ)' 6[BJ 6[HJ [( 6[BJ )' 6[HJ 6[HJ ]] 
8 U4 6U3 6016U3 6U16U32 + 6032 6U12 - 6U32 ~ + 6U3 6U126U3 + 
(
6[BJ)' 6[BJ 6[BJ O[BJ 6[HJ 6[BJ 6[BJ 6[BJ 
4 -- + 4 U2 -- --- + 2 U1 -- + 
603 6U12 6U2 OU3 6U26U3 6U12 6U2 6U3 6U16U3 6U12 6U2 
3U3 [-2 6[BJ (6[BJ 6[BJ + 6[BJ 6[BJ ) 6[BJ [( 6[BJ )' 
6U3 6U1 6U32 6U1 6U2 OU1 6U3 6U1 oU2 6U3 + 6U2 6U3 6U1 6u3 
4 6[BJ 6[BJ +2 6[BJ 6[BJ ] + 6[BJ (3 o[HJ _0.:.-[B..:.J_+ 2 _O_[B_J o[HJ )] + 
6U32 6U12 6U3 6U12 6U3 6032 6U16U3 6U16U2 6U3 6U12 602 
4U2 o[BJ o[BJ 6[BJ +2U1 6[BJ ~ O[BJ) 6[PJ 
6U3 6U32 6U13 6U3 6U26U3 6U13 6U4 
Simplify[D[pll, u4J -D[pl4, ul]] 
3(3(~)2+2~~_2~~) ~ 
601603 OU32 6012 6U3 6012 CU) oU4 
4 (~)' 
'"3 
, Extra conservation law .nb 113 
Simp1ify[D[p12, u2] - D[p22, u1]] 
[ [
6[B))' 6[B) 6[B) ( 6[B))' 6[B) 6[B) 
--- 3 -2 U2 -- +4 U2 -- +2U2 ='-C::-:-
S (~)3 6U22 6U16U3 OU22 6U16U3 6U26U38U22 
60' 
1 6[B) 
6U16U2 
4 U2 _6_[B_) _6_[8_) 6 [B) _ 4 _6_[B_) _6_[B_)_ 6 [B) _ 6 U2 _6_[_B_) __ 6_[B_) ___ 6:...[B-.:.)_ 
6U3 6U23 6U16U2 6U3 6U16U3 6U16U2 6U26u3 6U16U3 6U16U2 
6[H) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) ( 6[B))' 6[B) (6[B) )' 2 Ul -- - 4 U2 -- --- - U1 + 
6U22 6U1 6U3 6U1 6U2 6U32 6U1 6U2 6U2 6U3 6U1 6U2 
6[B) 6[B) 6[B) [6[B) [6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B)) 4 112 -- ---'--- + S U4 -- __ _ _--'---'---- + 
6U3 6U1 6U2 6U1 6U2 6U3 6U32 6U22 6U1 6U3 6U2 6u3 6U1 6U2 
6[B) [ 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B))) 
6U3 - 6U22 6U3 6U16U3 + 6U2 6U3 6U1 6U2 6U3 + 
6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 
4 U2 -- -- - 4 u2 -- --_ + 
6U3 6U22 6U16U22 6U3 6U16U3 6U16U22 
( ( 
6[B) )' 6[B) 6[B) [6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) ) 
U3 - 3 6U26u3 6U16U2 - 6 6U3 6U23 6U10U3 + 6U22 6U3 6U16u2 - 6U22 OU1 OU2 6U3 + 
6[B) [6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B))1 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 
3 6u26U3 6U22 ~ + 2 6U3 6U16U22 - 6 6U3 6U26U3 6U1 2 + 
( 
6[B) )' 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 
2 u2 -- + 4 U2 -- -- -- + 3 U1 ____ _ 
6U26U3 6U1 2 6U32 6U2 2 6U12 6U26U3 6U22 6U12 
4 U2 6 [B) 6 [H) 6 [B) _ 2 Ul 6 [B) 6 [H) 6 [B) + 4 (6 [H) )' 6 [H) + 
6U3 6U22 6U3 6U1 2 oU3 6U2 3 OU12 oU3 OU126U2 
6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 6[B) 1 6[P) 4u2----_ +2U1---- __ 
OU3 6U20U3 6U12 6U2 6U3 6U22 6U12 6U2 OU4 
14/ Extra conserv,atJon Jaw .nb 
SimplifY[D[p12, u3] -D[p13, u2]] 
1 (O[H] o[H] o[H] o[H] o[ff] o[ff) o[ff) [ o[H) )' 6(8) 
3 -2 -- -- --- + 4 U2 -- + 8 -- --- + 2 U2 --'--'-
8 (~)' 003 OU2' ou10U3 002 OU3 OU2' oU10U3 003 oU16U3 002003 
,., 
[ 
O[H])' 6[H) [ 6[H])' o[H) O[H] O[H] [ O[H] )' O[H) 
+ 2 U1 -- - 8 -- --- - 6 U2 - __ + 
oUl 6U3 6U2 2 oU16U3 6u3 6U26U3 6V16u2 6U26V3 6U16U2 
o[H] o[H] o[H) O[H] O[H) o[H) O[H] O[H] O[H] 
2 U2 -- -- - 2 V2 -- --- - 3 VI --- --- -
6U32 6U22 6u16U2 6V3 2 6U1 6U3 6U16U2 6U26U3 6U16u3 6U16u2 
4U2 O[H] O[H] O[H) +U1 o[H] [~)' -4U2 o[H] O[R] o[R] + 
6V3 6u1 6V3 2 601 6U2 6U32 6U1 6U2 6U3 6U22 6U1 6u2 6U3 
o[H] o[H] o[H] o[H] O[H] O[H] 
4 U2 -- - 2 VI -- - 8 v4 
ov3 6V16U3 6v1 6V2 6V3 6U3 6U16U2 6U1 6U2 6v3 
(
O[H] o[H] o[H] (O[H])' o[H] o[H] [O[H] o[H] o[H] O[H] )) 
6V3 6U26U3 6U16U32 + 6V32 6U16U2 - 6V32 6U26U3 6U16U3 + ~ 6U1 6u2 6v3 + 
[
O[ff[)' O[H] O[H] O[H] O[H] O[H] o[H] o[H] 
4 + 4 V2 -- --- + 2 U1 -- --- + 
6U3 6U16U22 6U3 6U26U3 6U16U22 6U3 6U16U3 6U16U22 
3 U3 (( <5 [H] )' 0 [H] _ 2 0 [H] 0 [H] 0 [H] _ 4 0 [H] 0 [H] ~ + 
6U2 6V3 6U1 6u3 6v3 6U22 6U1 6U32 6U32 6U2 6u3 6U1 6u2 
o[ff] ( o[H] o[ff] O[H] O[H])) o[ff] O[HJ O[HJ (O[HJ)' o[H) 
6U32 3 6V2 2 6u16U3 + 2 6U3 6U16U22 + 2 6v3 6U32 6U12 - VI 6U26U3 6U12 + 
U1 o[ff] o[ff] O[ff) -4 [O[H])' O[H] -4U2 O[ff] ~ o[ff] 
6U32 6U22 6U12 6U3 6U1 2 6U3 6U3 6U26U3 6U12 6U3 
o[H] o[ff] o[ff] O[H] o[H] o[ff] O[ff] O[ffJ __ O.:...[ff-,-J_) 
2 U1 -- -- + 4 U2 -- -- + 2 U1 -- ---
ou3 6U22 6U12 6U3 6U3 6U32 6U12 6U2 6U3 6U26U3 6U12 6U2 
O[PJ 
oU4 
Extra conservation law .nb 115 
Simplify[D[p12, u3] -D(p23, ulJ] 
1 (6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] ( 6[H] )' 
- 3 -2 -- -- - 2 U2 -- + 2 -- + 
8 (~) 3 6U3 6U22 6U16U3 6U26U3 6U22 6U10U3 6U3 6U16u3 
,.3 
6[H] (6[H])' 6[H] ( 6[H] .)' 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 
2 U2 oU26U3 6U16U3 - U1 6U22 6Ui'6U3 - a 6U3 OU26U3 6U16U2 + 
6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] __ 6:...[H-'.]_ 6[H] 
2 U2 -- -- - 4 V2 -- - a U2 --
6U32 6U22 6U16U2 6U3 6U22 6U3 6UloU2 6U3 2 6U10U3 OU10U2 
6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] ( 6[H])' 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 
3 u1 + U1 -- --- - 2 VI -- _ 8 U4 
6U26U3 6U16U3 6U16U2 6U32 6u16U2 6U3 6U16U2 6U1 6U2 6U3 
(
6[Ei] o[Ei] O[H] (6[H])' 6[H] 6[H] (6[Ei] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] )l 
6u3 6U26U32 6V16U3 + lou32 6U16U2 - 6U32 6U26V3 6U16U3 + 6'0'3 6U1 6U2 6u3 + 
(
6[H])' 6[H] 6[H] 61H] 61H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[HJ 
4 +4u2 -- --- +2U1-- --- + 
6U3 6U10U22 6U3 6U26U3 6u1 6U2~ 6U3 6U16U3 oU16U22 
3U3(( 61H] )'~+~(_6[H] 6[H] +26[H] 6[H] )_ 
6U26U3 6U16U3 6U26U3 l 6U32 6U16U'2 6U3 6Ul 6U2 6U3 
6[H] (6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] )l 
2 6U3 l6u,::?2 6u3 6U1 6U3 + 6U2 6U32 ~ - 6U32 6U16U22 -
2 6[H] 6[EiJ O[H] +6u2 6[H] ~ 6[H] +2Ul ( 6[H] )' 6[H] _ 
6U3 <5U3 2 6U12 6U32 oU2 6U3 6U12 6U26U3 6U1 2 
6[H] 6[HJ 61H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[HJ 6[H] 6[H] 
4 U2 -- -- + Ul -- -- -- - 2 U1 -- -- + 
6u3 6U26U32 6U12 6U32 6U22 6U12 6u3 6U22 oU3 6U12 
6[H] 6[HJ 6[H] 6[H] 6[H] 6[HJ l6[P] 
4U2 -- -- +2U1-- --- --
6U3 6U32 6U12 6U2 6U3 6U2603 6U12 6U2 aU4 
Simplify[D[p12, u4] -D[p14, u2lJ 
( 
6[HJ O[R] 6{Hj 6(Rl 6{IlJ a/Ill ) ~IPI 
:3 3 6u2"6u'3 '6Ul'6u3 + 2 6U3i" ~ - 2 "'6ii3 6Ul 6U2 6U3 6u4 
4 (E.!;<l)' 
'.3 
Simplify[D[p12, u4J-D[p24, ullJ 
4 (E.!;<l)' 
0U3 
161 Extra conservation law .nb 
Simplify[D[p13, u3] -D[p33, ul]] 
1 [ 6[H] (6[HJ 6[HJ 6[HJ 6[HJ ) 
- 3 8U4-- --- +__ + 
8 (~)3 6u3 6U336U16U3 6U32 6U16U32 
'03 
(
6[HJ)' 6[HJ [6[HJ ( 6[HJ 6[HJ 6[HJ 6[HJ ) 4 -- +- 3 3 U3 -- - --- + __ _ 
6u3 6U1 6U2 6U3 6U32 6026U3 6U16U3 6U32 6U16U2 
[( 
6[HJ )' 6[H) 6[HJ 6[H) 6[HJ 6[H) [( 6[H) )' 6[HJ 6[H))) 
2 U2 6U26U3 6U1 6U3 - 6U32 6U26U3 aU1 6U2 + 6U32 6Ui'"6u3 - 6U32 6U12 + 
U1 [_6_[H_) _6_[H_J __ 6_[H_)_ + -,--6_[H_J_ [ (6[H))' 6[HJ 6[HJ ))) 
OU32 6U16U3 6U16U2 6U2603 -2 l6U1 6U3 + 6U3 2 6U12 -
6[HJ ( 6[H) 6[HJ 6[HJ 6[H) 6[HJ 6[H) 
2 -- 2 -- +2U2 ---+u1 ___ _ 
6U3 6U32 6Ul 602 6U26U32 6U1 6U2 6ul 6U32 6Ul 6U2 
U1 ~ 6[HJ +3U3 (6[HJ 6[HJ + 6[HJ ~_ 6[HJ 6[H) ) + 
6U1603 6U16U2 6U3 6U26U3 2 6U16U3 6U33 6U16U2 6U32 6Ul 6U2 6u3 
6[HJ 6[HJ 6[HJ 6[HJ 6[HJ 6[H) 
2 U2 -- -- + U1 -- - 2 U2 __ + 
6U3 3 6U1 2 6U26U32 6U1 2 6U32 oU12 6U3 
3 --- - 3 U3 - 2 u2 _ (11 __ 6[HJ (6[HJ 6[HJ 6[HJ 6[H) ))) O[PJ 
6U26U3 6U16U3 6U16U32 6Ul oU2 6U3 6012 6U3 6U4 
Simplify[D[pll, u4)-D[p14, ul)) 
3(5~~-22L~) ~ t:U3~ 6u16U3 6U3 6ul6U3~ 6U4 
4 (~)' 
'u' 
Simplify[D[p13, u4)-D[p34, ul]) 
3(5~~-2~~) 6[PJ 
0032 6U1 ~IJ3 6u3 6U16IJ32 "'6ti'4 
4(~)' 6u' 
Simplify[D(p14, u4J - D[p44, ulJ J 
o 
Extra conservation law ,nb 117 
Simplify[D[p22, u3]-O[p23, u2]] 
1 
8 (~)' 
'"' 
[ 
61H] 61H] 61H] ( 61H] )' 61H] 61H] (6IH])' 61H] 61H] 61H] 
3 -10 -- ----'----=-- -- - 2 U2 -- + 2 U2 -- -- - 4 U2 -- -- -~:.-
6U3 6U26U3 6U22 6U26U3 6U22 6U32 6U22 6U3 6U22 6U22 0U3 
[
6IH] 61H] 61H] (6 IH] )' 61H] 61HJ [( 61HJ )' 61HJ 61HJ )) 
8 U4 6U3 6U26U3 6U26U32 + 6U32 6U22 - 6U32 6U26U3 + 6U3 6U226U3 + 
4 (6 IH])' 61HJ +4U2 61HJ ~ 61HJ + 
6U3 6U2 3 OU3 6U26U3 6U2 3 
[( 
61HJ )' 61H] 61HJ 61HJ 61HJ ( 61H] 61HJ 61HJ 6IHJ)) 
3 U3 6U26U3 - 6U32 6U26U3 6U22 + 2 6U3 - 6U2 OU32 6U22 + oU32 6U23 + 
61HJ 61HJ 61HJ ( 61HJ )' 61HJ 61HJ 61HJ 6[HJ 
10-- --- ---+2u2 -8U2 -- -- ----
OU3 oU26U3 6U16U3 6U26U3 6U16U3 6U32 OU2 2 6U16U3 
61HJ olH] 61H] 61H] 61H] 61H] 61HJ 61H] 61H] 
3 Ul -- --- + 4 U2 -- + 2 U1 -- -- + 
6U26U3 6U22 OU16U3 6U3 6U22 6U3 6U16U3 6U3 6U2 3 6U16U3 
61H] 61HJ 61HJ ( 61HJ )' 61HJ 61HJ 61HJ 61HJ 
6 u2 -- + 01 - 4 U2 -- + 
6U32 6U26U3 6U16U2 6U26U3 6U16U2 6U3 6U26U32 6U16U2 
2 Ul -- -- - 2 U1 -- 4 
61HJ 61HJ 61HJ 61HJ 61HJ 61HJ (6IHJ)' 6[HJ 
6U32 6U2 2 6U16U2 6U3 6U2 2 6U3 6U16u2 - 6U3 6U1 6U2 ou3 
61HJ 61HJ 61HJ 61HJ 61HJ 6[HJ 
4 U2 -- - 2 U1 -- -- + 
6U3 6U26U3 oU1 OU2 6U3 6U3 6U2 2 6U1 6U2 6U3 
61HJ 61HJ 61HJ 61HJ 61HJ 6IH]) 6[PJ 
4 u2 -- -- + 2 U1 -- --- --
6U3 6U32 6U16U22 6u3 6U26U3 6U16U22 6U4 
Simplify[D [p22, u4] - D[p24, u2]] 
4 (=)' 6"' 
1s1 Extra conservation law .nb 
Simplify[D[p23, u3] -D[p33, u2Jl 
1 ( 6[HJ (6[HJ 6[H] 6[HJ 6[HJ ) 
- 3 8u4-- --- +-- + 
8 (~)3 6U3 6U33 6U26U3 6U32 6U26U32 
60' 
4 (6[HJ)' [ 6[HJ _ 6[HJ ) +3 (3U3 6[HJ (_( 6[HJ )' + 6[HJ 6[H])_ 
6u3 6U22 6U3 oU16U3(: 6U32 oU26U3 6U32 6U22 
[( 
6[HJ )' 6[HJ 6[HJ (6[H] 6[HJ) (6[HJ)' 6[HJ ) 
2 U2 6U2603 + 6U32 6U26U3 - 6U22 + oU1 603 - 6U32 6U16U2 + 
[ ( 
6 [HJ )' 6 [H] 6 [H] 6 [HJ 6 [HJ 6 [HJ 6 [HJ 6 [H] )) 
U1 -2 6U26U3 oU16U3 + 0032 6U22 6U16U3 + 6U32 6U26U3 6U16U2 -
6[H] [ ( 6[H])' 6[H] 6[HJ 6[H] 6[H] 6[HJ 6[HJ 
2 -- 3 --- + 303 -- -- + 2 U2 -- - 2 U2 --- -
6U3 6U26U3 003 3 6U2 2 6U26U3 2 6U2 2 6026U32 6u16u3 
6[HJ 6[HJ 6[HJ 6[H] 6[HJ 6[H] 
U1 +u1-- +2U2 -- + 
OU2 2 6U3 6U16U3 6U2 2 6U16U32 6U3 3 6U16U2 
6[HJ 6[HJ 6[H] ( (6[H] 6[H]) 6[HJ) 
U1 --- 2U2 - +U1 + 
6U26U32 6U10U2 6u26U3 6U22 6U3 6U16U32 6U1 6U2 6U3 
6[HJ ( 6[HJ 6[H] 6[H] 6[HJ )))6[PJ 
-- 2 -- - 3 U3 - 5 --- - 2 U2 --
6U3 2 6U22 6U22 6U3 6U16U3 6U1 6U2 6U3 6U4 
Simp1!fy[D[p23, u4] -D[p24, u3]] 
3(5~~-2~~) ~ 
liU~2 liU2 liU) liU) liU2liU3~ liU4 
4 (~)' 
60' 
. Simplify[D[p23, u4] -D[p34, u2]] 
3 (sli[H1 ~-2~~) ~ liU32 liU2 liU) liU;' liU2liU32 liU4 
4 (~)' 
'03 
Simplify[D[p33, u4] -D[p34, u3]] 
4 (~)' ,u, 
Simplify[D[p24, u4] -D[p44, u2]] 
o 
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Simplify[D[p33, u4J -D[p34, u3J] 
4 (~)2 ,U, 
Solve[Sim.plify[D[p33, u4] -DIp34, u3]] = 0, D[h, u3, u3, u3]]; 
Derivative[O, 0, 3] [H1 [ul, u2, u3] = 
Part[Part.[Part[Solve[Simplify[D[p33, u4] -D[p34, u3]] =0, Drh, u3, u3, u3]], 1], 1J, 2]; 
Simplify[D[p23, u4] -D[p34, u2]]; 
Solve[Sim.plify[D[p23, u4] -D[p34, u2]] = 0, D[h, u2, u3, u3]] 1 
Derivative[O, 1, 2] [H] [ul, u2, u3] = 
Part[part[Part[Solve[Simplify[D[p23, u4] -D[p34, u2]J = 0, Drh, u2, u3, u3]J, 1],1],2]; 
Simp1ify[D[pI3, u4] -D[p34, ul]]; 
Solve[Simplify[D [p13, u4J - D[p34, u1]] = 0, D[h, u1, u3, u3J]; 
Derivative[l, 0, 2] [H] [u1, u2, u3] =: 
Part [part [Part[Solve[Simplify[D[pI3, u4J -D[p34, u1]] ==0, D[h, u1, u3, u3]], 1J, 1],2]; 
Simplify[D[p22, u4] -D[p24, u2)]; 
Solve[Simplify[D[p22, u4] -D[p24, u2]] = 0, D[h, u2, u2, u3]]; 
Derivative[O, 2, 1] rH] lul, u2, u3] = 
Part [part [Part[Solve[Simplify[D [p22, u4] -D[p24, u2]] =0, D[h, u2, u2, u3]], 1], 1], 2]; 
Simplify[D[pI2, u4] -D[p24, ul]]; 
Solve[Simplify[D[pl2, u4] -D[p24, u1]] = 0, D[h, u1, u2, u3]]; 
Derivative[l, 1, 1] [H] [u1, u2, u3] = 
Part [part [Part [Solve[Simplify[D [pl2, u4] -D[p24, ul] J == 0, D[h, ul, u2, u3J], 1], 1],2]; 
S!mp1ify[D[pl1, u4] -D[p14, ul]]; 
Solve[Simplify[D[p11, u4] - D[pl4, ul]] = 0, D[h, ul, ul, u3]], 
Derivative [2, 0, 1] [H] [ul, u2, u3] = 
Part [Part [Part [Solve[Simplify[D[pll, u4] -D[pI4, ul]] = 0, D[h, ul, ul, u3]], 1], 1], 2J; 
Simplify[l>[pU, u3] _1>[p13, ul]], 
20 I Extra conservation law. nb 
Solve[Simplify[D[pll, u3] -D[p13, u1]] == 0, D[h, ul, u1, u1]]; 
Derivative{3, 0, 0] [H] [u1, u2, u3] = 
Part [Part [Part [Solve [Simplify[D [pll, u3J - D [p13, u1]] = 0, D rh, ul, u1, ulJ J, 1], 1], 2] ; 
Simplify [D [p22, u3] - D [p23, u2]] , 
Solve [Simplify[D[p22, u3] - D[p23, u2]] = 0, D[h, u1, u2, u2]]; 
Derivative [1, 2, 0] [H] [u1, u2, u3] = 
Part [Part [Part [Solve [Simplify [D [p22, u3] - D [p23, u2]] == 0, D rh, u1, u2, u2]], 1], 1], 2] ; 
Simplify[D[p12, u3] - D [p13, u2]]; 
Solve[Simplify[D[p12, u3] - D[p13, u2] 1 = 0, D[h, u1, u1, u2]]; 
Derivative[2, 1, 0] [H] [ul, u2, u3] = 
Part [Part [Part [Solve [Simplify [D [p12, u3] - D [p13, u2]] == 0, D rh, u1, u1, u2]], 1], 1], 2] , 
Simplify [D [p12, u2] - 0 [p22, ul]]; 
So1ve[Simplify[D[p12, u2] - D[p22, ul]] = 0, D[b, u2, u2, u2]]; 
Oerivative[O, 3, 0] [H] [ul, u2, u3] = 
part[Part[Part[So1ve[Simp1ify[D[p12, u2]-D[p22, u1]] =0, O[h, u2, u2, u2J], 1], 1],2]; 
hlll = Simplify[D[h, u1, ul, ul]] 
h112 = Simplify[D[h, u1, ul, u2]] 
h113 = Simplify[D[h, ul, ul, u3]] 
2~ 
'U3 
h122 = Simplify[D[h, u1, u2, u2]] 
h123 IJ Simplify[D[h, u1, u2, u3]] 
6[H] 6[H) 6[H] 6[H] 
3 6U"26ti3 6Ui6ii3 + 2 "6Uj7 6Ui6U2 
2~ 
6U3 
h133 = Simp1ify[D[h, u1, u3, u3]] 
5~~ 
6U32 6u16U3 
2~ 
603 
h222 = Simp1ify[D[h, u2, u2, u2]] 
h223 = Simplify[D rh, u2, u2, u3]] 
2~ 
'U3 
h233 = Simplify[D[h, u2, u3, u3]] 
2~ 
'"' 
h333. Simplify[D[h, u3, u3, u3] 1 
2~ 
"" 
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